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FOREWORD

The term "Protective Const uction" embraces those passive measures
which can be effected by constructio- to nullify the effects of weapons and to
enhance the recuperability of weapor0 systems and facilities. The term in-
cludes dispersion and duplication of services as vell as strengthening of
structures, camouflage and the inco. oratlon of protection against chemical,
biological and radiological agents. he term does not fully embrace all
elements of passive defense, such as slectronic countermeasures, control of
electronic emissions, control of lie ting and danage control.

"Hardening is used to de.;O.ne that fcrm of protective construction
-e-" 1 . structu.' blast and shor t resistance to the effects of nuclear

" .one. A physical -,,rr-er, the h8r- ,ned structure, is interposed betveen
the weapon cr-I the or:catinv functiois to be protected.

Protection 'I provided tuy "sheltering" the personnel and equipment,
or by dispersing the cilities which they require, I or by building duplicate
facilities. Althoug; the end product Ls a military construction item, there
are numerous factors -ther than engineering and construction which are basic
to the problem and h' fe major influenf;c on the final solution.

This docu.n it provides a sytematic procedure for integrating the
essential strategic. vperational and engineering factors Vhich must be con-
sidered in developirT a program of nhardeningu from the inception of the re-
quirement through tVe construction of tAe facility. The procedure used is
s,mwized in the -'VOPSIS and is treated in detail in the various sections
cf this Guide.

Since he'.e.ning is a new field and since active studies and experi-
ments are continu: .y underway, it can b-, expected that any report sumarizing
the current str-" , f information will neo.assarily be incomplete. Xbreover,
because many tsp,,-ta of the ;ubject have been insufficiently studied heretofbre,
it in necessary Vz make certain assumptions and to develop certain treatments
using the best eLgineering jdeuent and experience that it Is possible to
bring to bear on "ie subject. Consequently it may appear that some of the
recomendations 'ad procedures given heroin are based neither on analytical
studies nor on d ret experimental evidence. In these Instances an attempt
ii %-*n made to k- ing to bear knowledge of related fields in an effort to
make availrl'I - .. ,d best possible reco endations on che subject at the present
time.

As further knowledge becomes available, it is expected that revisions
to parts of this reviev guide will be made in order that the r* .eria' 4-n 2
can remain up-to-date end useful. It Is hopAd that thc pablitatnn of thi
review guide will not impede current or future progra of rsearch and studly
hich are urgently required to fwnish better and more authoritative Infozra-

tion on maz of the topics treated. Without the backpowmd of fundintal
studies *hich have been carried on in the past the present vole vould have
been Impossible to vrite. Without further st.tdie in asz of the fields,
revisions in the direction of greater econo or eater assurance of sces"
in the design of protective structures will not be possible.

This is a document primarily for internal uje, vithin 0CD, fr re-
viewing protective construction progruw ad ore detailed projects. It m
be used by other DOD offices wA approved by their appropriate headqar.
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BYROPSIS

Procedures for the study, justification, and re ied of protective
construction projects are described herein. A 3ynopsls of taie recomended
procedure for a particular facility or operatiou follows:

Determine the Strategic Categdry of the facility or operation by
referring tc SECTION 1. Then determine the required degree of prote6on, in
terms of design blast overpressure, by the procedure of SECTION 2, TAR=
ANALYSIS. It may be that no protection Is required. Bovever, having estat-
lished the need for and level of protection, if required., it is necessary then
to specify the personnel and materiel to be protected and the physical space
and utilities required in the facility., by reference to SBCTION3, OPRATIOA
CONCEPTS AND RUDOMMEQt I IT. The survival criteria for the personnel and
materiel to be protected are ney+r dete:uind by reference to SECTION 4, DAXZ
CRITRIA. After these steps have been accomplishe4, it Is -rhen possible "o
consider the design of the facility or structure.

It ts necessary at this point to determine the Vpe of structure
required for the various parts of the facility under study. This involves
consideration of vhat the structure must do in attenuating blast, thermal
radiation, nuclear radiation, and earth shock. 7he analysis of the structure
can then be accomplished and design proportions selected by the methods and
charts of SECON 5, ION ANALYSIS. Finally, the cost of the structure so
designed may be estimated by reference to the charts contained in &CTION 5,
or by means of an approximate cost breakdomn of the structure.

It should be remembered that at various points in the "-eviev
procedure it may be determined that protective construction is either uneces-
nary or impractical. Conversely, as obviously impractical or impossible
conditions are encountered, search for alternative operations or solutions may
be made. T .re a-e many ways in vhich the problem of excessiva vulnerability
m&y be approached. The solution may lie in ingenious manipulation of location,
alternative methods of operatlon, or in appropriate engineering design. One
must consider all of these possibilities to insure the most economical
solution.

Attention is called to certain basic prem'ses ifte' must be kept In
mind In all cases:

a. The vulnerability of all elements essential to the ogpration
must be considered. An othervise adequate structural solution -Wy be vulner-
able to ground shock, for example; or a ai.ssile instaltion ., A be adequateUy
protected n all respects except for the fuel lines connecting the fuel supl~y
to the missile enclosure.

b. Alternate methods of protection should be considered. Thee
include dispersal, duplication., alert status, as yell as structural protection.

a. The method and level of protection should be consistent vith
the increment in survival probability *dc i t produces.
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d. Prctection should be provided only to those elements which are
essentia1 to the operation, and even in these cases, space and other allowances
and requirem~ents should be reduced to a minimm.

e. The cost of physical protection in high and the need for more
protection is extensive. Consequently, the more the unit cost of protection
can be reasonably red-iced, the more Items can be protected.

f. The solAion to difficult problems of protection often may lie
in ingenious., unconventional concepts of operation and design. in most cases,.
direct application of conventional layouts, operational requiremuents, or
design concepts will lead to Impossible or Impractical solutions.

An illustrative example of the procedures described is~ contained
in METION 6. it may be noted that the~ procedurwi may "re used both for pre-
lizinary design and for the cost ravlaw cf a structure which herJ been designed.
The methods and charts given herein are not Intended to be useS3 for final
design or for accurate assessment of vulnerabilities. In many cases the
methods of this review guide may be accurate enough for such purposes In view
of the many uncertainties in the basic data; hoveverp more precise engineering
studies can be made by use of the reference material In SECION 7, iiich also
contains the acknoledgmetso

Thlis review guide Is issued In two volumes. Volume I is unclassified,
rvnd contains all the material related to target analysis and to rtructural
analysis and design, includIng all necessary charts. volume nI contains the
material relating to strategic categpries, operational concepts and reire-
ments,. and damiage criteria, including sowe supplementary material W.a.
because of security clamtification, could not be made availabl, In Volume 1.
Copies of either volume can be obtained only through appropriate military
agencies.

vi
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SECTION 2. TARGET ANALYSIS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 Purpose of Target Analysis. Target analysis is used to
determine the level of hardness required in order for a facility to attain
a desirable probability of survival against enemy attack. It is thus one
of the several steps in protective construction planning. The planner
analyzes his facility as though it were a target, using the best estimate
available of enemy capabilities ant intentiona. From this analysis can be
determined the extent of structural protection required to give a survival
probability consistent with the importance of the facility.

2.1.2 Nature of Problem. *Mch of the work done in target analhnis
has been from an attack or offensie viewpoint. The weapous and delivery aa-e
the knowr quantities and zhe target properties wre the estimated quantities.
This is in effect the reverse of the present problem. In this problem the
weapons and delivery must be estimated, and from this the target is constructed
or hardened and ia thus a "known" quantity. The element of probability lies
principally in what weapon, delivery method, and time an enoW might choose.

There is still another important difference. In azy analysis,
inaccurately-known or estimated quantities are usually taken at the conserva-
tive boundary of the range of the possible values. This value, if conservative
for one case, may be unconservative for the other case. Consequently, one
must approach the defensive problem with a different viewpoint tha". in the
offensive situation. When a choice of values is necessary, one abould choose
the value which is of greatest advantage to an enew. This is of course the
conservative choice from the viewpoint of protection construction.

Since the elemen.; of weapon selection and delivery are not within
tne control of the planner, his only control over survival probability lies
in strengthening his defenses. Aside from strengthening his air defenses, he
can harden, duplicate, disperse, or employ a combination of these. His task
is to obtain the desired survival expectancy for the least cost without sacri-
ficing operational efficiency.

2.1.3 Procedures for Target Anaysis. IMo means of analyzing a
facility ? a possible target will be presented. Procedure A is the shorter
and simpler procedure utilizing "blest and Fallout Probability" charts pre-
pared by a Department of Defense Hazard Study. This procedure i= the simpler
because most of the computations of target analysis have be. . =erfned. It
should be used whenever possible. However, the use of Procedure A is limited
to CONUS installations which are aiready In existence or sited.

The second procedure, called Procedure B, is really a collective
designation for the several were to be described of making an independent
analysis of a target. Any of these ways ic usually more laborious than

2-1
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Procedure A, but i, the case of an overseas insta .latlon or a CONUS instal-
lation which has not yet been sited, it will be necessary to resort to the
use of the computations described in Procedure B. On the other hand,
Procedure B is more useful as a design tool and is extremely flexible in its
application.

2.2 DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION

2.2.1 Definitions. Key vords and terms are defined as follows:

Target. The target is a structure, facility or installation
which is not excessively large, so that it can be assumed without serious
error to be subjected to uniform levels of overpressure and radiation from a
given weapon.

Point Target. A target hose pica area is so small relative
to the other distances involved in the analysis that the area of the target
can be considered to be concentrated at a single point.

Hardness of a Structure. Peak side-on overpressure (psi)
hich the structure will tolerate, where side-on overpressure is the un-

reflected pressure in air at the surface of the ground at the structural site.

Vulnerablity Radius. The radius in feet of a circle, having
the target at its center, within which the detonation of a specific yield
veapon will produce destruction of the target.

Vulnerability Circle. Circle formed by Vulnerability Radius.

Overlapping Targets. Trrgets having intersecting Vulnera-
bility Circles.

Depiendent Targets. Two or more targets vhose spacing is
such that each of them has a finite probability of being hit by any given
attack weapon. Overlapping targets are dependent bit targets need not be
overlapping to be dependent.

Independent Targets. Two or more '.Srgets ",se spacing is
such that no more than one of them has a finite probability of being hit by
any given attack weapon.

Designated Ground Zero. The ground locatio,, "or a Pur.ac
burst at which the enemy will try to detonate his weaponk, or .or planning
purposes, the location assmed to be the probable detonation point.

Circular Probable Error. It is assumed that delivery errors
tre equally probable in all directions from a point target. This results in
a circular error described by the standard GAussian Error Distribution. A
measure of the error concentration is the CEP, which is the radius of a circle
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about the DGZ vltnl n vhLch one helf of the wearons reachtiag the targpt area
vill 'all. Mhe 07 Is largely a function of the me+ow. of weapon deli;&-7.

ProaJJlt. The probabilities used In formulas are expressed
as decimals. It is cUEtomaz7 to speak of them as percent.

2.2.2 Notaion.a

V n Weapon yield in Negatons

CV a Radius In feet of Circle of Equal Probability
or Circular Probable Error

DOZ - Designated Ground Zero

n - Number of veapons l'mnched at a taraet or complex

Z - Probabil ity of an attack launched .,y an snag
reaching the target vici lty I.e., pe.rfoa in
mechanically and penetrating the frIend y active
defenses.

Z can be tbought of as the probability of arrival. In the discussion and
illustrations to follov Z is taken to be unity or 100%. If Z Is not W%t,
the hit probabilities must be multiplied by Z.

p - Peak side-on overpressure In air at the ground mTece,

-a adius of Vulnerability In feet
A - Area of a complex or a nn-point target

a a limber of equal tarigts

S a Survival probability computed

a' w Suvval probsbil1ty desired

N a Number of "Squares" counted, multiplied, by their
value, on the plot of Cells of Mqual Pzbability,

...... Gaussim bor Distribution. I zopeesmts the
-* single-shot hit probability for a gwe set of

-- conditions.

1 0 Probability of an enao success

h a Number of targets hit

pr.-subscrIpt - limber of attacks

post-subscripts a lumber of targuta, or If the post-
subscript is a capital letter it
dacigates a specufia tagt

12-3



2.3 PROCEXM A, USINO DOD HAZAD STUD33S

2.3.1 Establish the Desired SuvvlPrbblM ThIL is a
function principally of the Importance or strategic category or t"e fac~Iutyr
in question. It will not be possible always to attain the desirou survival
probability. Thus the values given belcw are really the starting limits or
desirable goals as initial guidance in target analysis. They do not reprb.
Rent firm DOD policy. In a specific case, the desirable or recommended
survival probability will be considered and approved individually by co-
01 linated review on the pWt of various DOD offices. The reference surviviJ.
values by strategic category of facili'.y are as follows:

Strategic Category Code Desired Survival
____________ - Pro~gabil1.ty (Pet)

A 80 -95
B 6o- 8o
C 40 -60
D 10O- 4O

2.3. 2 Determine levels of Structural Protection. The DOD *Eazard
Studies" are based on latest available intelligence estimates. They integrate
and analyze factors of probable enemy deployiment of weapons, veapon and
delivery characteristics, U. S. active defense effectiveness, climatological
factors, etc. 7hte resiults are presented In the form of "Blast and Fallout
Probability" charts, one of vhich is illustrated in Fig. 2-1. On that chart,
for example, it Is shown that there in 62 percent probability that. blast will
be less than 120 psi and 74& percent that nuclear radiation will be less than
1% ,000 r/bI! (theoretical R + 1 hr. rate). The probability that neither vill.
Inc ex.-eeded is 50 percent (summation of all increments in the qu.drant bo=Aed
by the limiting overyressure and radiation). Oiarts; for negrly allC 0M
military facilities,9 by Service, are part of the document, "Nuclear Attack
Hazard on 001W", prepared by OMBDp Installations and ]Logistics. Thee charts
will be 4istributed separatelyi to recipients of this guide. Mw. general
pattern of attack on ich these charts are based Is also part of the I j L
docummnt. Because the charts reflect certain fMud assumptions of active
defease capability, there wil be anomales In the Inrlvdual. case., To
determine the levels of protection reqired to attain zm' desired survival
probablity, the chart =W be used directly with liner Interpolation between
levels of protection. lbr example, If a 70 percent survival is desi:ced
against both blast and fallout, the levels of protection relitxi. iioula be
approximately 21e0 psi oveipressure and 10,000 r/hrp at R + 1.

that the desired survival lity In not alvWs practical tan le
2hen It weiuIA be necessary to determine *hat survival can reasonably be atie
and whether this Is still ddequate. A plot of 'swauviva vs. "level of

p'tcIon ivcan be made quickly from the Blast and Fallout" chartis of Fig. 2-1.
A typical plot of this type Is shown In Fig. 2-2.
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It in readily apparent that the g'enatest, benefit accrues iii the rane 50-100
psi. At 50 psi, hovove-, the survival is probably too low~ (30%). Thius a
reasonable approximation toa that 80 psi protection would provide at least
50 percent survival and would probably be optimu in this illustrative case.
Thiacan be refined somesbaA. i~n terms of coat, 1w using the curves of Fig. 2-3,p
and even further if desired by analytical methods described In IMI0 5.
Other basic alternatives In such cal.:is are dispersal or duplication. Evaluation
of the vunrblt of a remote or 4ispersed facility can be accomplished by
the methods described In Pars. 2.4i

2.4 P9O3fl 3, (NUL CMWMMIC119

2.4.k1 Establish the Desire Guryival Probabilit. With sam
qualification thG sam method should be used In determining the Desifred Our-
vival Probability as was explalme. In Para,* 2.3 *.1 for Proceduare A. bSw
principal difference between Procedures A and D In this regard is that
Procedure A does not have to cons idcr single versus multiple attacks since
this element is inherent In the DOD 11azard Studies. Procedure D shold take
into account the number of attacks expected and the desired survival proba-
bilities should be correlated with this niuber, The problem of achieving
high survival probabilitien against multiple attacks becomes formidable. it
is therefore Important th, t the estimated. number of attacks should be
reasonable.

While it Is not generally possible to set dow rules for estimating
the number of attacks, it Is sometimes possible to determine frmthe function
of the facility the number of attacks which must be withstood. Son. Instal-
lations ihich =mitt have only one-time use, In retaliation for example, need
only survive the Initial. attack. Other intlain might need to suviyve
repeated attacks.

2.43. 2 Wsinatina the Atak

(a) pussigg It is necessary to have the best estimate
possible as to what the Intentions and capabili.ties of a potential einq are
In order to provide. protection.. To do this intelligently,9 one should kuv
the general strategy to be used by an ene~p his purpse in attacking, his
knowledge of our Istaons and capablities, av-. mn othier somewhat In-
tangible factors. There awe In addition the technical features of an euWa
capabilities which must be consiered; the nuMbers andalsoe of his vaspon
stockpile; the methods of delivery available to him; the accuracy oZ his
delivery; the reliability of his vepns.

A planner In a rather localused situation amot hop* to hame
crmlete and current ifraonof this type. Nowver, estimates jmw be
alalable throu&* the envice Intelligence agencies. m ase of camt"ovezq,

the National Intelgence E1stimates, available througb X~p will contzol.
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(b) Factors. The following factors must be considered.

(1) Wa~n Size (W) and Number of Attacks (n). An
enemy s weapous should be assued to be at least equal to our own. The yields
should be reasonable for the time during which the structure has Its useful
life.. Yields of 1 MT, 10 Ma, and 50 HTI are believed to be realistic for per-
haps the next ten years., As for tie niuber' of weapons, It should be assumed
that weapons will be delivered in the most efficient manner,. ioe., not
slzaultanocusly at a sin fie aiming point, and with multiple attacks dispersed
U. avoid "over killing.

(2) Meho of Delivery. It may be assumed that the 1 NT
and the 10 XTJ weapons can be delivered either by manned aircraft or guided
missiles, %itlie the 50 XT weapon is more llkeIly to be delivered by aircraft.

(3) CIPoal oWKj r It If 9Asumed that
error# are equally, prbable in &Ui directions from the DOE awl that the ezrvuu
viii follow a standard 0aussian distribution. Values of CIP are uncert&'m and
unpredictable. Current estimates vary between limits of the order of 0.5 to
3.0 flautic I 'miles.

(Ii) Desimnated around ZTwo. The DOZ In taken to be- at
the site of a single target If Isolated,, a vital component In an installationo
or the point which would maximize demag

(5) -ProbabilitY Of Sucess of Attack (Z). Sow. estimat
should be made of the probability of any given attack launched by an eiwny
reaching a target area. This would take Into account the possibility of
mechanical failures, aborts, and active defenses. These factors exe difficult
to assess, but if no better information is5 avail.able, Z may be taken as
T5 percent for aircraft and 50 percent for missiles. In the calculations
described for Procedure B the value of Z is taken as unity. Ibr other values
of Z the survival probability obtained for Z - 1.00 can be modified:

(c) Ulncertainties Descrilbed by 30bbiiie mI this repor
the uncertain elements described by probabilities are all related to the
weapon, its delivery, and the pressures which will pr .val. ""a elmsint of
probability is associated with the ability of a structure to withstand Its
limit deuign load, although obvio"a2y some probability does exist.

In the case where the planner makes his own Estimate o4' Atte*,#
the uncertainties are In his assumptions of W, CIP, n,, " probjbl location
of the DOE the probability of survival of a structure Is then the proba-
bility that the limit-desin loads of the structure will not be exceeded.
Anthe vsW of saying this is that It Is the probability that 02 vill, not
be too close to the structure.

2.14.3 Basic Sila ot Probabilite. Having a set of meopon
paristersp e.g. veapon yield (W), CDp aiming point (DoE), probability of
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arrival (z), an~d a set of target parameters for the facility, Aeg. hardness,
and he ltion of target to aliing point, it ip ]possible to copute

proabiityofsurvival of the facility fromu a one-weapon attack. In
som n'. nayses this single-shot abiwZvIral probability stay be the anower desired.
In many cases the single-shot probabilities can be compounded to study complex
installations and multiple-veapon, attacks.

h fundamental assumption which-wil be used irn determining single-
shot probabili1ties is that the errors of weapon delivery will be distributed
-Ymetrically about the aiming 'point. Thlis assmption is reasonable for

missiles having an extremely lofty trajectory and It is fairly accurate for
weapons delivered by high-flying manned bombers, especially if the direction
of flight of the aircraft is unpredictable. Thus if a large numbmr of
weapons were directed at the same aiming point, they would fall In a circular
distribution pattern around the aiming point. he greatest density of hits
vould Ie* closest to the aiming 3rint. An idealised pattern of this type cid1
be described mathematically by the Gaussian Circular Distrit ution, Function.
The CIP is then the radius of the circle about the aiming point Vd~'hin wihich
one half of the hits will occur. The entire Gaussian pattern, I.e. , the area
vIthin which almost 100 percent of the hits will fall, has a radius of
slibtly over three CID's.

Any given area in the Gainssian pattern can be evaluated to show
the percentage of total hits %hich will normally fall1 within the area. from
the target with its known hardness and the expected weapon size (yield),,
one can determine the radius of vulnerability about the target. This radius
forms a circle, within whtich a hit by the assumed weapon will cause over-
pressures at the target In excess of its hardness. All of these el' aunts can
be combined to give a calculated probability of a hitmu, or conversely the
probability of survival.

Three methods of Obtaining the single-shot probabilities ill be
discussed.

(a) An1Jcl For a target which is at DOS, the vulnera-
bility radius, survival probability of the singLe target from a singld
veapon, and CIP are related by the equation:

3A 0.5 (n,/cw)2  (2-1)

This equation is plotted in Fig. 2-4i and 2-5 for selected values of k~ ai'
CID.

lbr a targaz which Is a distance L from DGZ, the analytical
solution Is usually difficult. An approxmate analytical sopresson is:
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For finding lSI Eq. (2-2) vwin usually be less accurate than the graphical
solution.

(b) Oraztcl. The graphical solution has the merits of
simplicity, flexibility, ease of understanding, and sufficient accuracy. It
requires estimation of CEP, DGZ, and L as do the other methods. It has the
disadvantage of requiring trial-and-error solution to find the value of R
corresponding to a desired survival probability.

Figure 2-6 is a plot of cells of equal probability which is a

graphical representation uf the Gaussian Circular Probability PFnction. The
center of the plot is the DOZ. 7he "squares" vary in size, the smallest beint
near the center. Each square has a value vhich represents the probability of
GZ falling in the square. The plot is scaled in terms of CEP., half the squares
lying within a circle of radius CIP. The entire plot covers an area slitL
larger than three CEP's in radius.

It is only necessary to locate the target in the plot in relation
to the DGZ, all distances being expressed as multiples of the CZP. Around
the target the vulnerabi;.ity circle is drawn, also to the scale of the CE.
A value N is obtained by counting appropriate squares and multiplying by the
values of the squares, estimating and counting fractions of squares also.
N represents the probability of a hit in the vulnerability circle and
l =-1-N.

(c) Air Force &orm. The Air Force Physical VulnersbIlitr
Division has prepared for use in this voluse a nographic chart uiic, vifl
give the probability of a certain effect at a given distance from DOZ. Thi
chart in given herein as Fig. 2-15. It should be noted that the chart is
based upon a Sigma of 10 percent. Siga is the ratio of the stadard devfa-
tion of the dumage-probability curve to the vulnerability radius. 7his is In
contrast to the other procedu. es and methods described herein ihich are based
upon a signa of zero, or a "cookie-cutter" concept. The difference In the
results for the two values of signs id usupWy not significant'and certainly
introduces no unduly large error In the type of problem treated here.

2.4. Determining level of Protection Aff sta Sa aleVeauum
Attack. The probabilities found in Para. 2.4.3 can be applied directly to
several situations. he problem will gen..rally be ors of two types: oelua-
lating the survival probability from the other values vhich are know or
assumed; or, calculating the overpressure at the structural site (nd thus
the required hardening) from the other values vhioh are know or assumed. In
this ?eviw Guide the emphasis is on the latter problem, I.e., - in
the hardness required.

Ce--n l facility vghech Is to be bult atDr

In this case the facility is the a..ing point and ould be plotted
tc the center of the Gaussian Distribution Chast (Fig. 2-6).
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.he known or ass md st rting values are W, CEP, 8', and L (-0).
Either Eq. (2-1) or the grapbical solution of Par&. 2.4.3(b) can be used to
compute i. gure 2-7 can then be entered with W and to find the over-
pressure for which the structure must be hardened.

%0

An alternate solution would be to use the chart in Fig. 2-15.

gaseg--1le atilty which is to be built near the DOZ.

In this ase the facility is not itself the alming point, but is
sufficiently close to the DOZ so as to have a pmbability of being hit.

The known or assumed starting values are V CEP, 8', and L.
Equation (2-2) or the grqhical solution of Para. 2..3(b) can be used to cm-
puteA. Etation (2-2) s les accurate than the graphical solitlo but
gives & reasonable answer if ZICD is los than 1.

lhe graphical method is more accurate but has 'the disadvantage of
being a trial-and-error procedure, the problem being to find the radlus of a
circle whose center is a distance L m DGZ and whose area corresponds to the
desired survival probability. The radius of this circle is the Rv soght.

Having found the value of R, Fig. 2-7 can be used to find the
overpressure In the sine manner as vas done In Case 1.

lb. chart in Fig. 2-15 can be used as an alternate and is van
well suited for this case.

- or acer endent, overlanin tersiand
subijeted to a sines waon aM.

if two oz aore, tarltshw @vra-a Vuisblt OsIol it
is possible that one c on cou fall In a vulnerabiUty erea camn to two
or more and thus destro that nmber. l is also Possible that the sile
wepon could fall -In a vulnerability area exclusively related to M. target
and wold thus destroy only that me target.

2his case Is wll-suited to grshical soltion. So targets with
their vulnerability cs cles dram to the scale of he CO am be 3ld out
gometric. al. on an overa . -his cverlq ean be placed on the Ommln

Pist~ibtio ~wt(11. 26) n 1tfrmt Positions crresponding to different
=9's and the optia.DOZ frem the enam Vie Int selected Uif QD. otherAse

knwn 5. The probabilities of. it in te various vulnerabi 1. ares can then
be d (N 1 P' vs). lbs ample, If thee ae two targets, A and B:

Probablitr of Survival of A is:
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Probability of survival of B is:

1%3 - 1 - %1

Probability that neither will survive one weapon is:.

where NAB Is the N for the overlapping area

Probability that both will survive one weapon is:

1A=- w(NA + NB NAB)

Case 1--w or mor. Lor.-overaDI=~ tapVt pubjIS~
to a slgu~e vesmon attack.

These targets can be either iepdntor dependent. the prblem
for each target is that of Camel1 or Case 2.

Any tvco targets are nepdntif the ir separation distaence, d4, Is
equal to or greater than 6.4 IiP plus the sun of their vulnerabilt radii.
This means that for practical purposes only one can be plotted at a tins on
the Gaussian Distribution Chart.

Any tw targets are dependent when the condition stated In t,,
preceding paragraph is not satisfied. Although no move than one can be hit
byr a given vespon, all have a chance of being hit, and all vould Maow on the
Gaussian, Distribution Plot. Jbr a given DGZ the probability of hitting at
least one of them (unspecified) with one veapon would be the amr of the
individual probabili1ties of hl-ting each one of them with one wespon.

2.4i. 5 Juliple-Ohot ProbabUISIies. If more than one weapon is
delivered against the target (or Largets) the probabilities change,. and the
survival probabilities will be less than those comuputed for single weapon
attack. The multiple-shot probabilities can be computed from the basic
single-shot probabilities.

Mhe parameters involved are the number of targets m,* the number of
weapons n., the weapon yield U, the DGZ, the CZP the number or hita h, and
the configuration of tha target(s) and DGZ. All of the parameters c-- vary
but for the purpose of this discussion it Is asewied that the M' cnd
yield W remain the same for each of the n attakcks.

The problem involved here Is best solved In reverse. Mhat is,
although the level of hardness required for a certain survival Probability Is
the desired answer, it is easier to as sume levels of hardness and solve lbr
tas resulting survival probabilities. It mqW be desirable to plot the results
for different values of parameters, and then use the curves to arrive at the
hardness required.
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The graphical. solution is best suited for this situation. The targetwill gae., Ally be a complex consisting of several vazirablo points. it vill
probablY involve duplicated portions, moderate dispersion, and varying degreesof hardness. One Must crefully~ define what Is necessary for survival. Fbrexample,- in an 1.ndergrOwid complex with two identical entrancen, the survivalof either tunnel along with the facility itself might be considered to be an
over-all survival.

Since there are so nwM parameters involved in the mltiple-target,
maltiple-shot problem, the chief benefit mqy be in making qualitative compari-
sons of different situations rather than attempting to assign a precise number
to any* givan situation. The next paragraph discusses determination of probe-bilities lbor sieveral different cases, and illustrative examples are given In
Par&. 2.8.

2.11.6 Deteramina Lewal o?9 PrtcinAas aM-tpeWa
Attack. Fobur cases will be considered.

Cae5--Single tarset subJected to multiple-eapon attacks.

For n attacks the survival probability becomes:

Knowing a and the desired 81j, this squation can be solved for 8 . This
value can then be used as RnCase 1 or 2 as appropriate to fld 0e Phu

1and COP the value of overpressure can be obtained from Fig 2- a-- beflore.

ease 6--Two or more mvr1wping targets sub Jected to
multiyle-veawon attacks.

Mhese ta'gets are also dependent since anyr given weepon. has a finite
probability of hitting anyr one of the targets.

This procedure cannot be standardized but the solution is as follows.
The facility is plotted In units of the CEP on an ovrlq if the DOE Is uin-
certain or directly on the Gaussian Distribution Chart if the 110 Is established.
Mhe single-shot hit probabilities,. N, are determined flor all segrnt formed
by the circles of vulnerability.

The survival criterion must be seti i.e., precisely tihich one andhow many of the targsts must survive In order to be considered an cvev -all
survival for the complex. From this the converse ocurrence, ' coo " nosuccess, can be defined. It is then necessary to look at all possible
mutually exclusive vaqs of enwW success with n veapons. The total probabIlliy
of enm success is the sam of the probabilities of the nutually7 exclusive
way. The survival probability mq be found by subtracting the total ewW
success probability from unity.
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Case 7-- Two or more dependentp non-,overlapp:!g targets
SubJected to MultileI-VeAPOn Attacks

In this case each target has a finite probability of being hit by
any given weapon but no veapon can hit more than one target.

The survival and en=W~ success criteria should be defined as vas
dine in Case 6. The individual single-shot hit probabilities, N, should~ be
determined by plotting the configurationi on the Gaussian Distribution Chart.
The probabilities can then be found* Pbr exunple,. if there are three
targets A, B3, and C for which the single-shot hit probabilities are N, N,
an MC. the tblloving are typical hit proba'hilities which can be forukd.B

Probe of only A Prob. of A and B Prob. of all three

n being hit being hit but not C being hit

1 N 0 0

2 2!(NA)(l-%-NCj 2.(N A)(N.) 0

NA 2 A N3 N)(-C - 0,th aov rla)oshpsbe)emoe imle

If thiscsec target has lpoabfinitescac of being hit only by

the veapon directed at It (or at a nearby DGZ). Other targets have a zero
probability of being hit by this veon. 2he quantity a is theretre used to
desigate the numbor of veapons Uhich have a possibility of hitting a given
target,, and it Is further assumed that ai is the sine Zor all torgsts. In
otl"er words, if there are a targets and n veapons are launched at evech, the
total number of veapons is n.

if' m targets each have a survival probability against a single
attack lS V and If n weapons are lwamched against each of thams the folloving
relations hold.,
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Survival Number of Targets
Probabilities 2 3

Prob. of none
surviving n attacks (l-is,-) (I - S~ (.s)3 (-a.(ASO)

Prob. of one
surviving n attacks 2 ,S.(l- P.) 31 CLs) S )I 1 l-c 1

Prob. of two sur-

viving n attacks 3S?  _ .1- n 62 _ e 2

(02) 11 1 1 11il

Prob. of three sur-
viving n atta.ks i3In
(3) 11

Prob. of four sur-
viving n attacks 11
(1184)

It is seen that the probability e ssons in aW coltm under a

value of m are terms in the aezpanon of the bi inal e rsslon$

le 1~ 1

and also that the sum of the terms in this expansion total unity. Further
the sumations of terms starting vith the last, then the last plus the next
to last, etc*, give the probabilities of a s=rviving, at least (a - 1) survivin&
etc. This reverse sumation can be expressed mathematically as:

o,.,.

mhere n. is the probability that at least r out of a targets, each vith

single-shot survival probability ofi 1S, vill surive n attackS. a is a sum-
mation index. n is the sime for each targe and can be az integerp one or

greater.
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2.5 EFFECTS OTHER THMI BLAST

2.5.1 Initial Nuclear Radiation. During the first few tens of
seconds following a nuclear burst, la e irstnnsitics of gamma anid neutron
radiation are produced. Various components of weapons systems and equipment,
as well as personnel, are vulnerable to these effects. It may become im-
portant in target analysis to determine the expected level or dosage at e.
particular location.

Figure 2-8 is a plot of weapon yield versus range for various levels
of total initial amat dobage. These -C--vars -arc ID=c c A ------ f--.----

tained in Ref. 17. It should be noted that the garna dosage does not scala
simply with yield since the fission-produced gama dosage from megaton yield
shots is affected by hydrodimamic motions and cloud rise.

Figure 2-9 is a plot of ueahon yield versus range for various levels
of neutron flux. These curves can be computed from Pef. 17, also. Figures
2-8 and 2-9 are used in a manner analogous to Fig. 2-7 (Weapon Yield vs.
Range vs. Overpressure ) in determining a vulnerability radius, R . (For
radiation the vulnerability radius will also be refezred to as tKe "Lethal
Range.") Once the value of R has been found, the computation of probabilities
can be made as was done for overpressures. These calculations can be extended
to consider multiple-wepon attacks as was done with the case of overpressure
probabilities.

2.5.2 Fallout. All of the foregoing analyses pertain to effects
of blast and related initial radiation. In order to determine the fa lout
intensity, reference must be made to ENW or CAI, (Refs. I and 2) which permit
determination of intensity and total dose for a set of assumed geographic and
wind conditions. Tb determine the probability of occurrence of these condi-
tions it is necessary to consider the incidence of winds at different times
of the year. For purposes of this document, analysis will be made on the
basis of a burst in an Upwind direction from the facility at a distance con-
sistent with the design overpressure and weapon yield. This approach in a
departure in principle from that discussed previously for blast and prompt
radiation since it considers the worst case rather than specific probabilities.
However, in general, protection against fallout will not be critical in
design.

Mhe cuulative fallout in residual gma radiation can be determined
for locations downwind from DGZ by use of Figs. 2-10 and 2-11. The downwind
situation is taken since it is the most severe condition for design. Figure 2-10
gives values of One-Hour Reference Dose Rater for various weapc .,ield.-0 and
distances for a 15-knot scaling wind. The values of Dosage Rates can be
multiplied by factors shown on Fig. 2-10 for other wind velocities.

The time of arrival at the fallout site is obtained by dividing the
distance by the wind velocity. The cumulative fallout occurring at the site
tatween the arrival time and any desired time is obtained from Fig. 2-11.
Enter with both values of time and read from the ordinate scale the two values
of the ratio of Tbtal Dose R to the One-Hour Reference Dose Rate. The dif-
ference between these two ratio values multiplied by the One-Hour Reference
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Dose Rate, previously obtained from Fig. 2-10 gives the total fallout dose in
the interval between the two time entries.

2.5.3 Ground Shock. In certain situations involving below-ground
facilities the critical effect of nuclear attack my be the ground shock
imparted to the structure or its contents. As explained in SECTION 5 this
ground shock is a function of geometry, geology, and weapon parameters. The
characteristic accelerations, velocities, and displacements in the earth at
%be point of interest can be predicted by the methods of SECTION 5. The
occurrence of a specifie-klrA-s M 4+;.A i! . ,,A w,' 4 ,n , 1 . -ea,
correlated with the expected weaipon and with a peak side-on overpressure at
some point at the ground surfaxc. The probability of the ground shock
occurrence can then be taken to be the same as the probability that the related
overpressure will occur at the point on the ground surface. The latter proba-
bility can be found by the methoda c! this section.

2.5.4 Thermal Considerations. The effects of therml radiation
are norlly not the governing criteria in structural target analysis. However,
it is important to know the thermal levels at various distances from a weapon
detonation since any aboveground exposed ventilators, doors, etc., might be
vulnerable. Figure 2-12 shows the thermal radiation received at various dis-
tances per unit area exposed at normal incidence for several weapon yields.
Since this is a function of the atmospheric conditions, the data shown are
selected for a visibility of 50 miles. This is an optimum situation for
theral radiation. Vulnerabilities are discussed in SECTION 4.

2.5.5 Biological and Chemical Agents. It is assumed that any
facility which Is a target or within blast effect distance of a target mmy
also be subjected to biological and chemical agents. Appropriate protection
by filtration and sealing of the structure is required.

2.6 DISPsAL

2.6.1 Determination of Siting. The distance from DGZ required in
order to reduce blast or fallout hazard is determineO. by the methods described
in Para. 2.4.

2.6.2 General Considerations. When new sites are being considered
the following conditions should be effected if pcssible:

If the new installation itself is a recognized target, it must
be located away from centers of population, if it is poasible to do
so. A rule of thumb which my be used is to so locate the new installation
that a circle of 60-mile radius, centered on a point 40 miles in t1e known
prevailing downwind direction from the site (or due East if this direction
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not knoun), vin ntot contain centers of population of more than 50,000 people.
More refined analyses may be used based on projections of probable fallout
patterns, should this rule of thumb be impracticable to apply.

2.7 T.MA2ION

After completion of the target analysis one of the three following
conditions will prevail:

-- ' a. A frm level of protection will have been established to
meet the desired survival requirement.

b. A compromise level of protection will have been adopted
with appropriate curves shoving relationship of level of protection to surv!val.
These will be carried on to the ne.zt step in the review prtcess.

c. It vill have been concluded that "hardenl-g" is not
feasible as a meana of protection.

2.8 W-LWTAT VEANIS

The following illustrations show the application of Procedure B to
the eight cases presented in Para. P.4.4 and Para. 2.4.6.

2.8.1 Exaple 1 (Case 1)

A single facility is to be built. It Is considered important
enough to be a target itself and is thus assumed to te at the DOZ. The ex-
pected attack is by one 10 X waepon delivered with a CHP of 20,000 ft. The
desired single-shot survival probability is 90%. Find ;he hardness required
for the structure.

(a) Analytical Solution.

From Eq. (2-1) - 0 5 (N/CEp)2

0.90- 0 5(Qo ° ° °

A - T8aO ft-
v

From Pig. E

lbr R - 7.8 thousand ft. and V J 10 XTv

Ps o - 95 psi, say 100 psi
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(b) Graphical Solution. A hit probability of 0.10 is
obtained by subtracting S from unity. Prom Fig. -6 it is seen that Ns-O.1O
for a circle having a raAias Rf slightly greater than the necoad ring. This
distance is approximately 0.4 CE; therefore Rv - (O.4)(20,OOO ft.) - 8,000 ft.
Entering Fig. 2-7 with W - 10 MT and RV - 8,000 ft., a value of. 90 psi is
obtained.

(c) Solution using Fig. ?--150 ince tie desired survival
probability is 90%, there must be a 90% probability that the overpressure will
not exceed the hardness of the structure. Conversely, there must be a 10%
probability that the ovcrpressure will be equal to or greater than the hard--
ness of tne structure. The entering values for Fig. 2-15 are: CEP - 20.000 .t.,
distance from DCZ = 0, W - 10 Mr, Prob. - 0.10. It is seen that this problem
does not fall within the range of values of Fig. : 15 and ther-fure cannot
be solved by this method.

2.8.2 Example 2 (Case 2). A.single fah'lity is to be built
10,000 ft. from a known DGZ. The facility itblf Is not considered sufficient-
ly important to cause an enemy to change the DGZ. The expected attack is by
one 8 MT weapon delivered with a CEP of 6000 ft. The desirad survival proba-
bility is 80%. Find the required degree of hardness for the facility.

(a) Analytical Solution. This problem could be solved
by using Eq. (2-2). However, the ratio of 4/CEP here is 1.67 and Eq. (2-2)
becomes inaccurate for L/CEP > 1. Therefore, the analytical solution is not
preferred.

(b) Graphical Solution. Solution by plotting In Fig. 2-6
would be possible by trial and error. It is necessary to find the radius R.
*required for a circle which: 1) has its center a distance I/EP fr the
center of the plot, and 2) has an area which includes "squares" having a
value of C.20. Having fou,4 R,, Fig. 2-7 can be entered to find the level of
hiLrdening. For tiis situation the Fig. 2-15 rolution is simpler and more
direct.

(c) Solution using F . 2-D (Surfae. Entering the
nomograph with the proper values of W, CEP, and L, the value of pI 0 " 100 "s1
can be read.

2.8.3 Example 3 (Case 3). To facillties, A and B, are 10,000 ft.
apart and Facility A is at the DGZ. The expected attack is ty one !2 XT
weapon delivered with a CEP of 20,000 ft. If Facility A is hardeA4 to
85 psi and Facility B is hardened to 20 psi, vhat are the pro'bilities -.f
eaich to survive, of both to survive, and -l" neither to v. .

From Fig. 2-7
For A Rv - 8,000 ft.

Iv/CEP - 0.4

TbrB v - 16,000 ft.

RBCEP a 0.8
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Plotting on the Gaussian Distribution Chart (See Fig. 2-13), the rollovin
numbers of "squares" are counted:

NA = 0.100 (one hundred "squaresa" of value 0.001)

NB a 0.300 (threehundred "square3" of value 0.001)

NAB= 0.087 (87 "aquares"'of value 0.001)

Probability that A wil surviv.

ISA a I -0.I00 a 0.900 or CA

Probability that B will survive

sS - 1 - 0.300 - 0.700 or 7A

Probability that both will sirvive

sA+B = 1 - (0o0 + 0.00 - 0.087) - 0.687 or

Probability that neither will survive

1so - 0.087 or

2.8.4 Example 1 (Case 4). Three facilities, A, B, and C are
located with respect to the DGZ so that for a single weapon attack assumed
Facility A has a survival probability of 90%,, Facility B has a survtval
probability of 65%, and Facility U has a survival probability of 75%. What
are the probabilities of either A or B being hit either B or C, an one of
the three?

Me hit probabill ,ies are

HA ' 1 - 0.90 0.10

H - 1 - o.65 - 0.35
HC a - 0.75 = 0.25

Probability of either A or B being hit

HA or B = 0.10 + 0.5 - 0.45 or5

Probability of either B or C beina hit

RB orC'°'35+°25a0 orO

Probability of aMy one being hit

H,,B or c u 0.10 + o.3 + 0.25 0.70 or 3%
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2.8.5 Example 5 (Case 5). If a facility Is located O,OO0 f. from
the DGZ of an 8 MT weapon, and assuming a CEP of 20,000 ft., what design pres-
sure level is required to achieve a survival probability of 90%?

Solving Eq. (2.2) for

sv - 0. 45 C -P  ( 1i- 15)1/2

- 8,8o ft.

From Fig. 2-7; Pao : 55 p2i

What is the survival probability for this facility if at total of three identica
attacks were madel

s - (0.90)3 . 0."29 or 73%

What design pressure level is required to achieve a 90% urvival probability
from the three attacks?

0.90 -(sl)3

i -0.966

Substituting 0.966 for 1S in Eq. (2.2);

IRV - 5180 ft.

From Fig. 2-7; Pso= 220 psi

2.8.6 xazple_ 6 (Case 6). Three similar installations, A. B,
and C are each bardened to 12 psi and located so that they form the vertices
of an equilateral triangle. i000 ft. on a side. Thm estimated attack is
from one or more 100 KT weapons each with a CIP of 10,000 ft. The DOZ is
not known but it is assumed that all weapons delivered will use the same
DGZ since the facilihies ae close together. Find: the probability that
all will survive 4 attacks; the probability that both A and B will survive
4 attacks; the probability that A will survive 4 attacks; the probability
that at least one will be a hit.

From Fig. 2-7 using 12 psi and 100 KT

R -&.150 ft. (for each target)

Rv/CzP .4 --15

If the three installations are plotted to the scal.e of the CR
on a transparent overlay and the overlay placed on the Gaussian Distribution
Chart (Fig. 2-6) it is found that the DOZ can be anywhere within the triangle
formed by the three installations without changing significantly their survval
probabilities. Therefore, for ease of computation the DOZ is taken at the
Seamotrical center of the triangle (FIg. 2-14).
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he following single-shot probabilitLer are obtained by counting
squares":

Only A, NA  a 0-06

Only L, N. a 0.06)

A+B, NA+f = .016

B+C, 14+ C  - 0.016
A+C, +C  O.016

A+B+C, NAB C  0. ;i5

A cople te i is - 1 - 0(.o63) - ()(o.0o6) + O.015J
. 0.156 - o.SU4

Probability that all will survive b attacks

s = (0.814) = o.514 or

Probability that A and B will sur%'ive 4 attacks

- j(.063)2 - (o.o6) -0.669 or

Probability that A will survive 4 attacks

4SA - ll - [o.o67]} 0.771 or7

Probability that. at least nne will be hit

2.8.7 Lxmle " (Case 7). Four tdentizal installations each
having a value o1 S of 80 are considered equally likely to be attacked.
They are separated far enough to be non-overlappir4,, but t*"ey are still
close enough together so that all have a probability of being hit when one
of them is the DOZ. It is amaumed lant more than one attack will be
launched simultaneously.

The single-shot probabilities have been d-.i.'r.ne, to be as
follows:

N A AB N

A is DOZ 0.20 0.05 0.04 0.0
B is DOZ 0.o05 0.20 0.10 0.01
C is DGZ 0.0 0.10 0..e0 0.08
D is DOZ 0.0 0.01 0.08 0.20
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Fir.! the sul'i.al probeilltics at the end of 5 attecls at a single DGZ.

Probability that none survive (all are it)

If A is the DGZ 5!(O.O)(O.05)(.O4)(O.04)(1) Approx. zero
If B is the flGZ 51(0.O-)10.11)0)()(.l)l J~ Apo.zr

If C is the DGZ 5!(0.0)(0. 10)(0.20) (0.08)(1) - Approx. zero
If D is the DGZ 5!(0.04)(O.O1)(O.O8)(O.20)(1) * Approx. zero

Survival probability of A if four simultaneous attacks are launched, one
aimed at each installation

sA - [I - (0.20 + 0.05 + 0.o + 0.04)]

- 1 - 0.33 = 0.67 o:671

Survival probability of A if two waves of tour se1miltaneous attacks are
launched (each installation has two 'weapons directed at it)

2SA - (0.67)2. 0.446 or !

If A is the DGZ for three single attacks, what is the probability that
A and B will be hit but not C (D may or mey not behit)

3HA+B - 3! (NA)(NB)(l - NC)

- 6(0.20)(0.05)(0.96) - 0.0576 or

If A is the DGZ for three single attacks, what is the probability that
onl~y A 4.yll be hit

,.H " (rA)(I1 _ NA -_ NB _ NC _ ND)2

+ - (NA)2(l - A" NB NC _ ND)+ (N) 3

- 0.36 or

2.8.8 Example 8 (Case 8). Four identica" installations each
having a value of IS' of 80% are considered equally likely to be attacked.
They arc separated Far enough t^ be considcred Independent targets, cnd
are of course non-overlapping. It is probable that more then one. atack
will be launched either simultaneou)3y or in sequence, but It "os a68ssund
that an equal nimber of weapons will be d'2ected at ca*1 ;, %.e
ins tallations.

Find the survival probabilities at the end of five simultaneous attack of
each.
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m - ,.

S .o.ef

Expand the Axpresslon [(I - 0.35) + 0.85j

or (0.622 + C.,378])

[0.622 + 0.378]' - (0.622) 4 + 4(o.622)3(0.578) + 6(0.;,)P(0.,78)"

+ h(O.622)(0.378)3 + (0.378)
S(0.150) + Lt. + (o.3*) ,. (o.oo)

None Exactly Exactly Exactly Exactly
Survive 1 2 3 4

Survives Survive Survive Survive

1.000 - 0.iW + 0.363 + 0.333 + 0.134 + 0.

0.850 0 363 + 0.333 + 0.134 + 0.020

0_... 0.333 + o.34. + 0.020
at least

1 o.1 54 + 0.1,3 + 0.020
survives at least

2 0.020 = 0.020
survive at least

3 AU 4
survive survive
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MCTION 5. =ICN A.IALYSIS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

5.1.1 Structural and Environmental Con.iderations. In planning a
facil.Ly + A-esist the effects of nuclear weapons, conlderation must be given
o the following factors: (1) the Immediate nuclear and thermal radiation;
2.' the shock transmitted through the ground; (3) the air blast forces;

(4) the radiation from fallout and the induced radiation resulting from the
immediate neutron effects on materials.

The levels of radiation intensity and of shock and blast vhich an
installation must iesist depend on P number of factors over which the desi.ner
has no control. These include: Lh- size of weapon and the listance from the-
46i t -. "".& " At in detonated, or the over r'e",,,e level? "hich is produ.-ed
at the installation by the weapon considered; the number of weapons which are
successfully detonated in the vicinity of the installation; and the over-all
pattern of the attack, which may bring residual radiation from fallout to a
target which is not near any nuclear burst. To contend against these factors
one may select the ground environment, the structural mass and strength of the
elements of his installation, and the arrangement and multiplicity or dupli-
cation of the elements in a pattern vhich will give the necessary probability
of survival. These factors influence the effects of the blat and radiation
on the structure.

In the light of the discussions in SECTION 1 and SECTION d conditions
are chosen which the structure must resist to give the appropriate probability
of survival consistent with the Importance of the facility. The tentative
first conclusions as to the design parameters may have to be modified in
accordance with operationhl :onsiderations as described in SECTION 3. Guidance
for determining survival criteria for personnel and materiel may be found in
SECTION 4. In the light of these various discussions a tentative selection
must finally be made of the structural type and of the design parameters,
which can be stated generally in terms of the cvarpressure level and the radia-
tion intensity levels, both from immediate and residual radiationj and the
level of earth shock, for which each element of the facility must be designed.

It is the primary purpo3e of this chapter to descrl*.e in de4'idl how a design
can be reviewed to investigate its suitability for the particular purpose
intended.

It will ordinarily be necessary to consider struc ir j of -,.lexu.i.ve
types and to compare their relative costs Ln order to LiIe th, best selection
for the particular item. In some cases. particularly for very high probabili-
ties of survival, the cost may be correspondingly large. In Vnese Instances
one may wish to consider the possibility of reducing these costs by a combined
program of dispersal and hardening to a somewhat lower level to give the same
piobability of survival. The procedures described in SECTION 2 are available
for this purpose.
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In the various aspects of this discussion consideration is given to
methods which are rapid but which are sufficiently accurate -or all practical
purposes, consistent with the accuracies of the other aasumptionP5 entering
into the problem.

5.1.2 Structural Design. The purpose of this section is to des-
cribe the structural reslstence required, and the methods for determining It,
for various levels of ovorpresoure and sizes of -urlear weapons. Fcr a
variety of structures and structural elements, charts are given for the review
of the structure or element. The resisting capacities can be determined
-1irectly when C span or other controlling dimensions of a structure, the
structural materials. and the range in the behavior of the structure for
which the design is to be prepared, are given. Illustrative examples are
given of the use of the charts.

In unusual cases for which che'.rts ar- ut viven, the procedures :
APPENDIX 5D may be followed. In guLsral, consideration mu3i be given to
ins-are resistance against overturning and sliding ;f aboveground structures.

5.1.3 Mechanical. Electrical and Utility Design. In a hardened
facility, the mechanical, electrical and other utilities equipment is con-
vcntional in design although there may be requirements for its shock mounting
(See Para. 4.3). In general the principal difference in this equipment is
in the nature and size of loads imposed by the hardened environment (particu-
3arly during buttoned-up periods) and the corresponding size of the equipment.
These are discussed in Para. 5.7.

5-2 STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND REVIEW

5.2.1 Selection of Design Parameters. Design charts are given in
APPENDIX 5A which may be used to determine the approximate size required for
varioiw structural elements "uch as slabs, beams) arc:hes, domes, columns,
footings, or frames for any level of overpressure. Use or these charts re-
quires the definition of several parameters. These parameters are discussed
brief-,y in this section.

The charts may be used to determine the resistance of elements of
a given size in terms of the overpressure which wou3d produce the debired
degree of perm, ent deflection of such elements. I-. lu assumed that the type
and geometry of the structure or structural element has previously been
determined. Most of the data are giver, In tei ms of the maximur presurle Pm
to vhich the element is subjected. This is the peak side-on overl-ze.ure
for aboveground roofs, the peak pressuae attenuated with dept's --clov Vund
surface for buried structures or the reflected pressure for ab-teground slabs
or walls. In all cases the charts include the effecv of rapid application
of load. Thus, the resistances given are dynamic rather than static. The
relation of the reflected pressure p to the peak side-on overpressure Pao
is given in Eq. (5D-1) in APPENDIX 5B.
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The attenuation with depth of the vertical pressures on horlzont~d
surfaces below ground can be obtained from Eq. (5-15) nince the attenuation
of overnreseure with depth is of the same nature and magnitude as the
attenuation of vertical velocity with depth. Factors for the horizcntal pres-
cure on vertical surfaces below ground are given in Para. 5.3.3.

The loads acting on underground silos and tunnels are discussed In
Para. 5.3.

The charts for aboveground building frames, arches, and domes are
riven in terms of the peak side-on overpressure p instead of the maxim
pressure p_. These charts take into account the f8flected pressure and the
duration implicitly.

AlU charts are based on the assumption that the duration of the
positive overpressure phase is long competed with the natural period of vibrg-
tion of the element. Fbr the struct.rrl forms considered this involves little
error for megaton size weapons. For smaller veaponc the charts would give
conservative results but normally thc error would not be serious. Other

approximations are made in certain of the cha.-ts (see Para. 5A.3), and more
refined methods vhich may be necessary in some cases mey be applied by use
of the general fundamental relations given in APPENDIX 5B wnd APPENDIX 5D.

All of the charts are concerned vith the required structurel
resistance and do not consider the requirements for radiation protection,
which subject is treated in Para. 5.5.

In order to determine the required size of elements, it is .ecessary
to use the dynamic strengths oC the materials, for example f , the dynamic
compressive strength of concrete, and f . the dynamic yield 2trength of steel.
The magnitudes of these dyn.'c strengte , taking into account increase in
strength due to the rapid rate of loading, have been included in APFE IX 5B.

In the design of reinforced concrete elements it is necessary to
select a steel percentage. In order to Insure maxi,&um energy absorption, it
is recomended that where poesible no more than 2 percent of flexural steel
be used. The net flexural steel, which ih the dif'ercnce between the per-
centage of steel on the tensile side and that on the compressive side of the

flexural member, should be kept less than 1.5 percent. Greater percentages
of flexural steel may give failures of concrete in c pressiors of a brittle
character with conciderably less energy absorption than wuld be obtained
with a smaller percentage of steel. However, in unusual A.rcumetances it is
permissible to iucresse the net percentage to approximately 4 f4CVif pro-
vided that a low ductility ratio is ,isod in the design, and p,'.r 1 a z t
compressive steel is used. At the other extreme, it is imperat.ve that at

least 0.25 percent tensile reinforcement be provided in flexural members.
Lesser percentages of tensile steel may result in brittle behavior of the

member. Bovever, in unusual circumstances the tensile steel percentage may
be reduced to 2V f



When web reinforcement is required In a flexural member o r ruludArce.I
e, at least., 0.25 percent must bc provided. Oth.erwice brittle behavior

mav dcvzlop. Because of the tendency toward rebound only vertical stirrups
should be. c,,,iidered effective as web reinforcement.

The ductility ratio is a measure of the amount of plasntc deformation
%.r.eritted in the member or elerent. The ductility ratio, defined by tUs
-:ybol 9, is the ratio of maximum deflection to the elaotic liz.it or yteld
defloclion. v7harts ure inclutcd for values of 9 of 1.3 wid 3.0. The smaler
value of P Implier only slight damage to the structurc since the permanent
deflection is only 30 percent of the yield deflection, and the latter is
normally small. This value should be used in designs vhen the functional
requirements of the elements eo rot permit sizable deflections. The smaller
,alue of 1L, namely 1.3, is used also in the cuse of compression elements such
as arches and domes, where it is doubtful that a great deal of plastic deforma-
tion can be mobilized without serioti peiearent 7hrn.. Te higher value o
3.0 inplies larger permanent deflections Lut not eollapse o. the element of
st acture.

Although considerably larger values of the ductilitv factor can be
used in certain types of members, generally for the long duration loadings
which are associated with megaton range weapons the difference in the strenga.hs
for a larger value of 1A compared with the strength for value of P of 3.0 is
rcl. ively small. The use of the lover value of ductility factor takes
cicoulit of a number of uncertainties, such as those involved in the estimation
;A the properties of the material, tie neglect of higher degrees of freedom,
the precise shape of the loading and unloading curve, and similar matters.

In the case of reinforced concrete elements, charts are given for
ine various possible modes of failure ncludin flexure, pure qh'ar, and
di.gonal tension. In such cases all charts are read and the most severe
f|ji-ure criterion is used. The design charts for shear and diagonal tension
aye necessarily bared largely on results obtained frCm extensive tests of bems
and slabs of normal proportions; that is, with depth-span ratios le:; than
about 0.2. The extension of these results to cover much deeper sections is
done with some uncertainty. However, a limited number of very reeent tests
cr deep reinforced concrete bees irdicate that the charts may be somewhat
'cnservative. Unfortunately no more reliable criteria are now available.

5.2. ') Structural Details. Since structuxdi el.cmen s in a hardened
struct.ure are required to develop tbeir full plastic strngths, particular
att-ntion must be paid to hat are ordinarily considered detailu as discussed
beic;. tor concrete and steel construction. It is emphanized., huver-i, that
these io-ca1eile details are extremely imortant in deve)op1Jtg .'..=Ic
reslstance.

Reversals of 3tress anti reaction direOton May occur. Accordingly,
unless otherwise specified try analysis (see APPENDIX 5D) all members should
be designed to have rebound strengths of at least 25 percent of the normca
dezi6i strength specified by the blast loadifn:.
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While not strictt) a structural detail It should be noted tna
apecial care is needed in mounting fixtures (such as lighting fixtures) in
hardene-d structures. The structure can be subjected to considerable motion*
when subjected to an air blast wave and potential secondary missllea (even
pictures hanging on walls) should be avoided.

a. Concrete Construction. Reinforced concrete is an eycellent
material for hardened construction. However, strict attention must be paid
to details in order to assure continuity, ductility, and resistance to loads
in either direction. Thus continuity of reinforcement by scequate lapping or
-ielding is desirable, but welding may be difficult for certain steels.
Diagonal tersion reinforcement, which usually is requirWd in hardened construc-
tion, general3y should be perpondiculsz to the member axis because Inclined
bars form planes of weakness under the conition of shear reversal. In those
instances where inclined bars are used to increase the shear resistance,
additional vertical bars should be used to res .s, difigonal tension along tL:
planes of veakness (under reversea ioei.n) formed by the 1.ajnal bars.
Doubly-reinforced members with the reinforcing adequately tied have much more
ductility than singly reinforced members and accordingly offer great advantage
for hardened construction. Joints are partiularly important. They should
be detailed and fabricated in a way which will insure ductile behavior of the
completed element. Further, the ultimate strength of the least strong con-
necting element should be developed in the joint, if at all practicable. In
nv case shall the amount of reinforcing used on any face of a beam or slab
exceed 2 percent of the cross-sectional area of the element, in order to
avoid brittle behavior. For doubly reinforced sections the reinforcing
index q is given by

q" = d P fd~y

where = ratio of tens in-steel area tc concrete area, bd, and
- rat!j of compression-steel are,& to concrete area, bd.

As for singly reinforced sections an index )f approximately 0. 0 divides
underreinforced (ductile-behavior5 sections rom overreAnforced (brittle-
behavior) sections. Overreinforced members sail by crushing of copression
concrete v4thout yielding of tension steel. Such failures occur with
little or no warning ard obviously are not desirable partic-ularly in
hardened construction. Further, if other then billet steel bars of structural
or intermediate grade are used, 'rt1cular attention must be paid to avoid
brittle behavior.

11hen heavy concentrations of longitudinal stcl barb ar required,
particularly in the vicinity of lap splices adequate transverse reinforce-
ment (ties, stirrups, or simply transverse bars) should be provided to prevent
bond failure by splitting of the concrete.

b. Steel ConstrctPon. Steel also can be used vrr ecoical-
ly for certain types of harder.ed construction. Arch or circular sections for
underground construction, steel beems for composite constructlonhi* strength



columns, and steel doors for p.rsonnel or equIpmerat entrances are elements
which may be more ecornoical.y construcecL or steel than of reinforced
concrete.

Ductility, continuity, and development of full plastic strengths at
Joints are also recommended for steel Zonstruction. Steel members designed
for meximin plastic resistance should be able to experience large deflections
without reduction in load capacity. Generally such members will be stockier
than in conventlonal designs. RK3omendations of proportions which would
mLnimize or avoid buckling problems are given in APPENDIX 5B.

In the design of vertical members of continuous frme construction,
fixed column bases, if combined with a suitably strong foundation, vill
increase the plastic resistance of the entire frame. In addition, if the
column top is restrained against rotation about both axes by members that
frame In both directions, the plastic strength .-apacitles of th," column vill.
be ircreased by reducing tendencies towrard latetal buckling.

Connections should be designed so that ductile bchavior should
take place in the member. In corner connections it is part-Lcularly desirable
to ntroduce diagonal stiffeners so that undue shear yield, causing large
local engle-change between connecting members. vill be prevented. Similarly,
connections for tension members should develop the yield strength in the main
body of the member.

Weldable steel should be sloecified and welded joints should provide
maxim=m continuity of detail and a minimnu of local stress concentration. In
riveted and bolted Joints, sheared edges and pumched holes should be 'otded and
generous edge distances should be used.

5.2.3 Hardened Doors. The intended function of a hardened Instal-
-lation may be achieved or lost according to the attention that is given to
the doors. It canot be ove. .mphasized that doors - particul.ry large doors -
represent a major structural-mecharical design problem, and that door require-
ments often may Influence the type or proportions of the main structure.
Careful study of this problem is further necessitated by the fact that the
total cost of a large door, including its meebani.al and electrical components,
can represent a significant fraction of the total coat of the hardened *' -
installation. It follow that door studies should be initiated at the oust
cf the over-all planning and design. As a corollary the revicver of a pro-
posed hardened installation should scrutinize the door provisions most
carefully.

it should not be inferred that every door raquires a . t.e .'
de ign study. On the contrary, small doors, particularly those vhich are not
vo located as to experience &1 of the weapons effects, should be standardized
types whenever possible. Such sme1l doors occur frequentlv throughout the
field of hardened construction, and standardization ie highly dealrable to
minimize costs and construction delays.
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Paragraph 5.2.3.2 is comprised of a list of functional requirements
vnich should be considerud by the drealpier. This list should'likevise be
referrcd to bf the rt:viewer in evaluating proposed trpes or arrange.ents of
doors. Paragraph 5.2.3.3 is comprised of a list of important characteristics
of the hardened door, with cements on the significanne of each. Supplementary
source material is provided by a list of pertinent references.

5.2.*3.1 7YPes oZ Iors. In general, doors ma v be cleated in
accordance with their attitude, either hortzontal, vertical or inclined, and
with respect to th'pir method of opcning, sliding or rolling, hinged on one

4ide o.. on both ides with . joint down the center. A third method of else-
sifiration involves the configuration: Whether the door in flush with a
surface, in a recess or outside a surface with the edgcu exposed.

There ate advantages and disadvantager in each type of configuration,
method of opening, or attitude. orizor.tal do-rs bw;'e theu cdvantage that 4 'iy
are subjected only to side-on overpzessures whereas incline-e. or vertical doors
may be subjected to the much higher reflected pre-ssures. Cn the other hand,
horizontal doors may have to be larger than vertical doors to provide entrance
for certain items of equipment ?r personnel _lthough they nay have advantages
in openings for missile silos wheiv only a vertical entrance to or exit from
the enclosure is needed.

Sliding flush doors have cerzain adventages in mechanical simplicity
although some difficulties are presented wita regard to the exposed free edge.
Sueh a freo s is exposed to blast, Zorces and drag pressures for which pro-
vision must be made in the supports of the d3or. Difficulties are also
encountered in providing for seals against blast pressure and dust. !rovision
must be made for removal of debris either by the door itself as i+t slidas
forvard or through auxiliary means, in order to permit opening of the door
vhen the surrounding area is covered vith the debris resulting from a close-in
burst. Some of t+ese disadvantages are nvercome by doors vhich swing on
hinges of the single or double leaf type. Euch doors may be made to be
practically self cleaning of debris, but geterally require more careful
attention to detail in the mecaanical arranj,=ente at the hinges than d.-
sliding doors. Special provision must be made in double leaf doors for the
sealing of the enclosure where the free edgvi meet. 7he relief of the Aingen
from blast loading ihtch is uisually necesaw i also presents mechanical
problems which ca. be solvedp although not i Imply. Doors which must remslr
open for operations In severe wind storms pi esent iLtitional problems.
Flush sliding doors provide less resitence to winds and less turbulence in
the region of the enclosure than do doors i ich stand up in tho vw stream
vhen they are open.

Vertical doors saq also be hinged or mW olie. 812.din vertical
doors are usually suported at their bottom surface. Binges for vertical
doors are usually most conveniently provided at the bottom so that the door
swings open as in a draibzidge, or at the top ia iehich case the door a
swing either outward or inward. oveer heavy doors are difficult to svM6
from hinges at the top and to support when Viey are closed.
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In addition t. tJe door typcs diseuc % dbove there may be other
,-usual types of doors that offer special advantages for particular uses.
For very high overpressures, doors may be used which are relatively thick and
slide into place against a solid wall so that the door itself Is not subJected
to hij stresses under blast c.nditions. When the door Is slid V, one side
into 1% pocket, a right-angled entrancevay is formed which may be adequate for
pereonnel and f'or small vehicles but is generally not capable or being made
adequate for large equipient or vehicles. Other types of closures may involve
plugs of rock or earth which can be removed after a blast, but not quickly.
such closures viuld not ordinarily be adequate for installations which rcquire
a short reaction time. Other energy absorbing doors such as doors involving
nwmzuc* o watera or riahiaaical erergy absorbars ray fid part.'A.. usca. r..In
general such doors involve a great Aea mare complexity than do simpler and
more rugged although possibly more massive doors.

5.2..2 Functional Reguirements.

a. Existence of Alternate Openinns of Similar :amction. Is the
installation such that more than one opening is desired under dsy-to-day or
attack conditions? If necessary can the installation function after an attack
with less than the total number of doors operablet If so, can alternate
openings be oriented to avoid or minimize the probability of fll weapons effects
at all locationst

b. Exposure. Is the opening at. an exposed (i.e., surface)
location or is it within a tunnel or other shielded location? In the latter
case some weapons effects (thermal, radiation, reflection inerepents to shock
pressure, dust and rubble) may not have to be taken into account in the door
design.

c. Day-to-Day Function. Does tho door have to operate fairly
frequently, in day-to-day functioning of the installation? Only infrequently?
Only rarely (as a check on reatlness)e?

d. Time Available for Operations. What Is the maximum time
that can be permitted f~r door opening and for door elosing under attack
conditions? In aay-u -day operationst

e. Number of Post-Attack Operations. Is It only required
that the door survive one attack, or must the closing-rarvival-ipening cycle
be guaranteed through several succescive attacks?

f. Orientation Requirements. Is the purpose of the opcr ing
su.:h that the door must be horizontal? Or verticalt Or can the orientatior
be sclected to miniwize door loading without * egard -to Pi.rtv#n:'

g. Susceptibility of Installation Contents to Various Veapons
e For the (hunan or material) contents of the nstallation Is pro-

tection required against all attack effects (blast, heat, radiation, chemical
aW biological contumination)l Are the contents insensitive to one or more
ot these effects? Is the occurrence of one or mye of these effects deemed
Improbable?



h. Reuired Size and ShaMe of Opening. Although size and
shape of opening are abvious criteria, It secms nccessay to emphasize that
an underestimate of these requirements may Impair the functi-on, aud an over-
estimate will needlessly increase costs.

i. Perational Limits on Pcsition of 2Mned Door. To avoid
interference with operations are there limitations on positions of the opened
door?

5.2.3.3 Important Ik ,r Characteristics.

a. Strength and Stiffnessi If some plaztic deuformation cat
be accepted this will reduce the strength require4 to resist the given blast
pressures. The extent to which such deformation can be tolerated depends not
only upon the failure mode of the door but also upon the influence of distor-
tion cn subsequent operation. In prticular, excess.ve 1.isteirtion may J= the
door so that it cannot be opened, ar rar'not subsequently be closed; may break
Joint .cals or make a tight seal in subsequent cleutigs inrr;oaible.

It should be noted that the dc or an-" its cupp'rt5 may be subject
to force reversal, i.e., forces opposite in direction to the blast presaure.
Such forces may result from ground accelerations or from th.. elastic rebound
of the door.

b. Weit. The required thickness may be governed by required
resist ize to radiation effects, in which case the weight may not be subject
to measurable control by skillful structural desiga. When thickness isryerned by blast loading, however, the weight may vary widely with door form
dome, slab, etc.), method of suppor. (full perimeter, two-edge, roints, etc.),

materials (steel, concrete, or cembination), and Internal structare (solW,
cored, sandwich).

The size and -ost of mechanical components of large door" mky
be very sensitive to the weight of door structure. MhIs would be particularly
true in those door typei for piich the (unbalanced) mass must be liftod. It
is to be noted that the cost of mechanzial-clectrical components (trunn.tons,
rollers, jacks, pover cylinders, linkages, gears, motors, tracks, etc.) Ma
be a large fraction of the total cost. Accordingly, an increase In cost of
door structure to reduce weight may rcduce the over-all cost of a lsrge door.
In addition, reduction ln weight of door strcture ey s gnificant In term
of reduced pouer requiramens.

c. Shae of wxPed.,Surface. In mazr cases the tonot appro-
priate solution of the door structure is a ,'lat slab of ccnc.- -or .t.el,
and the major exposed surface Is a large r1at plane. Xar mort. effective use
of the material, dome types also he" e en considered. In the latter type
much of the inherent stresgih advantage may be lost because of the more
severe loading associated with reflection and drag effects on bP dme surftee,
in contrast with loading on the plane surface of the slab type. This dif-
ference in loading is particularly pronounee when the slab type door is
recessed to make its outer surface flush with the outer surface of the main
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structure. This arrangement is particularly effective for horizor.tal doors
kvur~ical entrance) designed for resitance to the blast effcctc of a
surface burst. In this situation the tvo advantages achieved by a flush
surface (with adequate sealing of the perimeter Joint) are: elimination of
reflection effects in the blast loading; elitaination of forcea In the door
plar! due to drag an4 due to blast pressure on the vertical edgP. When
the door must be vertical (horizontal entrance) the done shape Is not at a
disadvantage -1 ith res!.ect to forces normul to the plane or the protected
openinF: however, it Is less satisfactory than the recessed clab type with
rcrpcc, ;o forces in the plane of the opening.

d. Dearee of Protection Afforded Poor Mchea:sM. rxposedt
prts of a door mechanism may be damaged, and the door rendered inoperable by
heat, fragment missiles, rubble, or dust. Whether one or more of these hazards
must be considered depends upon door location (at surface or well within a
tunnel or other shielding), nature of adjacent terrain surface, proximity to
other buildings or equipment whici ai.ht furnish fragment mJr.lics, and assawel
weapon size and DG.

When these hazards are present preference should be given to
designs which place all of the door mechanism within the protected space. In
general such complete protection is feasible. In the rare -ade of doors so
enormous that a practical method of operation must involve rolling on exterior
tracks the protection of these elements may be a major problem.- Fortunately
this situation will occur only rarely, if ever.

rotection of the door mechanism involves not only the direct
weapons effects listed above but also the effects of the very large forces
transmitted by the door structure, and the distortions and motions V0aich the
door structure may experience. Door forces during blast are very much larger
than dead weight forces. Thus while the mechanism can be designed to work
against the latter it is not feasible to provide even static resistance to the
former. For this reason, and because resistance to distortion and relative
motion requires large mechanism forces, the operating mechanism should be ico-
lated from these forces and motions when the door is in the closed position.
Support for the closed door structure should be independent of the trunnions,
rollers, struts, and other elements of the door nechenism. In edditin the
mechanism must, of course, be resistant to the effects of ground shock.

e. Reliability of Mechanism Power So .-ce. SL.U blast valves
and doors may Lncorporate integral power sources in the form of compressed
springs, explosive cartridges, ani pvver cylindere. Because of the dmall door
mass in these cases the power requirements are small and emergeinzy- hnnn -c;:---a -n
often may be provided.

Large doors often require very large power expenditures for
short periods of time. Fbr day-to-day operations this power can be drawn oM
a central source, even a scurce exterior to the Installation. In such eases,
however, a parallel stndby power source alvays should be provided within the
r otected space. Consideration should be given to the use of hydraulic-
pnewuatic power systems which have the advantage of rejuiring relatively small
electric power inpit to a pressure accumulator.
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In some cases it may be possible to utilize counterweighting
to reduce the pouser required for door operation. In other cases gravity
forces may be employed to open (or close) the door without power input. If
gravity Is used to facilitate opening, the opening time can iuts substnnaldy
reduced without increasing the power requirement.

f. Reliability of Wrning and Triwnering Devices. It in
essential that remote warning devicenx and circuits be provided to initiate

Fdoor closure, and that these provis~ions be matched withi the door closure
time. Consideration should be riven to "Mail skfe" circuitry vhich will

~.nitinw, dorVouei he event of failur-e crml ,nt- of A'1 ces o
circuitry.

5.2.3.14. Partial Bibliostraph on Doors.
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(2) "A Door Design to Protect11 Large Aircruft Against
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Div., Directorate of tnt tlligence, USAF
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5.14 PESIGN LOADINGS FOR SILOb AND TUNNElS

5.3.1 Arching for Dead Load and Live load. Long shafts either
vertic" or horizontel present particular probleo in design. Such shafts
are encountered in tunnels connecting various structures in a complex, or in
vertical shafts housing various kinds of equipment or rroviding acese t
structures. The loadings on shafts of this sort are affected greatly by the
inethcd of construction and by the properties of the soil. For this reason.
general recommendations are given in this section for the design loadings to
be used for various cotiditions that might be encountered in prac ice. These
'oaings are used with the design procedures and charts given in APPENDIX 5A

a arches.

In a body of soil that is undisturbed and does rot have structures
located in it, the situation is considered "at rest", and the vertical
pressures due to the dead load of the soil are equP. at 'nny point to the veight
of the column of soil above that poiz.c. Mhe horizontal pressur;.s are generally
Rroportional to the vertical pressures, and the ratio Is called the
Coefficient of earth pressure at rest. This coefficient is usually con-
siderably greater than the coefficient of "active" earth prescire, which cor-
rea t- o t Lc minimm lateral pressure required to keep the soil from sliding
into an opening, but it is considerably less than the coefficient of "passive"
earth pressure which corresponds to the maximn lateral force that can be
devgloped.

In tunneling operations the soil is dicturbed and movements take
place during the construction. Because of these movements the pressure of the
soil against horizontal and vertical surfaces is changed from the free-Pield
conditions and is generally considerably reduced below the at-rest corvAition,
"#ut t.c lateral preusures may be somewhat higier than the active lateral
pressures. The methods described herein for computing the pressures for hori-
zontal or for vertical shafts are adapted with minor modifications from the
procedures given in Ref. 4.

When additional load is placed on the surface of the ground, the
pressures on underground structures depend on the coupling between the
structure and the soil, and on the soil and 3tructur- properties as well.
However, for blast loading, the soil strengths are somewhat higher than for
dead loading or for long-time loading. Also, the structures are generally
fairly stiff and cannot move as much as the movements t'.r-t are permitted
during construction operations. Consequently, the forces transmitted by the
surface blast loading to the structure may be considera Uy higher, at least
in lateral directions, than the dea load active earth pressures or n'*-Wl -

active ea.th pressures for which the stmctures are designed.

In the treatment which follows, priar attention Is given to sand
or to granular materials having an angle of internal friction. However, the
same treatment may be used, with some slight degree of overconserwatism, for
cohesive materials provided that the cohesion is considered to be in effect
som-thing which csn be replaced by an equivalent ftngle of internal friction.
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5.3.2 fead Load Lateral Soil Pregsures on silo, or Vertca Shafts.
Consider a vertical shaft of radius r in a granular mterial, shown in Fis. 5-1,
where the pressure distribution is shown schematically ou the wall of the
shaft. The vertical pressure at a depth a Is noted ty the syzbol p . Because
of the movements during construction operations the lateral press ris MY hLIe
values considerably below the lateral pressures mat rest", and there is a
tendency for the lateral pressures to arch around the vall of the shaft. 7he
recomended pressure distribution to be used for design of the structure for
dead load is shown In Figs. 5-1 and 5-2. Figure 5-1 gives, ao a function of
the ratio of the depth a to the silo radius r; the ratio of the pressure p
at debth z to the pressure at an infinite depth p.. The curve shown has tie
equation:

The pressure at an inflniLe depth is shown in Fig. 5-2 in terms of
the density or weight per unit of volume of the ocil v and ;he radius of *.he
silo r, as a function of the ang.. 4Z ianrnal friction I. Values of ' belov
30 degrees are not found for sand. Values of ( for silt may range down t~
25 degrees. The design curves are not applicable at all belov 25 degrees.

As an Indication of the way in which these figurus can be used,
there is shown in Fig. 5-3 the horizontal dead load pressures on a 50-ft.
diameter silo for various angles of internal friction. 2he clirves ihown are
plotted for a material of a density v r 120 lb per cubic ft.. and the pressures
are given in psi as a function of the depth from the surface in feet. There
is given along each of the curves the pressure at an infinite depth computed
from the coefficients in Fig. 5-2. It can be seen from Fig. 5-3 that for
material having an angle of internal friction of 35 degrees, although the
pressure at an nfinite depth is 13.9 psi, the pressure at a depth of 150 ft.
is only 10 psi and the pressure at 50 ft. is about 6.3 psi.

The calculations described are for essentially dry material. Fbr
undrained conditions and an impervious structure, the presstres of the water
below the vatertable must be considered. It is appropriate, under the con-
ditions where water is present to reduce the vaigt of the material belov the
vatertable to the submerged weight. However, in moat cates ths' effect of the
water is so much greater than that of the soil that it is usually rcasonably
ac'urate merely to add the horizontal pressures due to the water belov the
vatertab e.

5.3.3 Lateral Live load Soil Pressures on Silo. If a ict-p enowh
area were loaded uniformly with blast prescure, and the pre.- 1r 3ea.tid Lbr
a rclatively long time, the loading situation vould correserp.n almost to a
uniform vertical pressure, Independent of depth. Under such cnditions, the
horizontal pressurs Induced in an elastic material having a value of
Potson'a ratio of" are equal to the folloving:

q 22 (5-2)
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where q is the lateral pressure and p is the vertical pressure. The lateral
pressure is a compressive force. The vertical pressure, and consequently the
horizontal pressure, attenuate with depth as a result of the motion of the
blast over the surface and the decay of the overpressure with time. As
Lentioned in Para. 5.2.1 Vais attenuation is like the attenuation of velocity
in Eq. (5-15). For large yield weapons this attenuation may be negl.e,:ted for
the depths normally considered of interest.

If a vertical shaft were in existence without pressure being agpplied
to it, and if the shaft were not deformable, the lateral pressure on the
vcrl wical of the shaft .nould also be equal to n Tf. hno-ver, the

material lining the shaft is compressible, the press :,re on the shaft is
reduced. This reduction is a function of the relativ: moduli of elasticity of
the shaft material and the soil as well as the ratio of the thickness of the
shaft to the radius. The magnituda of the value of Poisson's ratio IF of the
soil enters also. Designate by the iymbo1- N the dapjro -iate Ptnction of thes"
quantities:

N (l+ (5-3)

Fir
where E is the modulus of elasticity of the lining, E the modulus of elasticity
of the soil, and D the thickness of the lining. Under these conditions, and
v.th the value of N defined as above, the maximun radial pressure on the
lining is given by the equation:

N q(5-4)

The circumferential compression in the soil, p8 is given by the relatkon:

N+ 2
p 0 u p- q. (5-5)

These relationships may be used as approxiations to give the live
load lateral pressures on a vertical shaft vail. In general, the reduction
in pressure produced by the compressibility of the liner is negligible. For
example, if a shaft is considered with a thickness of two feet, a diameter of
O it., with a value of Poisson's ratio of 0.2, and with moduli of 4,2CO,000

psi for the shaft material, and 100,000 psi for the 8c.a'., a value for N of 5
'* obtained. Then one finds a lateral compressive force on the &haft of
6.3q with a circumferential compression of 1.17q. For the value of Poisson's
ratio quoted, the value of q Is 0.25p, and conseqiently the lateral p.rQ!ure
on the shaft Is O.P)p.

Because in general the value of Poisson's ratio for varl.ous kinds
of soil is not known, it is suggested that the ratio of the horizontal to the
vertical pressure for dynwic loading be taken as follows:

For cOesionles soil, damp or dry 1/

or unsaxurated cohesive aoils of stiff consistency l/
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For unsaturated cohesive soils of mdium consistency .1/2
For unsaturated cohesive soils of soft consistency3/
For all saturated soils where the water table

is at the surface1

When the watertable is more than 30 ft. below the sur--ace use the
value for the unsaturated condition for the same type of soil. Pbr inter-
mediate levels of the watertable between 0 and 30 ft., interpolate ibearly
for the valun of the lateral pressure coefficient for points below the water-
table, and use the values in the preceding tabulation for points above the

5.3.41 Nn-Unltormity of Circumferential Pressure. For a vertical
shaft which intersects the pround surface, a non-uniform load develops around
the shaft over the portion near the surface. Thlis non-unifoz load exists
as long as the shock is enveloping the silo. To Aecvj-nt for this non-unift-mi
loading it is recommended that the siaoc~k be considered to b~e made up of two
components over a depth below the surface equal to the diameter of the silo.
One component is a uniformi compressicrn acting around the circumference; the
other is a sinusoidally varying pressure consisting of four half-sine waves
around the circumference, alternately inward and outwarA. Thle maximum
amplitude of each component should be taken equal to one-half the RI side-on
overpressure at the surface. The stresses caused by these two components of
loading should be superimposed and the maximum stresses should not exceed
those defined in APPUDDX 5B. The uniform component causes a "hoop compression*
in the wells of the shaft. The sinva'oidal c. )mponent causes a maximum omnt
which can be computed with suffi lent accuracy by the following equation In
which p is the maximum aplitude of unbalanced pressure, L is one-h'.lf the
wave le;9& of the sine curve, and R is the radius of the shaft.

N iP- IS p0  Y0 32/, (5.6)

R1oth for dead load and for live load irregularities in loading may
occur over the entire height because of variaition in p~vperties of the soil
or for other reasons. Mwes iri *gularities aire lIkely to be intirely accl -
dental in character. In order to account for th"s it is recornended that a
standard iwregialarity corresponding to 10 percent of the lateral dead load
design pressure be considered, with the variation in pressure conaidcred to
be that iob corresponds to a sine cumv dintrIb:atf .aa over a lengt of ons-
fourth of the circiaference of the wall of toe shaft. Mw waont for this
single aine cumv of loading is 3 jpeater than that for a besis having a length
of one-fwurt the circumnference. Thi amn. N Us defined also by 2-0. .
with the sioplitude of the =nbalanced loading, In general baJ.4 &ken -
1.0 percet of the horisonal deed lo#a pressure for the come. Man computing
the umbaled~e pressure, the component of pressure loading due to water is
mes1ected becam" thi somot be umsyruetrical.

V the vall of the silo Is mae of reinforced concrete, it is
reeamended that at least 0.25 percent of reinframent be used in both faces
of the weill, In both the vertical and kioriotal diretions. Dr met instanesS
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this amount of steel viii be sufficient to take care of the ovalling
tendencies caused by the variation in properties of soil. Generally thicker
sections a"d perhaps greater amounts of reinforcement viii be required nanr
the surface to vithstand the loads defeloped there.

5.3.5 Vertical Force on Silo. Vertical loading is transmitted
directly to the roof of the silo from the blast and additional vertical
fcnwes are transmitted by "negative skin friction" of the earth on the silo
valls. In computing the latter force, account mut be taken of the direction
of relative motion of the silo and of the earth alongside. 1hen an increased
load is transmItted to the silo by friction from the earth, the vertical
force in the adjacent earth is d4ininishe.. Consequently, the relative
motions are changed, and the process of adding load to the silo is in a sense
self-limiting. Furthermore, the maximum horizontal pressures on the silo
may not occur simultaneously at all elevationsp and consequently the fric-
tional forces may not add fully. The behavior lb a verj complev one, and
attempts to simplify the problem genera involve assumptions .hat are too
conservative.

In general, the vertical force transmitted by friction on the silo
walls can be computed from the mapitude of the shearing resistance of the
soil adjacent to the silo and the lateral force. The shearing force trans-
mitted to the silo val cannot exceed the product of the coefficient of
friction multiplied by the lateral force. Hovever, the coefficient of friction
used should be less than the tangent of the angle of internal friction of the
soil, because the soil adjacent to the 311o is generally disturbed by the
construction operations. It is appropriate to take an angle of internal
friction 5 degrees loes then that ihich corresponds to the general mass of
the material, In computing the shearing force transmitted to the vall of the
silo. This shearing force should not, hover, bo taken as larger than the
shearing resistance of the disturbed mu.*rial near the silo if there is any
other measure available of this shearing resistance. For cohesive materials
the shearing resistance should ot be taken as more tha one0-half the
unconfined compressive strength )f the material. It is suggested that the
maximum vertical force in the silo wall and the maxtimn preure on the
foundations be computed on the basis of the folloving principles:

(1) Assam that reveral of dLrection of the shearing force occurs
at about one-half the effective depth ftom the smur&e to the base. T-he
effettive depth is the net height minus the portion of &,e height vith a slop-
xag or vdge-shape profile near the top.

(2) Ows maxiua vertical stress In the walls occurs at thn e'ut
%tare the shearing force reverses in drection. This maeximm rt: .... is -m-
puted for the ombined surface loading plus the shearing force of the upper
part haere the shearing forces ar acting domrd.

(3) Th- total lod on the base of the silo is equal to the total
los at the top plus the net force trammitted by shear. The net force tranes-
witted by shear Is aero In a hoamoineous mterial, but it ma not be zero ir
the base of the silo is founded on a fun or Wielding surface.
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Where the material varies or has strata of different properties, the
situation is much more complex. An approach to the problem may be made by
assuming the direction of relative motion of the sol and the silo at various
points along the height and by taking the shear in the direction to oppose
this relative motion. In this procedure one computes a net force at the base
of the silo, which is greater than that which corresponds to the load trans-
mitted to the roof of the silo. One can compute a reduced rorce in the earth
alongside the silo by assuming that the shear transmitted to the silo changes
the vertical pressure in the soil uniformly over a distance corresponding to
one silo diameter from the face of the silo wall. From the compressibility
)f the soil one can compute the deformations in the soil at various elevations
and from the reduced pressures on tha soil and the increased pressures on the
silo one can compute the base displacements or estimate these. From these
computations one can then recompute the relative motions and adjust the
shears accordingly. 7his process is repeated until an agreement is reached
between the assumed and derived values.

5.3.6 Dead Load Pressure. on Tunnels. Uonsider a tunnel cross-
section of the type shown in Fig. 5-4a or 5-4b, or a circular cylinder. In
the latter case, let the designation B denote the diameter of the cylinder as
well as the height. If the tunnel is driven by other than open cut methods,
then the pressure P. on the roof of the tunnel for granular material may be
taken as given by the follovIng equation:

Pv S(.50B + 0.58h - /) (5-7)

where h is the heieht of the tunnel, B the width of the tunnel, e the cohesive
strength of the material, 9 the angle of Liu"-wal friction for the .aterial,
and v the weight per unit volme of the material. In general e uW be taken
as zero and the angle of internal friction aJuted accordingly. It can be
seen from this equation that if

0.50B + 0.58h </V ,

the pressure on the roof vil1 be zero.

If the passageway is costructed by mak,i an open cut, building
the structure. "nd then backtillig tho pressure on the top vill of course
be equal to the weight of the material on top of the structt-e. It can even
exceed this it t-Av foundation of the pasagewsa is firmer then that of the
material Alongide so that there is 0otgative arching transferring "ore load
to the roof. The horisontal pressures oan the vertical valls of the t.x
section shOwn in Fig. 5-4a can be computed as if the Side vall- were 0e t..
as a retaini% wall of height h, loaded vt an additioi' s.6, .arv cores-
ponding to the roof pretares computed abov- from Sq. (5-7). 7or the arched
or oircular tube sectioa# the pressures ma be taken as radial and equal to
the mgnitude of pv. An dditioal effect of ovalling for doted oA is
consdered belo".

5.3.7 Live la Presures on Taneis. For the rectamular structure
shown in Fig. 5 he the live loading on the roof should in general be taken as
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equal to the overpressure on the ground surface. If, however, the structure
is buried with a cover at least half of the span, the maximum pressure on
the roof may be reduced from the ground surface pressure. Me reduczion is
given by the following equation:

HPv a H (5-8)

where a is the "frictional part" of the shearing strength of the soil, which

under tie dynamic conditions may be taken as follows:

a a 0.25pso tan T (5-9)

where p is the aximn surface overpressure and V the angle of internal
frictioA?

In no case should the reduction be taken w; more than 1/2 the
surface pressure; i.e., the minimum value of Pv is 1/2 the surface pressure.

The loading on an arch underground is described in Para. 5A.3. The
loading on a cylinder may be computed as for an arch of 180-dedree central
angle. In general for a buried arch, if the average depth of cover over the
arch is at leaat 0.25B, the tendency of the arch to buckle may be neglected,
and the flexural component of loading due to the blat may be neglected. In
such a case the pressure on the arch may be taken as uniform and equal iz
value to the surface pressure. If the average depth of cover is greater than
0.5B, the pressure ay be reduced in the sm way as for a flat-roofed
structure, using Zq. (5-) with I ST Instead of R.

The live load pressures on the vertical wells of tne box section
may be taken as having the &am ratio to the vertical pressure as is used
for a vertical silo wall.

5.3.5 Virtual Wos of Soil Sumported by Buried Str3ca=re. Very
little Information exists from vhich an estimate can be made of the Nas of
the soil which responds with a buried seructure vben tt is loaded by shock.
This virtual soil moo is analogpus n soo respects to th. virtua %iss of
water used for An object submerpd in vaetr. However, the virtual masa *.
soil cannot be considered icentical xo the vlrtual ass of vat.., because of
the Inherent shearing strength of soil.

ixperwimntul evidence fhr ree tagular structurve buried toCie-, It
less than or equal to the spn of the root lndicateq, ths virtuwd t -'"
equal the total nsa of the ioLl supported t- the roof. , 1r depths of
burial less then or equal to the spen of the roof for rcctangular structures,
it is reocamended that all of the soil suppa -ed be assuned to w.,ond .ith
the roof. For pester depths nf buria. It is recomnded that a rectengular
block of soil defined b t the plan dimaensons o& the rwof v4th a depth not
greater than O'i span o the roof be assmesd. The data Indicate this reco-
mendation vill probably provide a censevative result. Siallarly a
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conservative result is obtained if no soil is assumed tu uct with the walls
of a rectangular structure.

The vlrtual mass for an arch or dome may be taken essentilly the
same as that specified for a rectangular structure. For the arch cr dome the
ave:age depth of bural over the shell should be used, and the largest virtual
mess should be limited to an average depVi correspondirg to one-half the span.

Virtual mass for the vulls of the silo may be assiued equal to a
thickness of soil not greater than the radius of the shaft.

5.3.9. Non-Uniform Pressure Around Tunnel. Fr shallow structures
the pressures mq be non-uniform from the dynamic loading. Hovever, the con-
uniformity is not important in case of the box section in vhich flexure is
priumily tke rnde of action. ftr an arch or tubular section, the non-
uniformity may be sipificant .in +hat it intracca r d.Lf,,rent mode of
behavior. This is considered in the deaisn charts VreseAt-d in APPUI CZ 5A
and 53.

In addition to this kind of nonuniformity of losing, we zmut
consider nonuaiformity of loading arising from variation In propeties of the
material or from methods of construction. In general, the same degree of
nonualformity of deed loading as in the vertica.A b3ilo s ..d be considered,
corresponding to a 10 percent variation in dead load pressure from one side
to the other. In the case of the arrh, the 3 .ngth over which this variation
should be considered to take -lace Is one-h.f the ci:cumference from oe
footing to 4he other. In the caae of the circular tube it thould be one-
fouh the crc.uterence. Wu -arlatlon In vertical loading from 3 .e load
need be considered, however, besuse this loeading is not afftetd Ueatly by
minor chanps in the soil properties.

5.4i SAMS! SW) AND W=OC MUNMlO

5. 4. 1 Fre- rw4

a. lurdcoy eakt The Crjuati notion resulting from
a nuclear detonation is a complex coubnatlic of n .ffects, including air-
induced *hock, direct-trnAsmitted gound shkck, sty. Ia'& %, i: reflected vaves,
coupled effets, and random motions. becauz.e of iw,: :o,4-.Lex nature of the
situatton, It is convenient for dctd, purp,:;es to , .ide- *h* eftrth shock
resulting f1am a nuclear explosion A5 producing both systemati c w- random
effects. Systematic effect can further be divided "o mAjor t "pti'

4% (1) air-in4d--i sho~ck associated with +.hp- passage # 'n .L' ." V4"~ Over
the srtace , the ground, and the overpressure at the sur ,it above the
ste tI c 4oivard with such attenuaton arnd dispersio'n a Sky'r be consistent
vith the physical conditionu at the zite; and (2 direct-tra-smitted SMWn
shock wising fro.- direct energy trnfer free swutac*, near surface, or
waderrouad bursta. Random effects coonly telude hl~h frequency pound-
ttnamaitted shoek, surface %ave effects, reflections, refravioas, etc. tih
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particular effect is dominant and controls the desin is dependent on such
factors as veapon yield, point of detonat-a.n vith respect to the ground
surface, range from ground zero, depth of the structure, and geologic
conditions.

At present it is possible to make reasonable estimates of the maxi-
mum values of displacement, velocity and acceleration that are associated with
the air-induced shock effects, and in more restricted cases for the dl.react-
transmitted ground shock effects, wnder more or .ess uniform geologic
conditions.

Flslationhips for estimating air-induiced effects, which often are
the largest effects, are presented in the folloving. A more detailed tr'eat -
ment of the problta, Including a discussion of layered media*, and direct-
tranmitted effects is pzesented In APPZUD 5C.

aeu structural system or equipmecnt are subjected 4,o a base
disturbance, as for example that arising from the gruund motion associated
vith a nuclear blast,. the response of the system In governed by the distribu-
tion and mageitudes of the masses and resistance elements. A kcnowledge of
the response of systems subjected to such loadings is extremely Important
from the standpoint of design in order to proportion the structure so that
it vinl not undergo complete collapse, and to protect the structure, equipment,
wad personnel from shock damage.

Jbor purposes of assessing th'e relative effects In a structure, or
the effects on secondary structuavs mounted on the soil withini a primry
structure, oe of the sliplst Interpretations of ground notion data Ixvolves
the concept of the response spectrum, *ich is a plot against frequoncy of
the mini'. response of a simple linear oscilletor subjected to a givWl base
Input motion. Studies of the may shock spectra that have been determined
from ground motion measurements, from both blast and earthquake sources,
sugpst that response spectra ;.sn be described in a relatively simple Way In
terms of the maxtau values of displacemient, veloc ity or acceleration.
Ooncepts relating to both systemat ic and random disturbances are presented
in this section and AflM3X 5C. Brief coients on design to resist pound
shock motions, and effects of structuros or. equipacnt shock response also
are presented In AP7U= 5C.

b. Jbtjt The notation u~sed In th' - wetic... is as
follow:.

a a Peziam vertical transient aczeleratian, In gravit±' _
c a setamic velocitt of 3oil Ina -ertical directi" 1,

* anim elast.c component of ver'ical transilent displace-
sent, In t-z.; for a trisnals pressuro-time pulse

% a psrmsot vertical d1.splaevient after blest, in lzu.



B - Young's modulus of elasticity, in pgi. For plane waves E

is given by

where P is the mass density of the soil, A in Poisson's ratio,
and c is the seiamic velocity as defined above. Fbr values
or o of 0.25 or less, the relationship is approximately
R - Pc 2, and for soil with a density of ubout 115 lb. per cu.
ft. an approximate value of 9 Is

B 25,00 ~ 11000o fpsj

h - depth to which shock extends in time t,, in ft.;

h - ct. 4o0.0 -P-

L - quantity in units of ft., a function of overpressure and

duration, used in pressure and velicity attenuation relation-

5k! ip

pso - peak overpressure in shock wave, --, psi

t - effective duration of shock, corresponding to a triangular

pressure pu.se having the same impulse as the actual shock,

in sec., (see Ref. 15);

t- 0.40 see r. DsofJ[LjJ

t - effective velocity pul:e r-e ti., in sec.; field observa-
tions indic .te that

r "2c

for a homogeneous medium

v - maximum vertical translen,, ielocity, in ft. ier sec.

W - yield of weapon, in Xegatons

y depth below surface to point consid,:'rd, la ft.

a attenuation ,lactor for velocity %:r s-ress

Subscripts: 's" denotes Che 6urfiv.c and "114 %ac-.. esua

y below the sui'.L

c. Free-Field PAr-Induced Earth Notions at Surface

Maximum Transient Vertical Displacement at Surface

The elastic component of the maximum triui!,tL vertical displacment
in homogeneous material way be taken as tollowu:
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P in. [op 1 0.4 1/3
Bse c 10j (n5-10) c L~

The permanent vertical displacement depenac on the overpressure and
on the plastic properties of the soil in the upper 50 to 100 ft. It is often
of negligible magnitude for overpressures less than 100 psi, but for soft and
weak soils it can be as much aE 5 or 6 in. at the surface, even at an over-
pressure as lo"i as 100 psi. If static stress-strain curves for the soil are
not available from which to estimate the Permanent displacement, it is sug-
gested that it be taken as follows:

Pa~o -40 10 1fpl2
dsp- 3o in. c s (5-11)

In this equation, c is the seismic velo~c!ty near the zurface. When the
equation is used, a cut-off :,n permenent diplatement occurs at 40 psi.
Available evidence indicatei that permanent displacements generally are of a
negligible maiitde at pressures below 40 psi; accordd-ng3l it is recommended
generally that d . be taken as zero for pressures less than 40 psi. T
exceptional comeIthere my be reason to estimate the permanent displacement
for lower pressures from known Atress-strain )roperties when the soil
properties are available.

This maxim.r. transient elastc vertical displacement in a layered
or in a non-homogeneouc system can be different from E. (5-10). For a rigid
laer near the sur'ace, but at a depth greater than h, there can be a -ompleti
reflection bich at most could double the value of do arlsing from the near
surface strains. For a system with variable prs;ertieq or leyers, the value
should be computed for several ;osilions of the shock, taking accoun of the
values of c for each layer, and addizib - the instantaneous values of strain
so determined.

M6xAm Transient Verticjal Veloc tt.y t Surface

The maximun translint verical velority eai be taken as:

vs a Cpso/E

wbcncc
v,. ~1 so, L o- j 100 ftz-

faximm Tranatent Vertical Acceleration

This is computed by assuming a rise tim ft r thu maiman velocity
(or maximum pressure) of about 0.001 sec.. fr. whti% it fcllowv that

4 is  g P 000 £I'

sos
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In the last two equations, one must use the surface 6e-smic velocity. However,
the a acceleration is not necessarily related to the Maxim1-sM velocity,
but mey be larger than the value computed from Eq. (5-13). Therefore it is
recommended that even for high neismic velocities, a value of c no greater
than 2000 ft. per sec. be used. In ac..ordance with the discussion given in
SECTION 5C.7 and Table 5C-1, Eq. (5-13) bas taken into account a factor of 2
which has been introduced to account fur normally expecte 1 nels of damping
and complex oscillations. Other situations may be lhnndied with the use of
Table 5C.l.

Free-Field Horizontal Effects at Surface. For horizontal
surface effects, take the maximum displacement as 1/3 the vertical, the maxi-
mum velocity as 2/3 the vertical, and the maximum acceleration equal to the
vertical.

d. Free-Field Effects &.t DeptL. di-p2a-ement, velocity,
and acceleration are attenuated witLn ep.. Although exper.mental data are
scarce, the following basis seems reasone'ie ft. computing the effects at a
depth y.

Vertical Displacement at Depth y

The difference in displacement between the surface and the d~pth y
cannot exceed the sum of the maximum strains between these points, and can
be considerably less than this. Between the surface and a depth of 100 ft.,
the maximum possible elastic sLrain, as. awing no attetuation of pressure,
gives an upper limit to the elastic coponen .-f the differential doplaceinnt,
of mnitude

The actual differece In def.ection ay be t irtn a one-half this value, which
is cont4nred to be a mot* r.ac'nab]e value ".vl ::.-aLderud to vary linearly
with deyth downa to 100 ft. Mh ;eruenent. ve tical displacement attenuates
rapidly and can be asnumea to mury lirearly n% ci the .;urface value, givn

by Sq. (5-11), to zero at a depth of 10f *:.

The change in total maximum vertic I disp' .rn'rit -ith depth, for
homoeneuu =tria!, may bu taken as indirated In Table 5-1. Thla table
indiates no chaiie u =it 3 .Ln , n bclGw a dq;;th of LOO ,t.

Vertical '!Clocity ct rj_.t

Mw vertical velocity at 1*y . y .s attenuate rou"bl in the se

way as the maxam stress, or

vy M a vs  (5-15)
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vhere a 1
1 + Y/L

and

L -30ft si 0 for pf. S 5Cl P[i

I PsoL -18f.10psi J1[W / for Po > 500 Psi

Vertical Accelerption wt Depth y

The time of rise of the msximuz velocity froPI an initial zero valu-
of velocity can be taken so one-hal thi transit time of the .mock wave from
the surface to the depth considered. However, the nexiAmn Pccoleration can be
considered to be trice the value obtained from the assumption Qhat the maxim=
velocity is obtained linearly. This leads to the relation:

a, a 2g a , (5-16)
tr 32 ft/sec

2

The rise time of the peek velocity should not be taken as lass than
0.001 sec. This procedure gives less attenuation of acceleration In rock thanin soft &oil, which is reasonable. If no attenuation of velocity or -r-assure
with depth is assuid, the use of 3q. (5-12) And (5-16) give the fo.lov.ng
result:

s~j p [.2 Ljj22 (5.17)

iBortI,-,nt_tNln at lke,,.oZ

The ration of peek horizontal to peak vertical dieplacements,
velocities, and accelerations at depth y are to be tr' ." as ]s, 2/5, and 1,
respectively.

e. flluatrze ftile. As an example of the use of € the
relations given herein, consider the case of an 8 MT weapon fcr .i nw.-;eessre
of 200 psi, and a howSoneous soil having a seismic veho.Aty of ,000 ft. per
&ee. (corresponding to a sandy-silt). 2he estimated values of vertical and
Lorluontal aaxlna di placemnt, velocty wad acceleration at depths of O,
50, end 100 ft. ar given in labe 5 -2.

It Is redLly apparent frm the tabl that the surface deflection
comes wmai from defotrutions at fairly great depths, up to 1000 ft. or so.
Conequently, if the luver levels or the subsoil %re substantiall" harder, the
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deflections will be decreased. However, the difference in deflection between
the surface and 50 ft. or 100 ft. will be virtually unaffected.

f. Design Shock ftectra. For either the r~elative effects in
a structureor the effects on equipment within a structure placed in the soLl,,
the simplest interpretation of the earth motion data Involves the concept of
the response spectrum, which in a plot against frequency of the maximum
response of a simple linear oicillator subjected to a given input motion. From
the many response spectra that have been determined for ground shock Votions,
the response spectra can be described in a relatively simple way in term of
only the maximum values of the ground particle displacement, velocity, or
acceleration. To do so we make use of a logaritbmic plot of maximum velocity
(or really the circular frequency time the displacement called the psudo-
velocity) versus frequency, as in Fig. 5-5. Diagonal lines drain on the plots
represent constant values of displacement or acceleration, and consequently
one can read from the one plot values of the accelerition, pseuiiowwelocity,
or displacement response spectra for a syct!m having a parts eular frequency.
The shock spectrum show In Fig. 5-5 is typical of such spectra for earth
shock. It Is noted that the spectrum consists or three straight lines which
are actually bounds to the actual spectrum, determined as follows. For a more
complete discussion of the theory upon which the spectrum concepts are based
see Ref. 15.

For the particular point and direction of motion considered
determine from the preceding discussion the maiaxlum values of displacement"
velocity, and acceleration. Zen dr'aw the spectrun bound for the system by
the use of three straight lines:

A. A line parallel to the lie of constantdipaeet
draw with a magnitude eq7.1k to the mezinu displacament.

B. A line o,' constant velocity drawm with a mapitude of
1.5 time the maxzimum velocity.

C. A line parallel to the lies of constant acceleration,
drawn with a magnitudle eq%%el to the mium acceleration.

7he heavy spectrum lines In Fig. 5-5 awe consistent with a typical
set of conditions at or near the ;urtace for a bomb In the W range, with a
soil having an acoustic velocity of about W0'. ft. per sea., with an over-
pressure of 21, psi, and a yield of about 8 MT. AI... shown is the spectrum
bound corresponding to the 100 ft. depth. Toe values of displacement.
velocity end acceleration used in sketchift these bounds correrprold *, the
computations described in SW3T.U 5.1* wan listed in Table 5.2. Fia the
plot It can be seon, for exael that the iilstm respmo * - glv of
equimnt having a frequency of 23 Vocles pe- second would be 0.50 in.# with
a sminum acceleration of 25 g at or near the surface.

for a discussionZ of recaeaded bounds In cases afinvlng trans-
seismic and subeiaic conditions refer to UO1'11U 5C. A, and flor bss

mnvlng combined random wAn systematic puls*s, refer to MXMMhI 5C.7.
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5.4.2 Shc onig This section is concerned with the problem
of attachment of equipment (mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, etc.) to thie
protective structure. The equipment must remain attached throughout a blast
and must function in the post-blast state. It In obvious that the attachments
must have sufficient strength to transmit the fores which are associated
with the equipment accelerations and with the relative distortions of struc-
ture and equipment. The stiffness of attachments must be considered not only
in relation to its influence on the magnitudes of transmitted forces but also
from the point of view, of possible limits of acceptable relative displacements
of equipment and structure.

Since the problem relates to the mounting of equipmenot, i .ther than
to the articulation of major structural components, it can be assumed that the
attached mass is relatively small In comparison with the mass of the structure.
It flollows -.hat the attachment forces are negligible in comparison with the
direct effects of the blast,, and the i~otion of Jhe striacture is near3i inde-
pendent of the forces transmitted through the attachments. W~tion of the
structure is taken as the basic input for which the mounting xat be desiped.
These input data must be obtained from on analysis of the response of the
structure to ground shock and air blast, or must be assumed.

MaxIm accelerations or displacemants which can be tolerated by
the equipment must be known or computed. For complex item, such as electronic
equipment, this Information should be supplied by the manufacturer. The
permissible accelerations and distortions of maiW other items, such as piping,
ductwork,, machinery bases, etc., often can be investigated directly by the
mounting designer.

A such more detaLad discussion of design to resist grouw~ shock
mo~ ions Is given in SECTIONI 5C.8.

5.i&.3 Provisi for Folalive Distortion af Kuimnt aNd Structure.
When equipment must be connec .ed to the structure at two or more points, and
when significant relative displacements of these points arn anticipated, the
capacity of the equipment and attachments to accomdate such displacements
must be Investigated. Cases of this kind are not limited to the obvious
situation in which the equipment is attached to Ur. structures having in-
dependent motion components. QAite often structures awe designed to undergo
substantial distortion, particularly In flexural modes. A few exples are
shown in 1Un. 5-6; in each example, points a and b w.&crgp significant
relative displacements. "its displacement ay be wither elaatt or elastic-
plastic. If some plastic distorisn in anticipated Wt megnitudie m&W ce very
sensitive to small changea in the assuied loading on the struture. 71 this
is the case relative displacents should be ecmuted on the #,rr %p+U" of
maximnm strwuaral distortion; I.e., distortion corresponding U oconditions
when the strUwture Is at the point of col:aiee.

It should be amphas d that relative dipamtof attaamt
points may be sacdated by elastic or elastic-plastic distortion of the
#'4uipmemL, by flexible joints, a3 Ip-eouplings wr other devices Incorporated
In the equipment, by *I.tilt or else-plastic distortion of the attwcmnt,



or by some combination of these factors. It may be quite unrealistic t
attempt to supply all of the required accommodation in the attachmente. In
the case of piping or conduit, for example, provis ion of bonds or loops rather
t"~en a straight run betwen the connected points mew permit the entire relative
motion to be absorbed by flexural distortion of the pipe.

5.4.4 Nature of Elastic ftatems Comprised of Mounted Eguipment.
In 16enera1 any iece of mounted equipment comprises a multi-dejree-of-freedom
elastic system (or elasto-plastic system) vhich responds to the motion of its
support poits (points of attachment to the structure). If the ev~irxment is
so connected to the structure that relative distortions of the structure can
be accomuodated without serious stresses in equipment and attachments, a
desirable condition, the stresses in the equipwnt and forces transmitted
through the attachments Alli be primarily a function of accelerations of the
equipment. The major ;roblem of analysis thus Is the determination of equip-
ment accelerations. Thle products cf~equipment masaca (concentrated or
distributed) and corresponding &.;cle*.%tions represent a loading for miiich
the corresponding stresses and support forces can bet found by conventionia
methods of stress analysis.

Every system has many degrees of freedom and corresponding modes
of motion, and the total notion is comprised of the aim of the responses In
each mode. Pbrtunately most system have ozV~ a very few, easil recognized
modes of predominant significance iihich cont~ibute most of the response to a
specified direction of support motion. Oowstqantly, It usually is sufficient
to determine the response in each (often onij one) of these predominant modes.
When It is deemed naecessary to determine the response In more than one mode,
advantage should be taken of the fact that peak values of stresses usd
reactions in the separate modes are unlikely to occaw sloultenectutly. Thum
the combination of va~a from the separate modes should be basad on proba-
bility consideration.

In some Instances the flexibility .if a place of eqIpment and itd
attahats may be limited almost entirely to' the lattee. This vould, for
exmle, be the case if an electric motor were attached to the structure by
relatively soft spring mountings. In other t-ass the attacbments may be very
rigid and the equipment may be relatively fi atbls. An example of the latter
vould be piping having a relatively small rsio of diameter to distance
between points of support.

In many instances for mbioh the eq .ient haa a mass distributed
over consideable len;th, or sxca, it is cc. enient to approximate the dis-
tribated mass ty one tor a rev'. oes concentrations.

5.4.5 Dealm of Nbmated bouiflnt to haulIg Sk. 1h a typical
ase, an umiderpromd. structure may be considred to am with :be gron in

accordance with the free-field motions at or ar the booe of lbs structure.
Oonsider a situatIon Amr the mttons we such as to !ead to the response
spectWtu for design shoim in PiU. 5-5. If a plece of equipment ts to be
mounted in tbe structure, the equipment must be designed Ntr the motions It
VVUa receive. fliis response is determined by the fr'4U*U%: of Wae system
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composeC of the piece of equipment, its mounting bracket or connections, and
the part of the structure to ihich it is attached. In general the structure
is rigid enou&h so that all parts of the structure have the saw motions and
consequentl the input notion for ihich the equipment is to be designed is
the free-field earth moticn.

If the equipment is a heavy, compact element mounted on a bracket,
one must make an estimate of the natural frequency of the system. It vill
be possible in most cases to asmme that the point of attachment of the
bracket to the wall of the structwe Is a finAd point of support. Then from
*he flexibility of the bracket ad the magnitude of the suppoted UAAm S m
can compute the natural frequency. this can be estisted fairly wil by
deterAining hat the deflection of the system vould be in the direction of
notion due to a force equal to the walt of "he supported element. If this
deflection is s, thean the frequency f Is eproxitately:

f. 6 (5.18)

*ere g Is the acceleration of gravity.

For exaiple, consider a piece of equi~pent vbich with Its attach-
ment plates and bolts valas 1000 lb., bolted to a plate hich is welded to
the flanges of tw chanels, and attached to the wll of a structu* as shown
In M. 5-7.

Me chnnels have a wb thickess of 0.51 In. and a mat helit of
wvb of 11.0 in. M spilng amat~at ftr the tw ohiels, each 1 ft. long,
cousisred as 4eflet vithout eA rotatioj beemase of the nxtik of the
mb br the flmes, maq be computed. Me deflectIn &w to a wi&t of

lOW lb. Is found to be 0.01 In., a bywe of .(5. ), om obtains

f n 26.5 cycles Per aem.

W anla. stle stress Lu the Vb ra tleure Is 5300 pSI.

74W the inpt data Sivea, it lU-SOM tMc Fig. 5-5 that the
m laeatom nrepms* at a frequaW of 26.5 cycles Is about 30 S. Wei

asse that the equIpant me will be subJeeted to a mzl. aeelemtle of
30 g and It so am that the bra dt will hr e Ans at 30 time the
stress oeated for Us weida of the equpots or 159,000 pai# In addItIom
to he static stress, or a total of about 264,000 pet. Te bracket LP clearly

It is vt seauily tm tat sbmgea ta Me b kt wllM uit
VIth LMu *e& t Js reduo"S t st , baU me WIN to the strength
at e in tim We to the sftease a ats ass trse bemess of te
oaseqesat Imess el r .ar ame, doeui tue maer
of ac l SfWPWU Increae the ftVqv"W to 37.6 OVle P seond, aM
4M em e.- respom e of bh Wdabi results in a stress, ilalug
stati stre s, of 2,00 pe.
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On the other hand, if the bracket were sub.jected to an input ruction
only one-fourth as great, the spectrum response values would be decreased to
one-fourth their value from Fig. 5-5,# and the net stress would correspond to
an acceleration of about 7.5g, or 40,000 psi, plus the static stress of
5300 psi, which probably would be acceptable.

For more detailed discussion of shock mounting of various types of
equi ment, piping, etc., reference should bw made to Refs. 6 and 15, which
give exsmple3 of several types of mounting. Also, additional discussion of
this problem is given in APFvMDIX 5C, particularly SECTION 5C.8.

3h general, it is desirable to provide as much flexibility in the
mounting as possible without sacrificing strength, In order to keep the
response as iov as possible, both for the equipment and the mounting itself.

5.I4.6 DesImw Stresses .n dhoo: Mou tI . If the foroes transmitted
through the attacdmnnts are determined ou the basis of elaAtic behavior it
should be safe to proportion the attachments for y'Leld stresses at peak trans-
mitted forces. If brittle materials are avoided the plastic distortion avail-
able generally vill be substantially larger than the elastic distortion which
occurs up to the point of yield. Consequently, actual fracture is not likely.

It in not feasible to rec mend general stress levels for use in
the equipment itself since these depend on the function of the equipment and
the extent to which that function would be iml.aLred by large strains. For
those items involving ductile materials and .Cere plastic strains would not
impair the post-blaot function, yiel4 values of stress will be acceptable.

5.5 NUMIAR RADIA2IO

5.5.1 General The levels of nuclear radiation for which an
Installation Is to be desL.1 will be deterained by means of a target
analysis as discussed in CT . Sipificant types of radiation for pro-
tective construction are initial residual gwas radiation and neutron
radiation. The intensities of -- j types of radiation at azy point n sp ace
are functions of wepon yield, distance, aeteorologial conditions,, tim and#
for neutron rediatio, weaon design.

Tolerable accumlated doses for pe-sonnel a.*e ciscussed in UCTIOU 4
along with the vulnerability of certain types of equipment to nuclear radia-
tion. Normally only electronLc equipment Is wlnerable to aucear r-itioan
an4 that only to neutrons. Howvw.r, the range of vulzerabilivy of m, t
equipment ma be crest depending on the armosment of th- ,', .Aiy .d the
type of components used (transictors are especiall vulnerable).

5.5.2 ut, Given the ip at radiatinl levels In
Initial na, fallout, end neA , and the wc eptab levels for personnel
or equipment, the required transmission factor or Its reciprocal, the reduc-
tion or attenuation factor, cm be readily determined.
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5.5.3 Shieldin, Effectiveness,-G=&n Radiation. The effectiveness
of various materials for shielding against initial and residual gamma radia-
tion may be deteroined from Pip. 5-8 and 5-9. Thes. do*e transmission
factors) bowever, are for a broad beas of radiation lapinging on a thick
plane shield with very large dimensions In the plane of the shield and with
no nearb-y ceiling, floor or walls from which radiation may scatter. Procedures
for detrmining the shielding from fallout or residual radiation afforded by
above and belovground structures are available In Ref. 7. 'The pertinernt
figures of flef. 7 are included In DPUDHI 51 together with some tabuJ ar forms
indicating how the material in used In a calculation of the shielding
affectiveness against fallout radiation of a given structural configuration.

5.5.4 GhUiediza Effectivagess * Neutron Radiation. Neutron attenua-
tion is a more complex phenomenion than thait of Vaa attenuation, since
several phenomena are involved In the foiw'r. first, the very fast neutrons
must be imln'-' dpwm +-n aw ~derateay fat range. Mien Uie moderately fast
neutrons have to be decelerated Into the~ slow range by usant. of an elemenit
of low atomic weigt. Water is very satisfactory for this purpose because
Its two constituent elements, i.e., hydrogen and oxygen, both have low atomic
weights. The slow (thermal) neutrons 'aut then be absorbed. This Is not a
difficult matter since the hydrogen in %,%ter will serve the purpose.
Unftortunately, however, most neutron capture reactions are accoimpanied 1W the
emission of psa rays. Consequently, sufficient giama attenating materiel
must be Lueluded to minimize the esape of cptawe gooma rays ftom the shield.

5.6 inwM RADZ1C5

5.6.1 owra Thermal radiation ttnitles; from lards yield
veapons wre of sigificant levels for +Ae rangeL at MLIC6o protection Of
military installations may be considered. lbr oxemplep at 3000 ft. from a
1 IV' surface burst vespon where a peek blast pressure level of about 160 psi
would exist, the +otal therbal energ 2 delivered wftcr excellent visibility
conditions would be waou W00 cal/on . This Inten-ity Indicates that ma-
combutible materials must be ued for hardened construction, and further
that precautions mait be taken to avoid &iafiant lossm of structural
materials throvo surface eros ion from the high thexual Input.

ft addition to the intensive thermal radietions at potentially
luteresting disances fioa weapon detonation pointL, the air teoeratures
will rise considerabI, laing Use peopI~ of the shok front.

5.6.2. wiffition~ aah~L ]DU M2 Cuve ofrdt enersg-i4 swrt
row (Vulnerabiity ad"") for various weapon, yields bfte ; = pcwste4
in Fig. 2-12.

5.6.3 -I..)n. - atiested of Mms t air Useratures
In tUt blest voe hae, been ad. I* bef. 17. P overpreswes or 40, 100,,
200 an 4M0 psi the umslosm air tespeature. ar gives tbareln ac about
hod% 110k, 6NO~K an 15,00K ne siiiese of the terstuves
has not be"es etablished.
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5.6.4 Effect of Thermal Radiation. For the very high radiative
inputs at the close-in ranges, los of material through spailing can be
expected. MeoretIcal estimates have been made (see Refs. 8 and 9) of this
effect but the results are not very reliable. The limited field ten d at
that have been obtained indicate that the erosion is probably considerably
less than vuld be estimated from the melting effects and temperature dis-
tributions that have been computed.

Temperature profiles for steel and concrete have been estinted
thcoretically, (Ref. 8) for 1, 10 and 20 T veepons at the 100 psi range. It
is apparent that high tpe.'arurea are confined to close distances from the
surface.

It is concluded that, at ranges correspundid "z bl,t ;resures
of 100 psi or greeter, metal parts should not be exposed imless erosion of
surface material is not critic&.. In Gener.l, 'Ve ,os ion ,uld not be
significant as far as structural strengtA in con:erned but -t could affect
the operation of rollers, etc. Spelling of concrete Er- also be expected at
these ranges. Two inches of concrete should provide sufficient insulation
for metal parts at the 100 psi range.

5.7 V"lTr SY5T

5.7.1 Genral. This s. tion deals vith the selection and design
of the utility system and bulIi±ii services which are deemed necessary to
insure a full operational capabi.l! W prior to, during, and following an attack.
It is intended to bring into foew. the technical and economical fea.Ability of
using available mechanical and al :triceal eomponents for the various categories
of hardened facilities under ,onsALeration, e"l also to rtvlev the more
recently developed sophisticated ne hows for generating electrical power and
their ;aotntial use in ronn,.tion with protective construction. The primary
,;tiitg systeM aull building cervI-es covered in this aetion are as follows:

a. Electrical powc
b. ,last sianks
c. Air supply and conditiongng
d. Water supply
e. Fire protection

5.7-.1 OpermQ , _onition. The studies &Ad investigations
required to establish a basis fur design or the utilities and servits re-
volves around the operationa condition or the facility prio to, 4v-iLng ai
following an attack. The influencr' of the ., *rational condlt5 i' nn ..
utilities should be evaluated in light of the follovLn% racto,-:

a. RUe of Activity, Tbe approa h to a system design
ivariably will be steered in accordance with the degree of activity t@ be
experienced prior to and following an attack. Sconomy of operation, as a
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design parmeter, mqy override compactness and simplicity in the case of a
facility wihich muer. be full.y operational at efll times. A different posture
may well 1ve taken In regard to the utilities design for the facility which
will be exposed to prolonged staniby periods with oW7~ a full operational
condition following an attack.

b. batton-uD Period. The length of the button-up period and
the requirement for a restored capability If any, will cbviously affect the
type of paver so~urce, water supply, heat sink and the storage of consuables.

c. Environmental Conditions. PblowIng an attack, the utilities
and services must be capable of maintaining the proper environmental conditions
to insure a high level of personnel efficiency and electronic equipment opera-
tion without relying on outside support.

The importance of establishing the operaLiozial conditton of a facil±'q
for design purposes cannot be overamiphamiLea. It ic incumbent upon the Usin
Agency In conjunction with the design group to formulate much conditions at
the t1m feasibility studies are being made. Some of the more probable opera-
tional conditions to be encountered ane presented in a Corps or Engineers
Design Manual (Brf 5.7-1).

5.7.1.2 Level of Xro ZtIlw The hardness of a facility, in
*+.zu& of overpressure resistance and biological shielding, as it affects the
configuration and depth of cover will influence the utilities design.

5.7.1.3 .ecul icto Another significant factor
affecting sysftm design is the climate and geologic tomation that v'il sur-
rourid a proposed instalat=o vha in turn gnwa the conditions o1r outside
air available for ventilation wad disposal of beat rejected from power
generation and air conditioning equimnt. The prevalence of underground
water and the Initial earth or vock temperature wze also dependent on
geographic location.

5.7.1.1. OHMefl &Ma . The ma.intenance of
comeuicatlons between mlitaxy facilities during amergency periods Is
mandatory. Wei requires the assuranc of a reliable source of por,
generally closely regulated In voltaga, f'requency and wae form.

5.7.1.5 .O rnmsin Considera:%.ion oust be given to
kpowd shbock In the design of the utll.t.ta and services to Incur* the
f%=ationa survival of the essential components. The depee of Wernes: tW
be diesigned into a specific lastallaton a requize solutiSons Wi &44
vary from the sImple application of standsad cramrcis& vthralt" 10. OWS4
to the uase of extremely complex peokoae of *Magrti"g devicee.

5o7.2 Qt= IP A major owelderatioD in the design of
a hax4ewa itallatio. is the selection or the eectric power syum te b~ich
vftld be best suited to mot oaeatiosal requirweents. 2we power require-
muts mW ramp over a spctrum, of kilowatts to magoxatta.
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5...2.1 .sic onsideratlom. Any Investigation of the
applicability of various power sources for hardened military installations
shou'(1 take Into account the fblloving Important basic considerations:

a. PowerLam&* The utilizaton of electric power fall.
Into two main categories. One encompasses the special equipment or "hardvure,'
namely, commnications., data processing and lan.ch facilities. The other
covers the support utilities and services. The Design Ragineer must look to
the Using Agency to establish the magnitude and characteristics of the
electrical power demand for the "hardvare" which governs the determination of
the power demand for the support servicea. The latter is the responsibility
of the Design Engineer.

Siace redundancy Is commnly eployad to Insure the operational
reliability of the *hardware it is vitally important, on the part of the
Using Agenc, to apply demand facters t) the cLrAe eed loade. Past experiee
has indicated that this factor has not oeez given proper ucnuideration vith
the result that power demands have been estimated considerably higher than
actually necessay.

b. Ig~Ae and Fruecy lemalation. Me ultimate utilization
of the electrical power, particularly for electronic equiimants ma require
close voltage and frequency regulation. Indeed, such criteria ma dictate the
need ftr special regulatory controls and the use of non-standard alternators
and excitors.

c. Servr*" IntrI. Ltions * It is extremly Important to
establiah critical loads, that is, equlpment and service which 4an .At tolerate
an interruption of power suppl. xperience has shoin that electronic equip-
map, prwticularly that using ".cu-n tubes, =q suffer dmW or mulfh tion
In te event of a rlatvely short ti4,a interruption of power supply.

d. MmrL" &vM.. In the consideration of possible power
sources for any specific fmaility. particularly it located In the thited States,
the ailabtlity of the vast lnter.o-aueeted camereltal publi utility network
is strikingy evident. Nowever, pniuliar to any comral power source Is
the extensive sytem of overbeed ditributlon luws which arwe susce"ible to
tinlte casaed by storms o? sabotaV-. I some instances the character of the
power *apabl of dellvar to the facility does not -oet the stra ,at voltage
and requamc requiementa which ma be 1aposed by speolal elo.etonic equipment.
bIle it Is true that t ,t may be lo-4 period& ot stand-by or alert operations
ftrfmg whih acnuldaration could b given to the use of cocmrclal 1,'ver. it
Must be reoeised that following an attak a hardened facilify must be -'
sUfficlent mod conomIentl a prtcted po,.r source nf A !: .at cpality
to Insure a powar &,vnly for the a tieal loods mast be aralable. If a
914Ltiemt portion of the 4etrical power 4ema is rsquLred for the opera-
ti. Of Criicl4 eletoramia bmilding sevie ads, them the wse of em-
marelal paver beemse lees att ive. everal stuies he bea made for
speimi installaos in ubich critical loa"s were pramiiint. These staie
bane ladle""s that it is far more satiarmotory Mi n inedentally elso amn
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economical,, to provide a generating plant within the installation itself to
serve all the load and eliminate any connection to a coerc ial power source.

5-7-21.2 Power Generatina Plant. The selection and design of
a power generating plant to be installed in the protected area of the: 'cility
should take Into consideration a number of factors which resuly. from the f'act
that the facility must operate in a button-up status. These factors are:

a. Heat Be.-ection. The problem of dissipating "ejected. heat
resulting from the thermo-dynamic cycle and mechanical inefficiencies has
been a persistently difficult one to overcome. This is particularly trua for
the button-up period. The rejlected heat and the manner in iftich it manifeste
itself has a significant effect on the cost of the over-all utility system
by virtue of Its Impact on the heat sink. It ma be that power sources which
are Initia~lly more costly can be justified on tbe basis of overriding costs
of providing a heat disposal systme 3n tais conneczion L'oLs.'eration, should
be give. to the posiibility that thie rejected heat cam be put to useful
purposes.

b. GexoicZM a The goraphic location of the
installation will dtermine its elevation above sea level, W.' this might
sigJficanty affect the performance of power sources using a fuel-air com-
bustion cycle. For exmple, YA two-cycle diesel engin or an open.uycle gas
turbine must be do-rated according to Its elevation above sea level.

C. !NJJWMtliJy. It Is apparet that a pover source oepicying
a fuel-air combustion~ cycle must comuicae with the outside atooere for
air Intake and embaust. Connections +* the surface generally involve a large
expeniture, particularly in the ass" of deep uadergoun facilitits van they
intrtoduceo a potential weak spot In the Intepity of an othervisis well-protected
facility. This conavideration warrants a thorouh Investigation of the use of
Imower sources independent of on'taide air for combustion.

d. &iguJMea The app~at tendency toward the protection
of facilities against the detoaticn of extrwwl, aii* yield wespoc brings
into flocus the ability of pow~r V'nerating esquipimi"t to withstand vibrations
resulting from air-Induwed or groud-trosamitted shock. It way be that shock
isolatIng zugpwts vill have to be ust.

e. 2 taqss Rig% power to "ow~ ratios ane especially
desirable flor cut and cover **stat tb c rwre thim coA:,r1It*,
spae intioolves large expeeltures. On the other hand, in deep %L4erp.-4)-nd
taclitias the cost of excavrating additional chamber spae for p'ver genera-
tun oomnto Is net nearly as crtical.

f.AMb gtkZ. A maor problem for consideration In
oozactam with power genrating *quIpoont isa the supply ad stiorage of ruel,
particularly tw e curiAC the Wttm~-up period. Th. eblItty to Uitlize
ditftorost type of fuel, for instance, a #diesel angie which too be switched
fra gos to fual oil sAw vice wors, ma present declied aivantaes. It Is



e~vient that a power sotrce which would not require continiuu fueling has
decided advantages in this respect, on the other hand, such a power source
general.ly Involves high Initial coat.

g. Opeation and Mintenanc. It Is evident that power
sources which are less complex and require fever auxiliaries with a corre-
spondingly moderate complement of spare parts, can more readily be maintained
with normally competent personnel. In ins teixcea Aherc the facility Is located
in a remote area, this could ae a decided advantage. Obviously, a power
source which is fully automatic and therefore can operate unattended, is
ilighly desirable. Rovever, this is not generally feasible, and a pict-1 that
can be operated by personnel not highly skilled, is usually an acceptable
compromise.

h. Initial. and OPerating Costs. While it is true that these
factors are of importance in the :-inal determinttcon of Wny Dver source.,
power plants that may' not be economice3.ly ccnmpetitive in themselves in some
instances can be justified on the basis of overriding operational advantages.
It is essential that these factors be closely weighed in the selection and
design of the power generating plant.

5.T.2.3 ut ernative Power Generation Eoui~ment. Consideration
of the ',asic requirements 2 iscussed'above should lead to an investigation of
the various types of power generating equipment which are now available.
These include the use of c--.ventional prime movers, ouch as diesel engine and
gas turbine combined with ilte.rnators and more recently developed power sources,
such as nuclear reactors ax-d f-l 2' ens.

a. Diesel Tpgye~ .ant. One of the most comn erA versatile
types of power sources emp? )ys a di .es-tL engine prim mover &riLOtng an
alternutor. Standard coTipfercial d .ei ,. generator units are available In a
variet of sizes to the c,-tent Tha. singly or in multiples they could satisfy
the requirements of pract.caJ4, al- categories of hardened facilities.
Although the thermal effi.-ienc' Is sul,. ;jct to Carnot-cycle limitations,
efficiencies bn the ord~er of O t - 357 can be expected even In the salaler
size plants. The engines can oper A,, equally v,,ll. 1sing either liquid or
gaseous f'uels, or a combin~ation of :th. Surface con~nections are required for
combustion air intake wAd the exhci st (.f combustion gases. Fortunately a
signific:ant percentage of the c :ct heat can be ejected alonir with the
exhaust gases. However, about one-third of thu hea, iput mnust be dissipatel1
to a heat~ sink. If ebullient cooling nf the engine jackets is adopted,
rejected heat in the fo Ti of 2.nw prez~tc --team can be vented to the aton-
ophere which would eigr.±icantly reduce the load impoLred on tho hC-IL --ink.
A study shoul'I be made to determine the ecoromic feasibility .-. djvrn
some of the rejected heat either in the form of hot wat~er or stemn for
heating and absorption refrigeration. Consideration also should be given
to the utilization of superchargers to correct de-rating for high geographical
locations above sea level. Table 5-3 presents some of the salient character-
istics of a medium size diesel electric plant.
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b. Open-Cycle Gas Turbine Plant. For this type of power
generating equipment, two types of cycles appear to be the most applicable,
namely, a sinple cycle with zero regeneration and an 80% regenerative cycle.
A third type of cycle utilizing a combination gas turbine-steam turbine
cycle, although somewhat more efficient than the 80% regenerative cycle, is
considerably more complex, which generally overrides the advantage of savings
in fuel. Even with the limited range of sizes available, gas turbines can
be considered adaptable to the power requirements of the majority of instal-
lations under consideration.

Cycle efficiencies of gas turbines range from 15% to 2746. The units
can operate equally well on either liquid or easeous fuel. One extremely
desirable feature of the turbine cycle is that the heat rejection problem
is less severe irz that almost all the cycle heat, except for useful work, is
ejected along with the exhaust gases. This advantage becomes less evident
if heat recovery devices are found tc have practicable applicailon for heating
and absorption refrigeration. The principal disadvantage of tha turbine cyc-e
is the enormous demand for air, with resulting large expenditures for surface
connections and blast closures. Air indictlon losses and exhaust backpressures
resulting from the dynamic losses of air passing through long shafts or tunnels
and. across blast closures may significantly de-rate the turbine. Booster fans
could be used to minimize these effects, but of course, they require additional
power for operation. De-rating due to altitude is an inherent disadvantage of
the turbine cycle and cannot be corrected by the use of supercharges as in
t.he case for diesel engines. While turbines possess a greater power to weight
and power to volume ratio than diesel engines, this factor must be evaluated
against the other disadvantages. (Refer to Table 5-3 for comparative
characteristics.)

c. Nuclear Power Plants. The requirement for atmospheric
air to support the combustion cycle for fossil fuel fired power plants will
generally introduce large expenAitures for surface connections and blast
Ulosures. In fact, uken considering protective construction to resist blast
effects from surface cverpressures in excess of 1000 psi, the design of large
closures my present problems beyond the present "state of the art". For
facilities which require resistance to such high overpressures, and recog-
nizing that with chemical air revivification, personnel could subsist for
extended button-up periods without outside air (Ref. 5.7-2), the generation
of power, particularly for large facilities, by other aan air..spirating
devices, warrants investigation. It appears therefore, that thermal energy
produced by nuclear fission should be gi°wn consideration.

There are many reactor types which use nuclear source mw+eria and
some have promise of civilian and military alIcation. .v-.jvi c-assifications
of reactors under extensive study at the present time include water-cooled,
gas-cooled, organic and liquid metal cooled reactors. While the technical
feasibility of power production for a number of different types of reactors
has been demonstrated, the cost of generating the power still remains
relntively high. In addition, the increased requirement for heat absorption
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presents a problem, the solution of which might be rather costly. However,
as a potential power source for hardened facilities where protection is para-
mount, nuclear energy has the unique characteristic of nondependence on fuel
and combustion air and perhaps the over-all protection my override the
higher capital and operating costs.

The nuclear power project~s presently under study and construction
by the Military, are adequately covered in two papers (Ref. 5-7-3 and 5.7-4).
It is noted that pressurized water reactors predominate, followed by gas-
cooled reactors. The pressurized water reactor is representative of the type
that generates steam for use with a conventional turbine generator unit. For
this type of equipment, the plant is considerably more complex than either
the conventional diesel engine or gas turbine plants previously discussed.
The Gas-cooled reactor is used in conjunction with a closed-cycle nitrogen
or helium gas turbine. It can be made quite simple but such simplicity
sacrifices thermal efficiency. Thc over -all energy convezsion for both type.%
is limited by Carnot-cycle efficiency.

The design should contemplate an underground heat sink developed
within the protected area. In the case of an extended button-up period, the
magnitude of the problem becomes apparent in that 75% to 80% of the thermal
power v.: the reactor manifests itself as rejected heat. Operating procedures
and the employment of certain auxiliaries basically altering the temperature
level of the heat rejection process could minimize heat sink requirements but
at some sacrifice of plant efficiency.

As an il.'ustration of tl -. problem an analysis of the hea' balance
of an applicable nc.lear-:-:".am pov..r plant, the P1-1 (Ref. 5-7-5) producing
one megawatt of net electric power followr. (Refer to Fig. 5-!0 frr cycle
diagram.)

During "ration prior to an a-tt-k, the reactor-turbine plant
might operate with initial steam conditions of 280 PSIA, an exhaust of 6'
of .Hq absolute, a heat sou rce of' 7 .3 megawatts (reactor power), and a heat
rejection of 5.8 megawatld. Th b.-at sink woulid be outside air and the heat
rejection equipment would consist f a standard tubular surface condenser and
cooling towers or spray ponds loca -ed near the protected facility at grade
level. The blast effects of a we; jon detonation wovid therefore render them
functionally inoperable, requiring an underground water storage reservoir to
serve as a hardened heat aink durinv the attack and post-attack periods.

With water stored initially at 40OF and allowed to r..ch a .iu
temperature of 1600F, the heat rejected per pound of t,-bine tzbaust flow
would be approximately 887 B.T.U. at an average condensing temperature of
1200F. The heat absoiption capacity of the water reservoir would be approxi-
mately 130 B.T.U. per pound, assuming some heat transfer into the surroundlna
ground. Accordingly for each pound of exhaust steam flow through the con-
,tenser, roughly, 6.6 lbs. equal to 0.109 cu. ft. of water would be required.
For the production of one net megawatt-hour of elactrical energy, underground
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water storage of 18,500 gallons iJ indicata. It is evident that this heat
rejection cycle would require an ext remely large reservoir capacity for any
sustained button-up. periad.

A large reduction in the water storage requirement could be
effected by permitting the turbine to exhaust its steam to the atmosphere
following an attack. Operating under this condition only feed water would
need to be stored. At higher exhaust back pressures, plant efficiency do-
creases resulting in a thermal power increau'e from 7.3 to 11.3 megawatts,
with feed water at 600F. The required water storage for the production of
one megawatt per hour of electrical energy would be 4040 gallons. This
scheme however, introducea an element of vulnerability in that it requires
a breach to the surface.

Still another alternative heat rejection process, which does not
require a breach to the surface, mlght be enplirjad. 'he principal componen-6
of the process is a barometric type ctideuaer located adjace at to the turbine.
The turbine exhaust steam and water from the heat sink would mix directly
In the condenser thereby providing a zero terminal temperature differential
between the turbine exhaust end the stored water. With this arranpment the
mim water teperature in the heat sink can approach the boiling point.

The plant efficiency would remain at the normal design level until the heat
sink teerature exceeded 14O°F, at which point the back pressure would
gradually increase to one atmosphere. The required water storage for the
production of one net mepwatt hour of electrical energy would be 16,000
gallons.

The final determination of the arrangement of the plant an'.
auxiliaries for any spcific facility would be dependent on the cbination
of such factors as, 1) length of button-up period, 2) cost of cr'ating water
storage, ) practicability of venting the surface.

The use of ice in te beat sink could naturally minirnze the
storage volume required. However, thLe feasibility of making, storing, and
maintaining large quantities of ice in an underground installation is yet to
be demonstrated. In addition, the use of ice for the heat sink would pre-
clude the full restoration of the facility within a reasonable period of
time after a button-up period.

With respect to a closed-cycle reactor powered gas turbine, the
use of ebullient cooling in the preconlor would. allow venting the rejected
heat, In the form of low pressure steam, to the atmosphere. The plant
efficiency could be maintained by increasing turbine inlet conditi.ons accorl-
ingly to compensate for the higher precooler temperatures. TL' % -peratng
condition could be tolerated for the duration of the button-up period.
Figure 5-1 illustrates in very simplified form, the cycle diagram for this
type of nuclear plant.

The ratio of power to weight and power to volume, for the pres-
.urized water reactor plant, is quite low. This would be a more prominent
disadvantage in a cut-and-cover type structure than in a deep underground
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facility. The gas-cooled reactor pluat has a much more favorable ratio.
With reg=ad to availability, pressurized reactors are considerably more
advanced in davelopment, and in fact, in the sizes considered applicable, could
be made available for power generation within 24 months after placement of an
order. On the other hand, gas-cooled reactors operating at high temperatures
with enriched fuel, are not nearly so well developed and their imnediate avail-
ability ,is questionable. Table 5.3 presents comparative characteristics of
these two types of plants.

d. Other Powez Sources. In addition to nuclear energy there
are other means of generating electricity hich are not dependent on air for
combustion. The three most promising are fuel cells which employ the
principle of direct conversion of chemical energy into electrical energy, and
thermoelectric and thermionic generators which employ the principle of direct
conversion of thermal energy into electrical energy. A char acteristic of
these direct conversion generators is their preductit.n of dl.rect current a'
low voltage. Since the predominant utilizetion for hardenel facilities is
alternating current, some means to convert the direct current to alternating
current would be required. This can be done by means of nonrotating direct
to alternating current transformers which are readily available. Such con-
verters are solid-state devices, compact and reliable, requiring little or
no attention. The electrical e' ergy produced by individual elements of these
types of generators has a potential which can range from 50 MV to 3 volts.
Higher voltages can be obtained by connecting individual elements in series.

Fuel cells are devices used to convert the free energy of a chemical
reaction directly to electrit.L, erergy oy an electra-chemical process.
Althouen several types of fuel cel ls have been developed and othere are under
develolment, they all exhibit so,-e basic similarities to the hydrogen-oxygen
type illustrated in i &Teatly simI LUfied form in Fig. 5-12. A brief descrip-
tion el the principle of oie:ition accompanies the illustration. Fuel cells
have no Carnot-cycle limitation to their enerFr conversion efficiency and at
present operate with a one volt cell voltage and a conversion tfficiency of
75 percent. Most of the rejected :iea4 is absorbed by the electrolyte which
can be dissipated to the incoming 3aseous fuels. The rannainder manifests
itself as water vapor and radiated heat from exchangers, pumps, and cell
container. Although small wits u-) to 10 kw are presently available,
there is a distinct possibility that larger units up to one megawatt may be
available within five/years. Attention is directed to a comnrehensive report
(Ref. 5.7-6) on the status of fuel cell syctems diili are considered promising
by the Department of Defens i.

Thermoelectric .I thermionic generators are two typ-:s Z O vices
capable of producing electric power di.o.tly from a heat lcur .. Bo0.i
generatorr are static devices and have the charcteristic of the vorking fluid
being "heated electrons,* emitted into a solid in the case of thermoelectric
generator and into a vacuum for the thermionic generator. Schematic drawings
of each type of generator, accompanied by a brief description of the principle
• f operation, are shown in Figs. 5-13 al 5-14. For use in protective con-
struction, the source of thermal energy could be either the decay heat produced
by radiolsotopec or by the nuclear fission process in a reactor. 1he pyvuLiu
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power supply from isotopic energ sources is extremely limited in capacity
and could be considered only as a secondary supply. An example might be
intrusion alarms and instrumentation located remote from the primary facility,
powered by thermoelectric generators placed in hardened manholes in lieu of
extending feeders from the main power source. As a primary power supply,
i4"lar povered generators show more promise. Conversion efficiencies at
present are on the order of 5 to 20 percent, with thermionic eenerators at the
higher range of the scale; however, efficiencies approaching 30 to 35 percent
have been predicted for the future. Since both of these conversion methods
require a significant hcat input during their operation, and the cycle
ctficiiencis at best are on the order of 35 percent, a heat sink of some
magnitre is indicated.

The possible advantages for protective construction In employing
static, low maintenance, compact power sources which do not require air for
combustion, are clearly evident. Advancing tec m!nio, in the past five yeact
has produced several ways to generate r1cct- -al Dowe.r by di:ect conversion
at acceptable efficiencies, but there are still several major problems to
overcome. All the systems under consideration produce a low voltage direct
current power supply with the undesirable feature of the voltage dropping as
the current increases. In the case of fuel cells, fuel supply, particularly
for a continuously operating facility, might prove to be a costly factor.
Thermelectric and theymionic generators. because of their relatively low
conversion efficiencies retain the problem of rejected heat disposal. With
respect to the economic feasibility, realistic cost figures are presently
unavailable.

5.7.2.4 Distribution and 1enslation. There are no ur'isual
problem connected with the distribution of power throughout a hareed
facility. Established design criteria as outlined in the vario Corps of
Egineers and Air Force manuals (efs. 5.7-7 and 5.7-8), should be adhered
to where applicable. Special consideration must be given to minimizing to
the greatest possible extent he interruption of the power supply to critical
equipment. This probably will entail the duplication of feeders and
substations. Every effort miat be made by the Ucing Agency and design group
to establish the maGritude and location of the critical power loads.

The extensive use of electronic data processing and electrical
communication equipment in military facilities has imnosed stringent &equire-
ments on the character of the power supply. Alti.oug. 3elr-Sareracion disposes
of the problem of pover reliability, It creates some problems in connection
with regulation of the character of the pover stiply. Obviously, an luider-
ground power plant adequately sized to pruyide firm capacity is still 'onsi er.
ed small relative to the load wben compered to a public utiliL. "e ugPe
flywheel effect of a large utility network which caa readily absorb load
trunsients is not in evidence with an underground plcnt. Conequently in the
design phase, emphasis must be placed an the selection ot motor friven
equipment and appropriate controls to insure that transient electric dis-
turbances can be kept to a minimin. The use of static excitation and sensilivt
'ast response voltage reSulators should be gi,.n consideration. BpertRlly
da i 1ned generat rs having low transient reantton should also be investigated.
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For frequency regulation, the use of load sensing governors uffers great
possibilities. With power generated from an isolated plant, a system of time
error compensation: would probably be required.

5-7.T3 Heat Sink. In order to maintain envirc' ental conditions
suitabl" for the operational activities of a hardened facility, all the heat
generated within must be dissipated in some manner. For this purpose an
adequate heat sink must be availau.e. As considered herein, a heat sink may
be defined Saa a body of high thermal capacity relative to the rate at Ohich
heat is transferred tu it.

5.7.3.1 General. The rock or earth surrounding an underground
facility Is a natural heat 8inx which ,.as some capacity for heat absorption.
Thermodynamic and heat transfe problems dealing with the heat absorption
capability of geological formations surrounding underground structures, have
been under invcatigation by the N!..-ional Bureau or Lzandard.: since 1950.
TeLr findings and conclusions are presented in a Corps of Engineers Design
Manual (Ref. 5.7-1). It is to be noted from these findings that the rate at
which the surrounding ground can accept heat Is limited and decreases with
time. In almost all instances the transfer of heat to the surrounding ground
will not dissipate all the heat rejected from electronic equipment, building
services, power generating equipment, and human metabolism. The heat generated
by the electronic equipment, etc.f is dissipated to the space environment,
resulting iz, the need to integrate a refrigeration cycle into the heat absorp-
tion system. Regardless of whether an absorption or vapor compression refrigera-
tion cycle is employed, the temperature at which the heat is transferred to
the heat sink is relativey low. The problem becomes one of providing an
additional heat sink into which that portion of the heat rejected from the
power goneration and air conditioning refrigeration equipment, which would
not be absorbad by the surrounding geological formation, can be dissipated.

5.7.3.2 Desi-n Considerations. There are several Important
factorb which shou.id be considered in the solution of the heat sink probleu,
namely, heat load characteristics, level of protection, length of button-up
period, restoration capabilities, and geographic location.

a. Beat Load Characteristics. Both the rate at hich heat
ig rejected from the power generation and air conditioning refrigeration
equipment and the temperature of the heat transfer rTocess htve a profound
effect on the selection of the proper type of heat sink. Cooling users or
sprqg ponds must be sized to rereive ice rejected, heat at the rates p-oduacd
during periods of peak operation, regardless of the length of the but. ,n-ljp
period. On the other hand, the size of a heat absorbing resern'-r is
determined by the total heat rejected over ;he entire . t ,- period. With
respect to the temperature of the heat transfer process, it is obvious that
the maintenance of a large temperaLure differential between the heat sink
and the power and refrigeration cycles wouli be hih7ly desirable. Considering
the fact that the power gentratior, and rexrTgeration cycles arc oubjcct to
.arnot-cye.e efficiency limitations, an increase In exhaust pressures and
condensing temperatures would result in lover plant thermal efficiencies and
consequently a larger quantity of rejected heat. 1'bls Interepenence of the
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heat sink end the power plant equipment requires parwuetrlc studies in order
to arrive at the best method of heat disposal. An cxample would be increasing
theocondensig temperature of a vapor compression refrigeration cycle from
100 F to 110 F with a corresponding decrease in coefficient of performance
from 5.0 to 4.0. To absorb one B.T.U. the required motor energy input to the
compressor would increase from 0.82 KW to 1.02 KW. Because of inherent
thermodynamic cycle inefficiency, 25 to 35 percent of the increase in KW re-
quirements would be rejected to the heat sink. This indicates that an attempt
to increase the temperature differential between the heat sink and the power
and refrigeration cycles by increasinm, condensing temperature must be care-
fully analyzed with respect to its influence on power generetion requirements
and possible increases in rejected heat.

b. Level of Protection. The consideration of the level of
protection to be affoi-ded a facility is highly imprtant in determining the
type of heat sink required. For a f%.i2 ity placed deep undergro-Ad in order
to withstand all the effects associated with very high y-leld verpone, there
would be a compelling desire to minimize surfaci connections. Consideration
therefore must be given to an underground heat r tservoir as one solution to
tho rC-eiu. 3a, re other hand confidence has been gained in the reliability
of blast closures in light of recent advances in the state of thd art and
accordingly protected underground cooling towers using outside air as the heat
sink appear to be feasible and should be given consideration.

For cut-and-cover structures the cost of creating reservoir capacity
is relatively high and the use of outside air implemented by cooling towers
and spray ponds should be investigated. Consistency in the level of protection
for all the features of an installation dictates that such coo3ing towrs or
spray ponds must be designed to resist the same weapon effects as th. facility
itself. This is feasible with spray ponds in the case of moderate overpressures
ar there are preliminary designs in existence. As far as cooling towers are
concerned, it would appear that %hey should be located in the protected area
of the structure.

c. .Lnth of Batton-V_ Period. Primarily the significance of
this factor is its impact on the storage requirements of water, whether it is
used as the heat sink itself. or as make-up water for €ooling towers.

d. Restoration CaaBility. There is sor .tims a requirment
for restoring the mission capability of a facility In as short a time as
possible after the termination of the button-up period. If such restoration
necessitates the refilling of an unierround reservoir, serious considere"Lon
must be given to solo other type of hardened heat sinK.

e. Geoxraphic Location. It is obvious that the geographic
location of a facility ill determine the climate and conditions of outside
air and perhaps the prevalence of underground water for heet rcmc-*.1. Th:.
leads to the conaideration that geographic .ocations which offer the pnsl-
bil .ty of developing an unad.rLruvwd wa.er a iuply withfL the facility itself
should be given consideration.
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5.7.3.5 Type of Heat Sinks. Basically there are only two
heat absorbing substances 4hich dpserve serious consideration at the present
time. These are outside air and water either in its liquid form or as ice
or a combination of both. Heat absorption in any large quantities by other
chemical substances 4s in the research phase and considerable development
work is still to b( done to determine feasibility. In general an adequate
water supply would be arailable at or near a facility location for use prior
to an attack. If the *ster source 'or such a supply is a natural stream of
continuous f.ov adequate for cooling purposes there is no necesaity for con-
.idering the conservation of such a supply. On the oLher hand, if the supply
is from an underground aquifer, consideretion should be given to conserving
such a supply during normal operation by the use of cooling tovers or spray
ponds located at a convenient place outside the facility. It must be recog-
nized that such cooling towers or spray ponds and the pipeline connection
from the water source to the facility would pribably be destroyed during an
i ttack and therefore some form of h-rdened heat sink nor. ue'-*ndent on an out-
side water supply must be provided.

a. Protected Water Supply. It is apparent that the most
desirable means of heat dissipation would be a supply of wbtar developed
within the protected area adequate for use in a once-throug cooling cycle
during all operational conditions. Such a water supply miht be either an
underpound aquifer below the protected area or an infiltration of vater
throug the surroundiug 1javiccal f%-rton into that area. Although the
flow rate of such a supply might not meet peak load requirements, a retention
reservoir could be utilized to meet the peeks. Consideration should be given
to conserving the underground supply for use following an attack. However,
It must be recognized that the possibility of finding an adequate v~tr supp l
from a source In the geological formation inediately surrounding the Instal-
lation, will occur only in rare instances and, in general, othtr means of heat
dissipation must be investigated even if only to supplement - Inadequate
source that may be availab1 vithin the protected area.

b. V31e ound Fservoirs'. An underground reservoir for the
storage of a heat absorbing sutstance has the distinct advantage of not
requiring au' breaches to the surface. A numbor ,:f theoretical and experi-
mental Investigations have been made to determine the performance of various
substances and their contaimment %ten utilized as beat sinks. Such substances
mst have heat absrrbir-g characteristiett that are - 4k, tibl. with the heat

rejection processes of the power plant and refrigeration equipment. Three
types of heat absorbtag substaw..ss vDl be consiere4, n mly vate. ice, and
cheacals.

1. &ter. Compared W ice tnd c:.al .ubstan'es,
veter has a relatively low heat ab~orbing capacity p.r unit vc:.uae. isumin
en initial water temperature of 50 F and a rise in temperature to 100 F, a
cubic foot of water woulO be capable of absorbing 5,120 B.T.U.

r a refriger-aLion c cle the naximum uater temperature shuld be
held '. 10 F &z ,rcrtd by tho !-At trAnsfer process of a eapnr comprossloa
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cycle. Higher temperatures woull significantly reduce the coefficient of
performance and might increase maintenance and operating problems due to the
correspondingly high condensing pressures. An absorption cycle imposes even
more stringent requirements on the allowable tempc..ature rise. Power
gengrating equipment on the other hand can tolerate water temperatures up to
200 F.

As previously discussed, the geological formation surrounding an
underground reservoir is capable of absorbing a considerable amount of heat,
pa;:iculsrly if the temperature differential between the stored water and the
surrounding earth or rock is substantial. This phozctue.i . Iuuld be taken into
consideration in the design of the heat sink. It is therefore highly desirable
to permit the stored water to reach as high a temperature ar> possible, Since
the allowable temperature necessary for refrigerallion and power generation
equipment differ so significantly,, it 's nsrxdatory that. cons iderat ion be given
to providing separate reservoirs. 6uc1a, an rtrrangement does r,. entail any
significant increase in cost.

In additioa, serious consideration 8ha~uld be given to precooling
the stored water to a temperature of about 40 7. This voald also lover the
temperature of the surrounding geological formation below its initial level.
This pre -cooling could be accomlished prior to ne.upancy by the ri,-~ratic=
equipment installed for air-conditioning purposes and --could be maintained after
occupancy by the same equipment during off-peak operating periods. in the
beginning of a button-up period the pre-cooled water could be circulated
direc'tly through air-conditioning cooling coils, thus postponing the need to
epcrzxtc thc rcfrigcrat..ioz Such an oarrcno-cmant sho...d result in hub-
stantial savings in electric power consumption and a corresponding rf-luction
in the total amount of rejected heat. Equations to calculate the required
capacity of an undergroundc' reservoir to be used as a heat sink are presented
in a Corps of Engineers Design Manual (Ref. 5.7-1)o end sample Problems are
also presented in thia 1ranimto.

After a attack It in conceivable that the pipeline connections
from the basic water source to the r.ervoir could be repaired in the event
they were daagel by an attack. As soon as ouch reyailra are effected the
water reservoir could easily Ice refilled for turtaer use of the facility.

Studies made by t.he National bureau of Stand -..Is (Ret. 5.7-9)
Indicate that the b'at transfer from water to rock is proportioma to the
relationship of contact sturface t vo~z.. Tbeorctica.Lly, thae hor.t abtnfrp-
tion capability of the roc4~ 1nr~j.e as Uau relationship of coatact ...._ace
to volumae £ncreaso. Wei leadsu towirad the co~sideratio~n of rev- -va
tion with a relatively .=all cross section. (in thc ot.har namd, economical
excvaiton aLethods muot be taken into cow'tideration in -.etermininr' the cross
section.

2. I1;e. The fact that eLlting iza has a relatively high
he..t sbsorrtion capability makes the consideration of its use extremely
attractive. Flor eixempie, a mixture of 50 Bercent ice and water with an orig-
inaal temperatuare of .32 F and a rise to 100 T would absorb 8400 L.T.U per cubic
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foot as comP. -ed to 31l20 B.T.U. for water alone. rThis would indicate that, at
leasnt th- oretically. tae volume of a 50 percent Lce end water reservoir coul~d
be cons iderably les., than one half that required for a reservoir containing
vat-ir only.

Al .aough some experimnts on a smal scale have been conducted by
the Bureau of Standards, no feasible reliable method has yet been devised for
the distribution of xsnufactured ice in a large 'reservoiz * Another problem
'ihich has not been solved Is the miaintenance of a ice content in tlhc reservo ir
after it has beer filled. The meckranical equipient required to store ana
maIntain the Ice could involve large expenditures. The to-hnical and economic
feasibility of utilizing ice in the reservoir of a specific underground
facility has been presented in a comprehensive report (Ref. 5.7-1'). The
findings of this report indicated that it was more economical &nd far more
reliable to excavate the adlditional water storage capacity rather. then to
utilize ice in such a reservoir. 7n rAdition, the use r i',e in the heat s...nk
would preclude the possibility of restoration cbptabllity Ir say reasonable
tim following a button-up period since It vould probably take several months
to re-establish the required ice coutent.

3. Chmnical 5ubstances. Research is boeing conducted by
several organizations dealing with the feasibility of using various type of
reversible endothermic processes for utilization as beat reservoirs. Primarily
Uuis Q.&t4.C of~ tWhi&6 ;.=esc is being dL'e", I tnv'md th~e field of space
heating ad nuclear-stesm power. It is conceivablep however, that it could be
utilized a a hadened beat sink In the field o-- ratsctive construction.
Available date gives evidence that of +Ae kam i~everaible endothernic processes,
the "beat of fusion* of salt-hydrates and salt-amonit a ppear to offer Uve
bloest beat absorblag capacities per unit voluae. These salts are soluble Ui,
either vater or liquid wonia uan consequentl.y the *Ink could~be In a liquid
stiate. Assuming a beat sink tamprture rise from V F to 100?, heat absox-p-
tion capacities oA *.e ords of 20,000 D..U. per cubi~c foot ae Indicated.
Bovver, oosiderably develoxaent work is still reqir~~ed to bwing Into pma-
tical roulizatloa a cbmnical heat sink spplicab~e to the type of facilities
unr cons$Aration in this manual.

a. Ousj ir .vL 11g2J M io. The ausjabare Itself
Irovide a heat sink of unliaited capacity, a therefore Its use shoeld be
ccnuldse In the desige of a heat sink for a hard, aed fac!ity.

fti* heat rseetiecn c ;-,p.*rst rcquired to implemaut the alt, is either
msom type of coolii towier cr u spra4 pond. Vith respect Wo cooliuK towers,
consideration should be given to tkhe open filled type, the c1, ned -,rlrs "Z

evaporative type, end the closed ext evAded surfaca' dr.; t~s Aa of thoe
types awe extremly vulnerablv to blat pressure and if required to suvive
an attack and then Amn.tion 6,ing the button-up period, they mast be placed
wderpound in the proticed area.

1. Onen FIllod freColn w . This %no of equip-

inent is the most efficient of th. beat transfer devices mentioned above due tc
the closer terminal tmperatwe difrerence between the outside air wan the
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cooling water. It does require a protected water storage capacity for make-up
purposes during a buti ,n-ap period. However, the use of this type of cooling
tower introduces .potential rontamination hazard unless the air required is.
passed through filtering devices designed to remove radioactive particles.
Without such filtering these particles would precipitate out into the cooling
toy r basin and in turn would be circulated with the cooling water through
the power generating and air-conditioning refrigeration equipment resulting
in the possible build-up of a dangerous concentration of radioactive matter.
For relatively large installations which would require considerable quantities
of utside air, the cost of providing the necessary filters and the additional
power to move the air through such filters might very well indicate that the
use of this type of cooling tower is uneconomical.

2. Closed Prime Surface Svaporative Type Cooling Towers.
The use of this type of heat rejection equipment iould elimtnate the con-
tamination hazard in that no radioac:!',e rarticles would enter '.e cizculating
system. The heat transfer efficiency ia only slighlv: lover thnn for the opC:
filled type resulting in an increase of about 10 percent in the qtantity of
outside air required. It is evident that this Increase is in gnlficant in
the light of the advantage to be gained in the eliminatin of th4e radiation
hazard and its attendant requirement ft~r filtering devices. M. type of
cooling tower also requires water storage for make-up purposes.

3. Cloied L-ttended %rT Ty= ewlIng Tver%. The primary
disadvantage of this type of h-at transfer equi.nent is the relatively enormous
amounts of outside aL- required for its proper functioning. This may be on
the order of ten times more than either of the types mentioned previously.
'This type of equipmeLt also el iminates the contamination hazard and it offers
the sided advantage of not requiring aWy storge of water for ake-;p pirposec.
The possible caving thus effected, however, must oe balanced agaiit the in-
creased cost of providing relatively large size surface connections for air
intako and exhaust including t- blast closures for these openings, not to
mtion te pote.ntial Increase In vulnorability to blst damage due to these

large openings. It should be noted however, that for a mall installation
using cut-and-cover type structurep and with refrigeration lo&'s on +he order
of 100 tons and electric power demands of 5M. KW n- leo, ULia type of equip-
tet should receive serious consideration. In such inwtancea the cost of
creating rater storage for aake-up purposes miJt very well e greater than
the expenditurea involved in providing larger surface r innreti, % for outside
air circUlation.

RPce&% ccmparazive studies mad-e for tvo large deep underground
installations LAlcate that. the utilization of closed prWa surfa' evoxra-
tiv* type cooling towers looated in the uwdeiound "eh.i" b.Lst ?srrira
proved to be the best solution for the heat sink problc:..

In comnection with the utilization of uriderground coolijg towers
consideration shotad be giv#'" W their rassiblo use as a method of absorbing
hc A. from the pov.r plont and building Gipc-;. Tuo arrangements merit a
detaaied study and 'nvestipAtion to determine the Wet selection for a specific
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facility and site location. One would make use of' the outside air co ventilate
mnd absorb heat from the power plant space before passing throug). the cooling
towers. -Psaaetric studiies should be made to determine the net effect on the
increase in the total heat of the air as it coo'.s the power plant. The costs
attendant to filtering the outside air before introdueing it into the power
plant must be taken into cons iderat ion and may negate other advantages to be
gained by employing this arrangement. The other arrangemen would utilize
the cooling r~ter circulating through the tower as a heat absorbing m'ediumn.,
During warm weather, the cooling water can be used only for power plaut cooling,
inasmuch as its temperature would be higher than the building space temperature.
During .zolder weather, however, the cooling water would be at a sufficient.4
byv temperature to absorb heat from both the power plwit and building spaces.
This arrangement offers two significant advantages. First, It obviates the
nee(. for an extensive air filtration installation ad secondly, it is capable
or absorbing heat from the building spaces reculting in a reductin in the
running tim of the mechanical -rtigexation equipment. -&nd -i' nsequently a
decrease in the total electrical ene:r consumnptton. Altho-igb the temper.'.tuxe
of the -tooling water leaving the tower would ha~ve to be soaeihat lower, in
order to cool the power plant, the net adver se effect on the heat sift is not
nearly as significant as In the case of power plant cooling with outside air.

d. Outside Ar vitha pry g~. A spray pond can be designed
with some degree of hardness and :is therefore applicable in connectiou with
faciLl!'m vhirEh ,.niiir* resistane only to relatively low blast pressures.
On~ the other hand, a epMa pond is far less efficient than s:y type of cooling
tower and Ina subject to 4~he vagaries of the prevailing wia"s due to its
e~pcsA location. This exposed location also makes it hi~ly susceptible to
radioactive contination, The use of a spray pond tor neat transf.. in
connection with facilities o f hi&Ai level protection Is certainl.y queutioMablj
In view of the surfare distortoas ad gou" .bhock associated vith high yield
veapon detonation iwaiej. mould probably rend1er the spray pond Inoperable.

5.-t.4.~ Air bUplY and Cenditonim. Air supply requiruets
for a hardened facility derive from the aecessity to introduce fresh air to
replace that vitiated by personnel sAd vehicular traffic, combustion air for
power Senerating equipment and other air ..wpr& J g devices amg an air flov
for beat asoription. That port inn of the air supp~.y used for ventilating
purposes must be conditioned *,o maintain the proper envirowental conditions
for personnel activity and special electronic *qu~trint von'lation.

5.7.~1 ~ t is c'ier, Vt th ins j~odu*'ion of
outside ai Into a hardened facility necessitates breaching the, poto-Aivo
structure In some manner. Such openings must k proY3ide4 with quirk cl'3rkir
blast resistaat devices which are suj-cept%;9 to .atz.' !~ thefure
intrOduCe points of weakness In what noa, othervise be a relatively Invulner-
able fecilV- in view, of this, it is hi"hl Important to iflwstigate
thoroughly I ir supply problem with a view tcvards stmialing rquirismnts
particularly --urizig the Post-Attack operational period.

7ebeszt method of iatro4uction, subsequent tnres~at diwrlbutla
an exhauast of outside alir passing through a hardened facility may oe ciizereut



for the three operational phases, namely, prior to, during, and following an
attack. In addition the specified level of protection, the configuration, and
means of access must be taken into consideration in the deuign ut the various
features of the air supply systems. The possible variations in e1 taese
factors make it difficult to set forth a typical design. It may 'te ctated in
general, however, that the introduction of an air sul4i.y into a protected
facilliV and its subsequent exhaust into the outside atmosphere may involve
large expenditures for connections to the surface and the protection of those
openings against the blast pressurps associated with a nuclear weapon attack.
Fb: this reason serious consideration must be given to every possible multi-
purpose use of the air supply.

5.7.4.2 Ventilation. A fresh air supply for ventilation
purposes in a hardened facility is required to naintain habitable conditions
for personnel and puwAs access tunnels in the evtnt they ara i.sed for vehiculsr
traffic.

a. Personnel. It is normal ;.'actice to supply fresh air to
comercial or public buildings in an mount sufficient to dissipate unpleasant
odors frcs persoas and other processes due to occupancy, and also adequate to
insure conditions conducive to normal physical activity. Fo at hardened
facility any outside air vhich is introduced to aresi of h'man occupancy must
be treated in some manner to elimiiate the possibility of carrying C.B.R.
contamnatiion to tn'ise areas. Criteria fur lrubh a'ir quNA LLvuwtw auma
based on rer capita requirements and it is obvious for the proper desi of
the ventilation air supply system, the personnel occupancy during the prior-
and post-attack periods must be established as closely as possible. C-rerul
consideraton should be given by the using agency to the possibility .hat the
population during the alert and post-attack periodr might be cons id.erably in
excess of that required for the prior attack operation of the facility.
Personnel requirements for 214-hour operation must be determined and it is
quite possible that security p rsonnel, such as outside guards) might have to
be housed durn n button-up periods.

It Is wrual practice to supply tfrsh ar in an mount of 10 to 20cft
per person based on the expected population. There apptars to be no reason
to vary this asount for hardened facilities unless the exhaust air requlov-
mats fm such areas an toilet rooms, kitchen, decontamination, spcc!1l
processing, etc., ae uutally heav-. Scvever, durir, tho bu..on-up period
pover conuimption and related heat reJect*,.n may be .Lm ai'od by reducing
freah ar supply to 5 cfa per perz..n. 'dil vulwt -poul.l l=:nt th- carb-6n
dioxide content to an acceptable I percent fcr an irtefini *e periel. Tt
vould also be more tten adequate to maintain *-e o),gen contec . the -^rn--
level of 21 percent.

Air qwatitiee for the proper ventilation o& kitchen& wA toilet
roos are eatablished In appropriate Corps of 'ngineersnd " Air Force Design
Anuals. (Pa-s. 5.7-1 and 5.7-7) Twse criteria are applicable for pro-
ta .tive oonstrcti a. Zn order to reduce the fresh air supply to an mount
rovezred by povulation, the exhaust from toilet aeas can 'e passed throu*
aetivated carbon filters to reduce odor concentration and then recirculated
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through the system. On the other hand, however, exhaust air from kitchen
areas should not be recirculatcd.

The ventilation air supply entering the facility following an attack
must be filtered to reiove radioactive particles prior to its introduction to
Occupied spaces. Furthermore, it is possible to contaminate the air supply
at any time by covert sabotage with chemical or biological agents which are
extremely difficult to detect. The only positive means oZ protection is to
filter the Inwoming air continUOusly. The'U. S. Azmy Chemical Corps has
designed and manufactures filters hich will arrest C.B.R. contaminants from
the air supply and they are available in various sizes for installation in
hardened facilities. In order to conserve the capability of these special
filters during nonemergcncy periods, standard comercia2 dust filters should
be provided on the upstream side. Filters are inherently unable to withstand
any appreciable pressures and therefore must be located on the protected side
of the blast barriers.

Immediately following an attack, the uutside air wvrld have an
extremely high content of radioactive particles and in order to prevent a
heavy concentration of such particles in the filters., the ventilation air
supply should be cut off entirely for a period of 4 to 8 horrs. Since the
volume of air per person within the protected area is generally relatively
large, carbon dioxide pollution and oxygen contents will not reach dangerous
i 4-its durcfr.....h periods. Tt 4c of cou--r.e -o.-_ ible to revitalize the air
chemically for a prolonged button-up period after an attack in lieu of re-
establishing the fresh air supply.

During the button-up period there exists the possibility 1cf an
infiltration of C.B.R. contaminants around the equipmentp personrnel and
vehicular access doors. In addition there ma be some small uncnoim openins
which mcy be subject to infiltration also. Infiltration around the doors can
be minimized by incorporatinw, gas seals in the design of the doors. Novever,
such sr.als are sometimes difficult to maintain tight. Exhaust valves for the
passage of vitiated air from the protected space to the outside must of course
be kept in open position except for the short period during and immediately
following the blest. In order to prevent the plesible Infiltration of air-
borne C.B.R. contaminants after the exhaust valves are reopened, an Internal
pressure above the ambient atmospheric should be maintained. This can be
accomplished by the use of pressure differential ser ing deay ces hich would
regulate air volume devices In the exhaust Openings. An internal pressure
of 0.5" of water above atmospheric lo sufficient to prevent Infiltration and
provide sufficient pressure for air lock scavenging of decontaimAtivn areas.
With proper regulation of eythauut air volume the quantite of ovr41de air
required for personnel should be adequate to establiaL nd ma.Vtsa~ the neces-
sary internal pressurization. A comprehensive discussion of the problem
involved in the protection of structures against C.B.R. contuuinatiOn Is
presented in Ref. 5.7-11.

b. Vehicular Traffic. In general the access to shallov cut
and cover hardened facilities will be by means of relatively short tunnels
or vertical shafts with nominal vehicular traffic if ay. On the other hand,
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the access to deep underground installations in a mountain aide will be by
means of a long tunicl frequently uitl, two portals widely separated. The
servicing of such a facility with personnel and supplies, particularly during
pre-emergency periods may require the use of gasoline and diesel fuel burning
vehicles. If possible, the access tunnel should also be made to serve as a
fresh air intake and vitiated air exhaust by the intstalla4.aon of a frangible
barrier across the tunnel at an appropriats, location to separate the intake
and exhaust air f3ow. In general, the vehicular access portion of the tunnel
would be used for exhaust purposes. Calculations have indicated that unless
4-he expected vehicular traffic is unusually heavy the quantity of vitiated air
normally exhausted from the protected space into the acc sz tunrel will be
adequate to limit the concentration of CO Lo an acceptable 0.04 percent by
volume. CO detection equipment should be installed to monitor the air in the
vehicular portion of the tunnel. In order to assure an additional air supply
in the event actual operations result in undesirable hazinesf or excessive MO
content, booster fans should be ', vidsd in the frangible bwrier to exhaust
from the fresh air intake side to the exhaust side.

5.7.4.3 Combustion Air. An uninterruptable power supply is
generally required for a hardened faciliLy and if power is being generated by
diesel engine or gas turbine equipment, combustion air must be available at
all times and positive means for continuous exhaustion of the combustion gases
also must be provided.

Imiediutely following an attack the outside air is expected to
contain a considerable amount of r~dioactive matter, a large percentage of
carbon monoxide and be at a relatively high temperature. While such 9%tmo-
spheric conditions would make the outside air unsuitable for persorael con-
sumption, general ventilation and heat dissipation purposes, it ntill would
be satisfactory for combustion uses. 7his indicates that a closed conduit
system for combustion air and exhaust is highly desirable since it would
pertit continuous air flow t and from the prime movers except during the
blast pnase itself without danger of contaminating the occupied spaces. In
order to protect such a conduit system from nu.lear detonation effects it
must be provided with blast resistant closures and auxiliary valves at ntake
and exhaust arranged to insure continuing flow during the blast phase,. Further
discussion of such devices is presented in Par&. 5.74.-7.

5.7.4.4 Heat Dissipation. It is evi .ent tha', a refrigeration
cycle must be relied upon for space c oling purposes during periods when the
outside tempegature is higher thun 6u. However, when that temperature is
lover than 60 F it is theoreticclly possible to accomplish space cor-.ing by
circulating outside air directly through the space, thus elim.. .Ong ".h-
necessity for operating the refrigeration cycle, with r~.aultan. reductions
in power consumption and other operating costs. The desirability of Instal-
ling a system capable of introducing sufficLent quantities of outside air for
space cooling purposes must be based on an economic study taking into account
operating costs and capital expenditures for intake and cxhauat chafts, blast
losures and air filtration equipment. For large, deep underground instal-
11-Inn- the hiah capite! c.st will probab!, offset the savi:gs in operating

costs that could be realized by effecting air conditioning without
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refrigeration durig favorable atmospheric conditionb. On the other hand,
however. for small, shallow cut-and-cover or partlally buried structures,
the krplication of this rrinciple has more merit and certainly should be
investigated.

It Is recognized that the power plant area wid possibly some other
equipment spaces can tolerate ambient temnperatures i the range of 100 F to
1100? without seriously affecting the operation of the equipment. This
suggests the possibility of utili'zing outside air aa u cooling medium without
a refrigeration cycle at practically all times unless the epographic location
of the facility is such that very high outside ambient temrneratures prevail.
At any location, however, the outside air would be uncisitable for this purpose
for some period following an attack and therefore a supplemental cooling
systm would have to be considered for use during this period. Another alter-
naAive in lieu of mechanical refrigeration for space cooling ould be the use
of fan-coil recirculating units in conjunction with ,*at'nr from the cooling
towers or underground storage pavsing through such units pri,.or to its intro-
duction to the air-conditioning refrigeration and power generation equiplant
heat rejection system. 7he determination of the most desirable system requires
investigation of technical feasibility and comparative cost studies.

5.7.4.5 Multi-Purpose Use. Due to the interdependence of the
utility components the feasibility and economics of multi-purpose uses of
outside air must be carefui!y analyzed to assure the proper choice and design
of the air suppLy system. In making such studies several pwuwut%, b.uuDb

considered as follows:

(a) The dry Ul web. bulb temperature of the air
entering the underground cooling towers.

(b) 7he condensing temperature of the refrigeration
cycle.

c~ ~~he power plant area space temperature.
t.- heat transfer surface of the cooling towers.

The items governed by and plotted against these parameters should
include the followng:

1. Quantity of air required for Vle heat sink expressed
in .

2. Coefficient of performance of thn refripration cycle
expressed in [W/ton.

3. Power required Mn move the required cflu expressed in IW.
4. Costs of air shafts and blast closures.
5. Costa of power generation, refrigeration, and -x

filtration equipkent.

5.7.4.6 Air Condtioning. In grneral the specific tempera-
ture, humidity 4d other air conditions required in undergrourA facilities
may not be different from those maintained in "soft" surface structures vhen
the uses of the spaces are similar. Considering the fact that the hardened
facility will probably be constructed underexound or partially buried, the
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installation witii not be exposed to the variations in climatic conditions as
is a structure on the surface, except for the t .%ITIrature variations of the
outside air supply. Although seepage water could affect the space humidity
zonditions, the amount of water to be encountered underground is extremely
difficult to predict. Past experience, however, gives evidence that little r.r
no adverse effect should be expected even thou&h initially the excavation may
be considered "wet". This is particularly true of uuderground excavations
housing free standing internal structures. Not to be overlooked, however, is
the net effect on the air conditioning system of the possible absorption of
seepage water by the space al:. Since the piocess is essentially an adiabatic
saturation, the total heat remains unchanged, that Is, the gain in moisture is
obtained at the expense of a corresponding drop in dry bulb temperature.

From the foregoing discussion it becomes apparent that the heat
loads which significantly affect the air conditioning system, particularly
the refrigeration cycle, are those contributed by the outside air supply and
the rejected heat from people, light: 'nd electrical equipment. Inasmuch as
the utility problems are greatly magniffied by the izmpelsition of the refrigerr-
tion cycle, every effort must be exercised to reduce the outside air supply
for ventilation and the net electrical power needs to a minimum. Transistorized
electronic equipment with cooling should be utilized wherever possible and
lighting should be of the gas discharge type such as fluorescents.

In regard to the spaces housing the "hardware", the selection of
interior air conditions %re invariably governed by criteria established by
the system contractor. The conditions are suitable for personnel efficiency
and are usually within the practicable range attainable with conventional air-
conditioning equipment.

Since comfort is not always a prime objective, the designer is faced
with considerable latitude in the range of temperatures and humidicies that
can be selected for the interior general work areas. Experience has shown
that personnel can sustain a cus iderable range of temperatures without
serious loss of efficiency.

Somc of the factors that influence the selection, for design pur-
poses, of an interior air condition are listed below!

a. In regard to transmission and solar heat gains, the direct
effect of climate on the Interior environmental conditlans may '.e considered
inconsiquential since the inotallation under consideration generally will be
placed partially or entirely below growx.

b. Since the rock or earth mass surrounding the lrntal3rtion
is at or near the mean annual temperature of '.he site, pwtially occupied
.interior sp.ces may require the addition of heat to maintain a reasonable
degree of #,o.fort.

c. Regardless of the outdoor conditions, the heat generated
br personnel, lighting and other internal loads will dictate the need for
enol ing during full operation.
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d. The selection of a higher space temperature makes posslle
the utilization of a greater differential in temperature between the space and

conditioned air supply. Consequently, a reduction in the physical size of the
air handling equipment and distribution ducts may be possible.

In view of the foregoing, it appears reasonable to select an interior
air condition of 75 F + 3uF and relative humidity not exc8 eding 55^pereent as
an acceptable compromise between the often reco-mended 70 F and 80 F indoor
temperatures during the winter and summer seasons respectively.

Tliring stand-by operation., the unoccupied cpaceZ are .Ucoled by the
surrounding rock and earth mass and under this circumstancc heat may be required
to maintain a suitable relative humidity for material preservati8n. Assuming
the natural air conditions in the underground installation at 55 F and nearly
saturated, an increase in the interior space tempersture to 70 F will redu,,e
the relative humidity to about 55 p rrent which is consider-d satisfactory for
the preservation of most materials and equipment.

In regard to the refrigeration cycri , cousidcration should be given
to the vapor compression and a'bsorption principles. For smrll compact
facilities, extended surfare heat exchangers with direct expansion of the
refrigerant may be used to dissipaze the space heat. Large facilities may
find the circulatinn of chilled water through the heat exchangcrs to be a more
fusabluie luLiuvu. T41 the case or tiit vtLur compression cycle, the refrigeaXd,
gas temperature is elevated to a practical level for condensing purposes in
reciprocating or centrifugal compressors driven by electric motors or steam
turbines. The principle or the absorptLion cycle is the self coolinF of the
chilled water by flashing in a high vacuum in the presence of a lithium
bromide solution. Steam or hot water is used to maintain the concentration
of the lithium bromide solution. Commercially available standard sizes can
be selected to fulfill the cooling requirements of any of the facilities under
cons ider i on.

From the previous discussions on power generation it becomes
apparent that the final selection of the refrigeration cycle might be largely
dependent upon obtaining a combination of power generation and refrigeration
equipment which will produce the lowest total heat rejection with the view
towards reducing to a minimum the heat sink requirement .

An example might be the case of an open cycle Gas turbine power
plant employing the economizer Lo recover heat from the exhaust gases n the
form of low pressure steam or hot water for use with an absorption ".frigera-
tion unit. This utility arrangement will increase the plant t. irOaJ elficiency
to the extent of producing a ton of refrigeration withwat Increasing the
power generating capacity. The heat rejected from the refrigeration cycle
will be an the order of 30,000 PTI/JR/Ton. On the other hand, if a vapor
compression unit, electric motor drivenp is used, the heat rejected will be
on the order of 15,000 BTU/HR/Ton and the plant generating capacity increased
by about 1 KCW/Tn. Depending on the factors of geographic location, degree
nf hooodness and operu-tional -ondition, the increased cost of the beat sink for
the absorption cycle may override the cost of the enlargrd power plant.
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Obviously the number of possible combinat 'ons of power generation,
refrigeration and heat rejection equipaent is virtually unlimited. Some may

be eliminated from further consideration merely by inspection, other pos-
sibilities may have to be investigated thoroughly. In the final determina-
tion of the type of refrigeration cycle to be adopted, emphasis must be
placed on the interdependence of the principal utility components and their
idpact on the over-all power and heat rejection loads. Only then can the
best solution to the problem be attained.

Past experience with facilities of the types under consideration
indicate an ever changing utilization of the available space within the
protected areas. Usually the changes occasion a major modification of the
air conditioning system. In recognition of this, it is Lneumbent upon the
Design Engineer to provide an air conditioning system that will accomnodate
a nominal redistribution of internal loads but not necessarily with an in-
crease in the over-all facility Ic.. !Jhe supply of conditicned air to the
building areas on a modular basis is considered hil.ly desiraole.

In regard to equipnent selection, every effort must be made to
utilize components that require a minimum of floor area and ! A
general advantage lies with mall di , and medium or high velocity air dis-
tribution. A limiting factor may ': -.. essive fan horsepower or noise
associated with bigh f&, bpeeds and air velocities. Only incombutible
materials including vapor barritrs should be used.

In regard to the areas housing essential electronic And electrical

equpmant, the uc of a duplex air conditloning ayt rcy bc r cquirc to

conform to the over-all reliability of the wespo system. Since the "hpavrre

mcl be a predominant feature of tbh hardened facility, it is esser-tial that

the service requirments Imposed by the syatan contractor be coordinated, at
the outset, with the desip of the air conditicing system.

5.7-4- '4 Wei.UaUsI All oWLnAP from the Protected
fecility to the outeide maust & prvided with blust closures. Mose moed for

personnel, equipment nd vehicular acess can and shotld be closed at the
start of an alert arA their operation therefore cm "oe relatively slow. Um
openiag for air si pply er' exhaust on the other ham rmst be kept In an
open position durig the alert period and desipied to close Instantly by the
blast pressure or %aen actusted by soue sort of equAir .ernt wlc..& would be
trigered by devices sensitive to nuclear effects. Such d"Iel have been

developed by the U. S. A y gSi c Corp. Itie Lrah air s ly for p osonnel,
depending on the ratio of lntcrrx- volume per capita, can be interro'-, for

several hours without any deleterioua offects. in the eon. -- row-'

e~lng towers are t ,Qyed for e*qip t heat dispocal, IvYi.s.cn can be
node to store water as tht host saink for a period of several hours so that
the ar supply to the toeri s als be interrupted. n view oi this the
blest cloeur tn the air ahafto serving personnel and cooling towers cn be
arranged to a lta closed following an attack and then opened manully
r 2ter It has been detc:%ined V.at the conditIon of the outside atmosphere is
frte of hca" r4dologiccl conte-ant m A satisfactor." In rc &a4 to t paru

ture uni carbon onoxide content.



Io interruption, however, of air flow through diesel engines or
gas turbines is tenable. Such equipment must aspirate and discharge com-
bustion products continuously in order to maintain operation. Therefore,
the blast closures, for combustion purposes must be reopened immediately
after the subsidence of the blast pressure. However, the positive phase of
a high yield weapon detonation may last as long as 3 to 5 seconds and such
an interruption of air flow would result in a shutdown of the power genera-
tion equipment. For the hardened facility .,h.r'h must continue to function
during and inmediately following an attark such an interruption in power
supply is not tolerable. To obviate this condition, auxiliaky valves opening
to the protected space must be provide. in the air inductiun and exhaust
systems. They must be designed to open instantly whenever the blast closures
in the openings to the outside have been shut. The prime movers would then
aspirate from the protected space, and combustion products would be diverted
into the power plant area. The length n: time that wuch a d-version can be
sustained would be governed by space temprature rise and by the allowable
concentrations of toxic and noxious funes to which personnel could be exposed.
In general, a diversion time of 10 seconds i, tolerable which is long enough
for the initial blast pressure to subside and for the subsequent reopening of
the blast closures. It is self-evident that the blast closures and auxiliary
valve must be arranged to actuate simultaneously.

The use of estaJytic afterburners installed in the exhaust gas
opening to the protected space may be cv"sidcre n- as . means of reducing the
degree of contamination during the diversion period. These devices, however,
operate effectively only at elevated temperatures which would not be in
evidence at the outset of the diversion cycle. Several minutes Vou!*. elapse
before the afterburner could function properly and in the interim the con-
centration of toxic and noxious fum.!s in the exhaust gases would remain
unchanged. In view of the foregoing, no further consideration should be
given to the use of these devices.

5-7.5 Water Suply. The requirement for water supply is generally
influenced by twn determining factors namely, the domestic consumption and
the heat sink requiraments, with the latter varying over a wide range as
discussed previously in this manual. In the relatively fev instances where
dry-type cooling toveis can be utilized for equipment heat disposal the
demand for water iupply is governed only by requirements for domestic con-
sumption including fire protection.

5.7.-5.1 Basic Remuirents.

a. Heat Sink. The conventLnal ru.le o thumb jethod for
estimating heat sink requirements, namely 1 to 2 &u per ton of refrigeration,
2 to 3 gpm per I fox stean power generation and 0.2 Cri per KV for diesel
power generation can be applied only if a once-through cooling cycle is
utilized. Since it is unlikely that a water supply of adequate capacity for
•;uch use can be developed within the protected facility, the quantity of water
raT.iirpA fhw Pn iwmonto hb*. Alamist will bp eovorne by the type of heat
sink adopted and the length of button-up period. Because of the interdependence
of the utility system components and the mar varying types of hardened
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facilities under consideration it is impossible to present a rational
quantitative analysis of the cooling water requirements, which may range from
25 to 1000 gn.

b. Domestic Consumption. It is nornal practice to supply
water to a military base in the amou 4 of 75 to 100 gpd per capita. A
hardened facility, if located remote from a major support insttallation. ou'ld
probably include billeting, messing and recreational facilities in addition
to the operational elements. Accordingly a water suppli for domestic pur-
Doses, prior to an attack should be based ona amounts in ,he order of 75 to
100 gpd per capita. Following an attack the consumptiun of water can be
limited to an anount necessary for drinking and minimal hygienic purposes in
the interest of minimizing the storage requirements for the button-up period.
A water use in the range of 20 to 30 gpd per capita is conuidered adequate.

Consideration must also '.e gi%,.n to -he P' cc, a-er requirement.,
if any, and to the fire protection needs. in the c&ae of th. forer, 'the
quantities required for certain types of facilities may have a greater in-
fluence on the selection of the water supply and storage system than vould the
domestic needs.

5.7.5.2 Water Sources. 7he adoption of the concept of a
"button-up and restoration capability as soon as possible" dictates the de-
velopnent of some type of protected water supply. It is evident that the
most economical and least vulnerable would be a source developed within the
protected area of the facility. However, the probability of developing such
a supply in quantities adequate for operational purposes will occur in only
few Instances. In general some outside source will have to be develiped.

a. Well Water. There are a number of advantaes in a
dispersed well field located several miles from the hardened facility itself.
Well houses, constructed as ;hallov cut-and-cover structures designed for
nominaL blast resia-tance, could be considered as hard, by virtue of dispersion.
as the facility itself. In addition, a well water supply would not be
susceptible to radioactive contamination. Furthermore the temperature of the
water is likely to remain at or near" the mean winuwl temperature of the sur-
rounding area and consequently is readily usable for domestic as well as
equipanent heat disposal purposes.

A dispersed well supply requires buried pipe line connections to
the facility, and it must be recogniza . that even though they have some
inherent overpressure blast resistance they are a week link particularly in
the proximity of the facility itself. The facility must be se. f sustaininj
for c long enough button-up period to perrii repair of aru = .-.,.ed lines or
the replacement of those lines with light weight P.O.L. piping installed
aboveground. Conservative estimates of the time required to restore the
capability of the water supply system vary from a week to several weeks.

b. Surface Water. There may be instances where the develop-
ment of a well water supply is either impossible or too costly and some
natural water shed would have to be utilized. The flow of the river or
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mountain stream in such a water shed should be thoroughly investiated hydro-
logica2ly to determine its discharge during dry seasons relative to tUe
quantities of water required by the facility for operational purposes. It may
be that even the dry scason discharge would be of sufficient quuntity to be used
in a once-throurh cooling cycle. The creation of an impounded supply by means
of a dam in the water shed should be avoided if at all possible, since the
dam itself would be highly vulnerable to a nuclear attack and the impounded
lake vould be highly susceptible to contamination sabotage. If a surface
aupply is unavoidable, consideration must be given to the use of special
uter treatnert to counteract the effects of radiation. It is conceivable

that the entire water shed may be contaminated with lonL half-life radioactive
substafces. Although these may constitute only a minute percentage of the
total fallout, contirued ingestion by humans could prove fatal, and therefore,
a conventional ion-exchange demineralization system should be provided in
the facility. The demineralized water which it nonsidered Uaggessive mus+.
then be further treated to make it ;.ompatible wita standard plumbing and
piping materials.

5.7.6 Sanitary Facilities. In general distribution of domestic
water and the collection of sanitary wastes within the protected facility are
of conventional design. Acceptable design procedures are zet forth in appro-
priate military manuals (Refs. 5-7-7, 5.7-12, and 5.7-13) and should be
adhered to wherever applicable. Consideration should be given to the use of
chemical toilets for very small hardened satellite facilities, in order to
conserve the water supply during the button-up period. However, in the larger
facilities, the use of cheict1 toilets vould be impractical and conventional
means must be employed. The soil and waste stacks can be fitted vi'4A
activated charcoal canisters, at their terminals, thus allowing thm to vent
into the protected space. The combination of charcoal and dilution by thr
ventilation system will render the vapors innocucus.

The collected sevge ultimately must be conveyed to the outside and
disposed of. Wherever possible the protected facility should be locally sited
to permit gravity drainage of the sewage. In all probability, however, cut-
and-cover type structures will require the use of a lift station and force-
main to conduct the sewage to the outside. The -timate means of disposal may
include existing municipal or military sewerage systems, new local treatment
facilities or raw stabilization ponds..

In regard to the disposal of rubbish, kitchen run garbage and
classified material, consideration must be given to some form of dentruction
and volume reduction. Two methods are considered fcasible, A amely 1.nciners-
tion or cominutIn and extraction. In the case of the fornwr combation
air is required and in the latter, greater storage is needed.

5.7.7 Fire Protection. Although the structures under consideration
as well as the housed furnishingsand equipment ure predomLety Incombustible,
it is extremely imrortant to preclude the growth of incipient. small fires
stpported by paper and similar material in areas within the structure which

i uocc-pied for extended pcioda of time.
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The use of automatic water sprinklers is considered undesirab.e
because of the possible damage to electric and electronic equipment. it is.
reconmended that consideration be given to the use of a fire detection
system in conjunction with portab3e dry chemical or carbon dioxide extin-
guishers for fire protection. The use of occupational (1-1/2 inch) hose rack
in service areas are also considered applicable. The fire detection system
should be of the coded, closed circuit, supervised proprietory type.

A system of smoke abatement must be considered since the facility
is ,'4thout fenestration or other direct openings to the outdoors. The air
conditioning system should be arranged to minimize the possibility of dis-
tributing or recirculating fire or smoke throughout the facility. A sibdivision
of the Installation into fire zones wherein the supply of conditioned air and
tile exhaust of the vitiated air is balanced will tend to reduce the spread
ot smoke. A separate exhaust system capable of withdravIng air from any one
fire zone or subdivided area and diaclemrglug t ie air directly V. the outdoors
is considered desirable. Controls car. be provided Literlocked rith the fire
detection system to energize the exhaust fan and position a damper hich will
connect only the affected zone or area into the exhaust system for smoke
purging.
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5. COSTS

5.8.1 Introduction. Experience in costs of protective construction
is limited to a small nuber of actual construction projects and relatively
few design studies. Thus three types of estimates may be made from data
presently available.

a. Gross Facility Estimate. This provides a single unit
cost ($ per sq. ft.) for an entire facility, including all structural,
mechanical, electrical elements, access, utilit.eis, etc. It can be used only
in cases where the facility in question is typically the same as one for which
actual construction cost experience is available. The limits of this
experience are given in Para. 5.8.2.

b. Limited Cost Brebkout. This reduces the Lotal 20 tlity
costs to nine elements, for each of which unit costb fre provided as 0.is-
cussed in Para. 5.8.3. This method is applicable to cies her- tJe le-el
of pyotection, size and general configuraZo.on of the fii L.Ay 'a known but
advaniced designs are not available and no direct experience data are available.
It will be the most comonly used metho, in review of protc tve constr ucLwiU
projects.

c. Detailed Cost Breakout. This requires a near-final desil,
for the facility and ennsit.s of the procedures used conventionally in cost
estimating. It will not be discussed further here. It is, of course, the
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most reliable me od. Special consideration must be given to the mechanical/
electrical costs and to access requirements.

5.8.2 Gross Facility Estimate. Data on gross facility f_-timates
are included in Vol. II. Cost data on fallout shelter construction for new
facilities are presented in Table 5-4.

5.8.3 Limited Cost Breakout. Table 5-5 presento a list of the
major elements which should be included in limited cost breakout estimates
and suggested unit costs to be used in evaluating the contribution of each
element. In some cases it is necessary to indicate riges of uit cnsts and
the estimator's judgment of the particular case will be reyuird tc celect
reasonable values within such ranges.

The costs of excavation and the structure itself have been shown as
two separate items because depth of z:."ucture can vary over a 'e range and
excaVation costs rise rapidly with depth of cover. Te separati-;n of the
first three items of Table 5-5 requires that the estimator start with a
minimum design concept. This concept must include the following items: type
and size of basic structure, and depth of cover. From these he must determine
at least approximate excavation and fill quantities and size of entrance
structure. Figures 5-15 and 5-16 show the variation of cost of base struc-
tures as a function of type of structure. Figures 5-17, 5-18 and 5-19 show
the variation for a particular structural type as a function of span or
colimn spacing.

The additional costs of stairs or ramps in mounded or buried
construction is to be included under item 3 of Table 5-5. These items can
be almost as costly as the basic structure, (Ref. 10), particularly when the
basic structure is relatively small. Figures 5-15 and 5-16 are alike except
that the curves of Fig. 5-16 include costs of entrance structure whereas
those of Fig. 5-15 do not. Fo- larger structures of a given type the cost
cf entrance structure should not increase appreciably with size of structure,
any increase being primarily due to increase in depth of cover (if any)
required by the larger basic structure. For example, a buried rectangular
structure can be increased in size (plan area) withovt increase in depth of
covor, and thereforc bihout increase in cost of entrance structure. On the
other hand, increase in the size of a buried dome requires an increase in
the distance from the surface to the basic structure w1 .ch must be provided
for by the entrance structure. Thus the cost of entrance structure muzt be
increased in this latter case. To -btttia w estimat- of entrance structure
cos4 *or a structure of different size thai is represented by the curveb of
Figs. 5-15 and 5-16 the following approach is suggested.

a. By subtracting cost on the appropriate curv's of Fig. 5-15
from the corresponding curve of Fig. 5-16 a culit-of-entrance-structure per
square foot of the basic strzicture for which these curves are drasm is obtained

b. By multiplying the figure obtained in "a" by the area of
the corresponding basic structure (listed in Fig. 5-16), a cost of entrance
structure is found corresponding to the size of basic structure represented
in Figs. 5-15 and 5-16.
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c. 7he cost found in b" must be multiplied by the ratio of
entrance size for the structure of interest to the entrance size for the
structure Yepresented in Figs. 5-15 and 5-16.

Figure 5-20 gives approximate conts of protective doors, per square
foot of opening, as a function of pressure and size. 7he cost curves also
consider the attitude or orientation of the door in terms of whether it will
be subjected to side-on or reflected pressure. Costs of stairs, ramps or
other access are not included in Fig. 5-20.

5.8.4 Factors Affecting Costs. Some general discussicn of cost
factors follows:

a. Level of Protection. The strength and cost of structural
components must increase with the overpressure level to be resisted, and th.e
results of design studies of coat v.ten have been presented in the form of
cost factors vs design overpressurc "Refs. 10, 11, 12). Th se cost facto.-
may be dollars or dollars per square foot or ratios of cost at given over-
pressure level to cost of conventional (non-hardened) construction. When data
given in thtr form are intended to reflect total costs (structural, mechanical-
electrical including air conditioning where required, etc.) they must neces-
sarily be more approximate and less reliable because total costs cannot be
expressed as simple functions of- overpressure. On the other hand, data of
this kind covering only the structural costs, ad for specifically defined
structural types, can be sufficiently accurate to be useful if properly
combined with estimated costs of the appropriate non-structural items. When
dollars per square foot are presented as the cost factor the estimator should
make certain that the areas used in computing such factors correspond to
areas wtich arc useful for the intended function. For example, in arch and
dome construction perLmeter areas may have to be discounted because of insuf-
ficient head room.

It is nqted that overpressures are not always Lhe governing factor
in cost, from the point of view of protection level. In particular, for
surface structures designed to low overpressure levels, protection against
radiation hazards (in the form of minimum thicknenses of structural components
and provision for air filtering) may be much more important than overpressure
levels.

b. Size. From the point of view of direct structural costs,
the required size, particularly the zequired clerr span, ..a highly important.
Figure 5-17 indicates the influence of clear span on cost for a simpl.
rectangular form of structure. It must be emphasized that the luest4 or. oZ
size cannot very well be separated from thG question of rwict.on. This may
bc illustrated by the fact that floor space provided in arched .and domed
structures is related to size of the structure and to whether multi-level
floor systems can be utilized. If such utilization is feasible larger spans
in structures of this kind may be attractive.

For '%ertain special cases, such as aircraft shelters, the necessary
spans, and particularly the correapondliily 1gs&e exit and enta'ances,
dominate the cost (Ref. 13).
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c. Nber of Personnel and Duration of Occupancy. Human
occupancy adds muck; to the cost of protective construction. Utilities, mess-
ing facilities, food and water storage, air-conditioning, are costly items
dependent upon the number of people who must live in the protected structure
and the anticipated duration of their occupancy.

d. Function. It is apparent that all other listed factors aem
directly or indirectly related to the function of the protected installation,
Both day-to-day and attack conditions of operation may be sIgnificant from
tue point of view of costs. The requirements for utilities, air conditioning,
entrances, etc., m&y vary from a minimum in the case of u warehouse to a
maximum in the case of a missile base or command center.

e. Geogra hical Area and S ccific Site Location. Factors
which influence the cost of conventional eonst.t Mon" ure at least equally
significant to the cost of protectea coastruetion. Proximity to transporta-
tion, power and water, and the local availability of labor ana materials are
pertinent considerations. To a certain extent these can be accounted for by
the application of "1L.ocation Factors" such as those tabulated in Ref. 14.
Wherever possible, however, cost estimates should be based on designs which
give full consideration to local condition, and location factors should be
used only when better information is not available.

The cost of protective construction may be very sensitive to
conditions at the specific site. The type of soil to be handled is a major
factor in costs of excavation and foundations; the importance of this factor
increases with depth of construction. Ground water may add greatly t' the
costs of construction operations and entail additional expense for water-
proofing the structure.

Whether a particular structure is isolated or part of a complex.
Ay influence direct construe vion costs as well as mechanical and electrical
costs for the finished installation. Similarly the distances between struc-
tures in a complex may also influence direct and indirect construction costs.

f. Other. A number of factors other than those mentioned
above can affect the costs of protective construction. These JncluCe th
following:

(1) The decree of certainty in the design of the operational
system which is to be protect ,d

(2) The time urgency of construction

(3) Weather conditions at construction site.

Experience with construction of the Atlas and Titan missile bases
has indicated that substantial increased costs can be incurred by change
orders necessary as the basic micsile system design is evolved.

To cover the above costs contingency izems are ncluded in budget
estimates as well as allowance for government costs of engineering and design,
supervision and inspection, and overhead. A factor of 21 percent of the basic
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contractors bid price has been applied in the curves of this chapter.
However, because of the uncertainties estoc!-ted ri'th construction of some
protective facilities the factor may be as high as 50 percent.

5.8.5 References and BibliograubtY. AddAilonal reference maTeri'i!

on costs from a number ): souwoa '".as Luen reviewed but specific reference to

each report has not bccn indicated here. Scme of the material is inconsistent

because of the reasons noted above. All of the references consulted are

listed in Psaa. 7.2, in Refs. 10 through 14, and in the Bibliography in

-sra. 5.8.6.

5.8.6 Limited Bibliography on Cost-,.

(1) "Report, Underground Installations", Guv B. Fanero, fcr
Chief of Enginers, under -VaLi&,zt W-49-129-Eng. 59,

aSumuAry"
"Worxine Conditions"
"Storage Depot"
"Chemical Procebs Plant"
"Prec ision Manufacturing Plaitt"
"F ,re ign Installations"
"Adaptations of Exlsting. Mines for Emergency Uce"
"Excavation and Cozatruction Methods"

October 31, 1948, UNCLAbIIFIED.

(2) "Classified Facilities High Point", Parsons, Brinkerhoff,
Hall, and MacDonald, for Corps of Engineers, untl.r

Contract DA-49-080-Eag-2267, 24 June 1955, SBERET.

(3) "Underground Plants for Industry," January 1956. Depart-

ment of Defense pamphlet prepared by the Ofice Mief of

Engineers, smarizing bri.efly the data containe4 in

the reports listed under Item (1) above, UNCLAS1D.

(4) "Design cf Underground laitn.]ations in Rock". Corps of

Engineers Manual, EM 1110-345-431 (Draft), Chapter 1,
Excavation Methods and Equipment, I. J. Ionaear Com paz

under Contract 14-09-090-17 with Departrrnt of the
Interior, Bureau of Mines, Jume 1955, UCLAWUMD.

(5) "Proceedinga of the dyposium on Protectivt C0,o -tiona,

Office, Chief of Engineers, Sept. 21 and 2P 1!i5. FTSM?.

(6) "Preservation of Air Defense Capatilitiest Desig of a

Pixther Air Base") Joint A= erense board, Colorado
Springs, Colorado, 31 March 1953, OZC p HISM !ID D AM

(7) "Project 51-VAR-10 Additional Facilities-Vtility Study,

(U) Parsons, Brinkerhoff, Hall, and MacDenald .or
Washington District, Corps of Engineers, December, 19>6,

SEC-T.
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(8) "Personnel Shelters and Protective Construction", (Draft),
BuDocks TP-PL-8, November, 1958 , UNCLASSIF33D.

(9) Concept Study Report - March AFB Combat Operations
Cente, May 1959, with revised Appendix B, dated 11 June
1959. Donald R. Warren Company, under contract with the
U. S. Army Engineer Di3trict, Los Angeles, Calif., (Cuo)

.. arch An -Combat 2geratious Qnqte -i f ,s, fi . ,....
Outline Specifications an Control Estimate-, Dated
December 1960, prepared by Donald R. Warren Company under
contract with the U. S. Army Engineer District, Lus Angeles,
Calif., (ouo).

(ii) NNORAD Site Investigations, F=n."ity Rei.ortm, dated
January 1959, and 1pirt on Aux. '.ary Sitx.s D and Em,
dated May, 1959, prepared by Paeons, Brinckerhoff, Hall
and MacDonald, under contract with the U. 5. Azry Engineer
District, Omaha, Nebraska, (SECRET).

(12) 'SAGE Super Combat Center Site Adaptation Report, Deep
Underground Facility (Bypothetical Site>', August 15, 1959,
prepared by Praegsr-Kavanagh-Waterbury under contract with
the U. S. Army Engireer District, New York, (COFID1IAL).

5.9 SHOCX AT AIOK IN TMl AND WCTS

5.9.1 &. When a shock wave in the air encounters =an opening
such as a tunnel, shaft or duct leeding to a buried facility, a shock rave is
formed in the duct. The max un peak overpressure in the duct occurs about
5 to 7 diameters inside the e"trance, and its manitude is a tun.tion of the
peek overpressure in the wave outside end the angle between the centerline of
the tunnel end the direction in which the shock is traveling.

Fig. 5-21 8hovs this relationship for three angles of incidence;
face-on, oblique (I5) and side-on

5.9.2 /.tenuatlon

a. Straiu Tunnel Sections. The ceosy in peek ove'-reasure
with diut.e as a shock wave Is proragated down a straigh tunnel lu a fuwr-
tion of the distance involved, the Q.eaeter of the tunnel. ,no 4..-: vfsltive
duration of the shock ywvs. The percent of the Initial peak overpressure In
the tunnel is plotted &u a function uf the leath to diemter ratio and as a
function of the effective duration of the shock wave in Fig. 5-22. The
effective duration of the shock rave in the tunnel may be stated as a
dtaensuiolese parameter which is a function of the length of the tunel, the
maxim peek overpresure in the tUmnel a&M ta yied of the weapon employed.
It ma be cmuttd from the following expression:
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L miflisec Z 0ps

'Ahere T - dimensionless effective duration parmeter of the shock wave

e , (00 si) 113too 120 millilsec. POO s) , 1

= length of tunnel involved

Poo - maximum peak overpressure in the t-nnel (at entrance).

To use Fig. 5-22 enter the abscissa with appropriate values of LID
and ift. For exumple; for L - 100u ft., D a 10 W - 1 Mand P a
100 psi; L/D - 100 and 2/T - 5. Tie oidinates for these t'io values are R5%
and 61%, respectively. Mie product of the two (54) is the percent of the
initial peak overpressure vtich occuzo at the distance 1000 ft down a straight
tunnel section 10 ft. in dimetei under the given condition.

Although the naxlmum value of the peak overpresaure occurs sme
distance Inside the entrance, the total length of tunnel involved should be
used to compute the pressure at distances greater than 10D. Attenuation of
pressure in tunuels shorter than 10D in length may be neglected.

b. Iffect of Tunel ConWAigr tioas. Just as benud and teem
affect the pressure in a fluid flowing through a pipe, such confir~xations
affect the peak overpressure in a shock wave ta-aveling down a tUwael or duct.
The effect of some of these configurations have been investigalad by meanw of
shock tubes and hip explosives. The results of those mpirical studies are
uarized in Fig- 5-23.* This fiqre is self explanatory. The d*cay in peak

overpreseure caused by a s le 90 bend is very =l1 and a be neglected.

5.9.3 ftflecti~n*

&. Lo&t es For tunnels greater than five dismt~is
n length, the peak reflected overpressure on a door or other closure in the
tunnel a be obtained from Fig. 5-24. That figure is a plrt of the
folloving expression.

so, 7PO r"80

,here Pr - peek reflected overpressure, p i
P - incident peak overprebsurt !n the tVnel at the closure, psi

P0  a mbient atmospheric pressure, psi

Wor TLmwia. Docre. b-lact vcacz or other cloauras are
smtiles set back a short distance ( < 5D) from the face of the nmuotain or
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the Junction of the tunnel vith an entrance tunnel. IL this short length of
tunnel the shock picture is confused by reflections and/or vortices formed
at the entraace. In the absence ot *pirical data or a theory which vould
permit a more accurate determination) it is suggested that the value of the
peak reflected overpressure be assumed to vary linearly vith the distance
down the tunnel. For example) if a door vere placed in a short tunnel at
right angles to an entrance or bypass tunnel, the peak reflected 6verpressure
on the door vould be;

'p + -(Pr -Po); o<x< 5D (5-)

ihere p., - value of peak reflected overpressure on door, psi

p5 0 W side-on peak overpressure in entrance tunnel, psi

Pr - peak reflected overy.ressure as determ4 ned "rCm Aq. (5-20)

x - length of stub tunn"l.

Dote that if the door vere flush v.th the entrance tunnel the peak
overpressure on the door vould be the side-on overpressure in the entrance
tunnel at that point.

5.9.4 Loading on Closures. The shape of the.loading function on a
closure in a tunnel may be represented in general by that shovn in Fig. 5-25.
Me peak reflected overpressure mW be obtained as indicated in Pars. 5-.9.
above, and the duration of the spike of reflected pressure may be computed
approxiaately from the following expression:

Ur r

where tp - duration of s,,ke.

x - length of tunnel In front of door.
Ur a velocity of retlecte4 shock vave with respect to the door.
a- velocity of rarefaction behind reflected shock front.

For use in Eq. (5-22), U and aftare plot A togetor vith the
in.tident shock velocity an a tucton of the incident peak overpressure on
the door in Fig. 5-26. These vvuocities should be used for relative3 short
tunnels on4. If the tunnel ltuding to the closure is very lon& 0- Neloity
of the reflected wave wil vary vith the prassure as vil the % laiit, -. , *
rarefaction w a.

As indicated in Fig. 5-25, the spike of reflected pressure is
superimposed on the pressure time function for the abock vwe at the mouth
of the twnnel leading to the closure. Por exesple, for the cse ^f a tunnel
Joined to an entrance tunnel the pressure tire fawtion vould be that of the
shock w.-c in tL. cntrcc cnel at that point.



To compute the time required for a shock wave to enter a blast trap
or debrl.s pocket and return, the following expmression may be used;

t' -+ u-(5-23)
s r

were U5 8 incident shock velocity.

Here again this expression should be modified for long tunnels to
take into account the decay in pressure with distance. Hoiiever, it will
provide a reasonably accurate determination of the time required for traps up
to 20D in length when large yield weapons are employed.

5-9.5 Limited Libliography on Shock in Tunnels

(1) *First Information~ Suznaeiy of B'..ast Patc. ms in TunnelF
and Chambers", Shock Tube Facility, Br.Lietic Research
Laboratories, Aberdeen Pr-Ning Ground, Maryland, March
1960 (UNCLASSIFED).

(2) Swatosh, J. J., Jr., and Birukoff, R., '"Blast Effects of
Tunnel Configurations, Final Test Report No. 171, Armour
Research Foundation and Air Force Special Weapons Center,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, APSWC-TR-59-48, 1 October, 1959,
(~MCLAsIFID).

(3) Clark, R. 0., and Coulter, G. A., "Attenuation o! Air.
Shock Waves !n Tunelsm, BL Memo Report No. 3278, DASA
Report No. 1176, Ballistic Research laboratories,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, June 1960 (UNCLASSIFII).

(4i) Clark, R. 0., and Taylor, W. J., 43hock Precsures in
Tmnnels Oriented Face-on and Side-on to a Long Duration
Blast Wave*, BRL Memo Report No. 1280., Ballistic Research
Laboratoriec, Aberdeen ProvLig Grcdmd, Maryland, June

(5) Shear, R. L, and McCani, P.*, *Itual It-flected Shock
Front Paramzeters', BL Memo Report So. !Z(3, Ballistic
Research Ldborat"'-i., Aberdeen Proving Gro%%nd, Maryland,
Mew 1960 (wMXUMD*Z.D).

(6) "Shock Wave Behaulnoi in Tvnnel-Adtit 'T.., A~cratory
Phase', Misc. Paper No. 2-212, Waterways Experiment Station,
Corns nf Engineers, U. S. Army, Vicksburg, Vissls1pj'I
April 1957, (CWCnlA).

(7) Shapiro, A. Ii., The rrnainics and Thersodynice of
Ompressible Fluid nlow", The ftnald Press Cowpany, 3ev York,
16w York, 1958.
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TANA 5 -1

CHANE I YAXn=UJ VERTICAL DIMPACMM WITN MMT

Chiange in max. vert. displacm tent,
reduction from surface values, in.

Depthi, ft.
elastic component perment set component

Coefficient of . PGO (10f5 2  CoeOfcien 2rlO~

25 M. 0.25

50 1.2 0.50

75 1.8 0.75

100 2,14 i.c

125 2.14 114
or more



TAMEZ 5 -2

fI1MRATIVE fMAH1Z - FM ~
EAME SHOC EFIITS AT VARIOUS EET

ps. -200 psi

c *2000 ft. per sec. dovn to a depth
of at least Ii 1000 ft.

Qulantity DirectiLon M~ax. Effects at Depth, ft.-
0 50 1C00

Displacement, in.
Elastic Vert. 13.2 12.6 12.0.

Hor. I4.4 4.2 4.o

Plastic Vert. 1.3 0.7 0
Bor,. 0.4 0.2 0

Total Vert. 14.5 13.3 12.0
Hor. 4.8 4.4 4.0

Velocity, ft. per sec. Vert. 4.0 3.6 3.2
Nor. ! -7 2.4 2.1

A~'t?.,6Vert. 150 18 8
Nor. 150 18 8
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Dead Load Pressure, pz psi.
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l2 30 lb. CHANNEL, ONE FOOT LONG

1010 lbs.

FIG. 5-7 EXAMPLE OF BRAVKET MOUNTING
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POWER LOAD

N, 03

01

NEAT EXCHANGER NEAT EXCHANGER

oUEL PELL

He SOURCE 10 0 SOURCE

MOTOR Ko Mee ll

Hydrogen amJ oxygen 20106 enter the cell through
specially-¢ooleod, corbon electrodes, and diffuse t* the mir-
face, where they comie in contact with the sloctPOtite,o solution

of potossium hydroxide. At the hydrogen electrode the electro-

011it eactiol 1;4148 * :n else c?on,whitct bow, thre,' 3nhk the
mtereal circuit od is accepted ot the oxygen electrode. This
flow Of electronS is the current tht 11osea electrical equipment.
1l61 condm~ivity through the electrolyte empletoe the circuit,

VWd the water 10"Ae in the reecton poisa ftrot the cell in

to p etreem snd is remoed by suitable me.

FIG. 5-12 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR H/0 2 LOW
TEMPE"ATURE FUEL CELL



REACTOR SEM OuCTOR
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COLLECTOR

RADIATOR

Paolo LOAD

Efterly produces by the reactor is used to

host one junctionl of the two dissimilar e"*I-

conductor thermocouplIes. If a load is cool-

nieeted ecrota the thermwocouples af S*i

current wil flow through this lost.

FIG. 5-13 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR
THERMO-ELECTI(dC GENERATOR
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Energy produced by the reactor is used
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a point wiihere electrons boil off the surface

91 placing a collector or anode in close proit-

imelty to the cathode. contained in a vacuum
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current will flow through a tloWt eaternati

Circuit

FIG. 5 -14 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR
THERMIONIC' GE1NERATOR
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Basis: Cost Studies Of Buried And Surface One-Story Square
Structures, With Varying Bay Spans. Special Entrances

And Excavation Not Included. Bore Structure Only
(Concrete, Steel, And Formwork).

Noe" For Index Costs Use Curves @a nd!. Of Fig 5-1i5
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FIG 5-17 COST RATIO VERSUS SPAN FOR
ONE-STORY RECTANGULAR STRUCTURES I



Basis: Cost Studies For Buried, Hemispherical Domes. Special
Entrances And Excavation Not Included. Bore Structure
Only (Concrete, Steel, And Formwork).

Note' For Index Costs Use Curves 0And@ Of Fig. 5-15,
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APPENDIX 5A. IRSIGN CHARTS

5A.1 LIST OF DIGN ZURTS

All design charts are contained as figures in this appndix. For
convenience a list of the charts is given below. The use of the charts is
explained and illustrated in Parm. 5A.3. They are based upon the strength
properties given in APPNDIX 5S and the general method of analysis presented
in APPENDIX 5D. The latter appendix is also useful for special cases not
covered by the charts. The design of tunnels and silos Is based on the
charts for arches given herein modified by the loading provision& contained
in Para. 5.3.

ne-Wa ilabs (simply supported and continuous)

Flexural Resistance, I - 1.3 Fig. 5A-1.1
Flexural Resistance, A - 3.0 Fig. 5A-1.Z
Pure Shear Resistance, A a 1.3

Without inclined steel Fig. 5A-1.3
With inclined steel Fig. 5A-1.4

Diagonal Tension
Web reinforcement factor Fig. 5A-1.5
Resistance of One-way slabs, 1A = 1.3 Fig. 5A-1.6
Resistance of (be-wy slabs, 1A a 3.0 Fig. 5A-l.7
Flexural reinforcement factor Fig. 5A-1.8

Lit for insured flexural failure, I s 1.3 Fig. 5A-1.9
Limit for insured flexural failure, IL w 3.0 Fig. 4A-1.10

Flexural resistance Fig. 5A-2.1
(For the resistance of two-way slabs in shear
ani disanal tens~on see SECTION 5A.3)

fl/C ean Supp~orting Slabs
Flexural resistance

Supporting one-way slab, 9 a 1.3 Fir. 5A-1.1
Supporting one-wy slab, 1A a 3.0 Fig, A-5.2
8upporting square two-way &labs, P, w 1 , Fig. 5A-5.3
3upporting square to-vway slabs, o, a 3.0 Fig. 5A-3.4
ractor for non-sq':,-e ..,-vay &&c Fig. 't, 3.',

Pure shear resistance. PIa 3. Fb.. ":6-5.3
Diugnal tension, i, • 1.3 TR .
Diagonal tewsIon. IA - 3.0 Fig. )A-3.J
factor ftr non-sqqare to-vey slabs Fig. 5A-3.9
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Steel beams (simply supported and continuous)

Flexural resistance
Supporting one-W- slabs, 9 - 1.3 Fig. 5A-4.1
Supporting one-vay slabs, L - 3.0 Fig. 5A-4.2
Supporting square tvo-vay slabs, a - 1.3 Fig. 5A-4.3
Supporting square two-vay slabs, A = 3.0 Fig. 5A-4.4

(For non-square slabs use Fig. 5A-3.5)
Shear resistance (supporting one-vay and

square to-way slabs)
A a 1.3 Fig. 5f 5
9 - 3.0 Fig. 5A-4.6

(For non-square two-vay slabs use Fig. 5A-3-.9)

Flat Slabs

Flexural resistance, 9 - . ig. 5A-. 1
Flexural resistance, 11 - 3.0 Fig. 5A-5.2
Drop-panel factor for flexural resistance Fig. 5A-5.3
Column capital factor for flemiral resistance Fig. 5A-5.4
Shear resistance, v - 1.3 Fig. 5A-5.5
Sheer factors Fig. 5A-5.6

Abovemuowd RectanuAr buAld&nn

Hasist.ace of one-story rigid fries, ;A v 1.3 Fig. 5A-6.1
Resistance of one-story rigid frames, A - 3.0 Fig. 5A-6.2
Resistance of one-story shear valla, I& - 1.5 Fig. 5A-6.3
Resistance of one-story sheer walls, m a 3.0 Fig. 5".-6. i4

Fully buried
Rc~airca thickness ror dead load F16. 5A-7.1
Required thickness for blast load, sA 1.3 Fig. 'A-7.2
Nequired thickness vor bl ta load, m ,.O Fig. 5A-7.3

Partially buried
Required thickness, IA a 1.3 Fig. 5A-7 I
Required thickness, P a 3.0 Fig. ',A-7.5

Abovepouna
Ra'ired thickness, I& - 1.3 7ie. 5A-1 r6
Required tbhicneas, w , F:Z. 5A-7.

Fully buried
W.e one-lf the required thickness of
arches hing saw span eM depth of ecmer.

Partia.1ly buried
1kquir ,d thIzknc;z, u 1.3 n.,AS
ftquired thicknes, o * -. O Fig. 5A-b.2
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Aboveground
Required thickness, 4~ a 1.3 Fig. 5A-8.3
Required thickness, 4. - 3.0 Fig. 5A-8.4

Steel k.ches

Fully buried
Required area, sk - 1.3 Fig. 5A-9.1
Required area, 9L - 3.0 Fig. 5A-9.2

Partially buried
Required area, A - 1.3 Fig. 5A-9.3
Required area, IL - 3.0 Fig. 5A-9.4~

Abovejpround
Hequi:'*ed area, 9 - 1.3 Fig. 5A-9.5
Required area, 9L a 3.0 rig. 5A-9.6

Columns

Strenigth of R/C columns under axial loans Fig. 5A-iC. 1
Strgta Of R./C beam-columns Fig- 5A-10.2
Strengi of steel columns Fig. 5A-10.3

(For strength of steel beam-columns
see APPEN~DIX 5B)

Footings

Resistance of square column footings, a/L - 0.1 Fig. 5A-11.1
Resistance of square column footings, alL - 0.25 Fig. 5A-11.2
Flexural resistance of vail footings Fig. 5A-11.3
Shear resistance of vail footings FiG. 5A-11.4

5A.2 NOTATIOR USED fI CWAI.S

a - beam or column width
A - cross-section area of steel arch
b = 6pacing of beams, rigid frames or arhear val.
b vidth of tnteel column flange

B - spun of arch or dome
c M width of column capital in flat siaba
d - depth to stcel in cr~acrptA beams and slabs
d p- effective depth of drop panel
dz M plastic beaiding m'odulus divided~ by arcr. of sk -e

Zarch crons section
D w total thickness of dome or arch
V' - 28-day coupressive strength of concrete

C

Vd - dynamic compressive s,. engtki of concrete
f -y dynamic t'~nsiie yield c .repus of steel
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f - dynamic sheua: yield stress of steel
yy

h = height of building frame
Ha n average depth of earth cover

K - colm capital factor for flat slabs
1  U shear factor for flat slabs

KO - shear factor for flat slabs

I = projection of wall footing
L - span length
m n wide dimension of concrete column section
EX 4 a sm of moment capacities at column ends in a frame
n - narrov dimension of concrete column section
p m width of drop panel in flat slabs
p3 m peak blast pressure

Pf- flexural resistance of' fiat slabs

paa shear resistance of flat slabs

Pao0  peak side-on blast pressure

P u ultimate column strength

r a radius of dome or arch
t - thickness of shear wall
Tn =natural period

tw - eb thickness of steel beam

w eight of steel coliun, lb. per i t
we a bearing pressure under footings
X rppnlfctrfrfa lb

I - drop panel factor for flat slabs

Y a width of building fram
Z a section mod1uluas o' steel beam

- ratio of short to long sides of tvo-vayr slab
- one-half internal angle of arch or dome
- factor for long beam under tw-ay slab
aI shear factor for besoms under two-vy Plabs
Xfaflexural reinforcement factor for diagenal tension

*strength of concrete slabs and bas
a pure shear factor for slabs and beams vi

reinforcement
A web reinforreaaent fec. r U. concrte~ beamz

A * ductilityr ratio
9c a ottesbip -rewtage at mid-apan of -mcrete borr98

9 0 effective steel percentage at support of concrete btarns

9 total steel pereniag (both fees*)
9 *percentage of web reinforcemnat (vertical stirrups)

apercen tage of iaclined web steel
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- tvo-vay slab factor for flexural resistance

5A.3 IG'IUYO OF USZ OF MAMB

5A.3.1 One-way Slabs. Charts for continuous and sinp3y-supported
one-way slabs are given herein. Figures 5A-l.1 and 5A-1.2 provide the
require thickness for flexure in terms of the peak blast pressure p . The
percentage of positive steel at midepan qyp and the effective negative steel
ut suplrts 9 , must be known or selected. The latter would be taken as zero
for simply-sufported spans. Where a slab frames into a wall or is continuous
with other panels of slab, or both, the reristing moment that can be developed
at the support is the lesser of the follow:.ng two quantities:

(1) The resisting moment that cn be 2eveloped in the slab
itself, which is measured by the actual vcaue of the end reir.orcement Te"

(2) The resisting mcment that can be developed by the members
restraining the slab, iben these members act in a manner consistent with the
over-all loading applitd.

The effective steel percentage 9 is computed as the amount of
steel that can develop the am Llerw-&tlalA uzvwmet of the two values described
above. If item (1) gverns, - 9 . But if ite () owels,. T vilbe less
than 9 and will in general blar t- @ame ratio to T as the monnt in
item (1 bears to the ment in item (1). This de latton is co-sistent with
a zero value of 9' at a simple support.

Figure 5A-1.3 gives the required thickness of a ono-vW, slab to
prevent a failure in pure shear if the slab does not have inclined veb steel
in the region of hi shear. The effet of inclined web reinforcement on pure
shear stregth is iven In Ni4. 0A-1.. Figures 5A-l.5 through 5A-1.8 give
the required slab thickness if diapols tension controls. If vab reinforcement
Is required, a percentage of at least 0.25 percent should be used to insure
dtility.1

harts for pure shear are given only for 1A - 1.3 because this
failure mode has little ductility, enM design for hio.er ducti ity rarios is
not recomended. It Is permissible, howver, to des.gA Ifor tA - 1.3 in pure
shear wA at the s time usIA 3.0 for flexur and dsn al enalon. If
thene is no vab reinforcement, It i diagonal tension should als. be 3 tnited
to 1.3.

Ibler saw conditions, the criteria for pure shear and diemal
tension stregth which fors the basis of Fgp. 5A-l.3 throu* 5A-1.8 are
Invalid and flexwal strength cintrole. 2he limits of epplieblltq of the
pur shear end disaml tansion charts are given in Figs. 5A-1.9 and 5A-1.10.

lhe first edition of this fltvtev Oulde contbined additional charts for the
%ra elAg stralgth of be-m vithout vwb reinforeent. kbre recent In-
vestietions have indicated that this is an unnecesary co lication.
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As an examiple consider a continuous .rooZ slab with a 12-foot span
for an unburied building which is to be designed for a peak overpressure (p a
of 100 psi. Assumina that deflection in not a critical factor, design for
a ductility ratio OP.' of 3.0 in flexure.

C lyn:

P3 M alO0psi30
0 n52,000 psi (see APPUDIX 5B)

L = 12 ft. S.1lect (P a9 1.
No web reinforcement fie a 3000 poll fj 0a 3750 psi

Flexure, Fig. 5A-1.2

((P +9 ) fd- a(1-5 + 15) 52,00

Read . 156,000 psi
Red, d/L - 0.10

Puzre Shear, Fig. 5A-1.3

P1 =p. since 9, is saes at 'both ends

Rlead, 4/L - 0.11

In this case, the depth required for pure shear is only slight'.y in
exceps of that required for flexure; consequently,, to reinforce for pu., shear
is Impractical. NBwver, for Yery short spans under high pressures, pure
shear my domninate and econoqr my be achieved by using inclined reinforcement.
The increase in pure shear strength to be pined in this mner is given in
Figure 5A-1l.

It should be noted (see Fig. 5A-1.14) that if inclined steel is used,
It Is normally required In reasonably large aounts~ since the shearing deforms-
tion required to develop the steel strength Is suff! %Lent to reduce fhe shear
strength of the concrete below Its maximum value. For *xam'le

Assume 9'y a 0.5

Then 9,1(fd,/f;) -0.5 (200) - 8.65
?ram Pis. MA-1A,* X 0.95

which man tbu~t the pure @hear strength of tha Concrete Uc suach uat If
exeeded, the steel would be incapable of resisatLig the force that would te
iffoosed Uon It.

Since there Is to he no web reinforcement use iA a 1.3
FLS. 5A-1.5, k, a 1.0; Fla. SA-8 *~ 0.TC
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Fig. 5A-1.6, 'f Tcf; - 3150
Read, d/L - 0.17

Thus diagonal tension controls.
Required d - 0.17 x 12 x 12- = 5 n
Note that a smailer flexural steel percentage could have been
used.

To illustrate the determination of diagonal tension resistance with
web reinforcement assiume that in the preceding example a web reinforcement
?)ercentage (TV of 0.5 had been provided.

Diagonal Tension

Use 9~ n 3.0; Fig. 5A-1.8, ?X, - 0.70

Fig. 5A-1.5, T vf d*r=26,('Opsi

Read, Xv - 1.2,A

Fig. 5A1.7, X~ %I f' - 5150

Read (Xvd/L) = .1

Reqd d 0. 14 U0.11
L 1.23

Thus tUP pure shear and diagonal tension requirements are nov equal
and the required d = 0. x 12 x 12 - 16 in.

The validity of the pure shear and diagonal tension couput ions
uboi~d be checked by Figs. 5A-1.9 or 5A-1-10, whichever is applicable. For
a 8/Lof 0.11 as, chosen above, Fig. 5A-1.10 yields py - 18 psi. Since the
actual flexural strength of the slab is pester than this, the computations
are valid.

This example Ignore& the dead wight of the slab which is permissible
in that case. Bowever, if the structure had been buried it would have been
ncessary to include the dead weight of the earrh. 'This maW be done by con-

verting the soil wight into an equivalent blst~ pressure. If the soil wighs
120 l16. per cu. ft., the pressure an the slab is 0.6,) psi per ft. cf depth.
lowever, the charts include an increase in tho applied pressure due to rapid
loading of 1.20 for IA a )3.0 and 1.625 fur IA - 1.3. .j2~us tho equivaleaL blest
pressure (psi) vou.1d be 0.83/1.2 - 0.60 times the depth of earth in feet for
*A 3.0 and 0.8)/1-625 .. 0.51 txmas th* depth of earth in feet ror M r 1.3.

ftece equivalent pressures voulQ simply be added to the desiga blu.L ;resstr4
before entering the charts.

It is inteided that the charts for onc-vay slabs als be used for
wal&. In the case of aboveground walls the value of p In the ckarts beemae
the reflected pressure (see Apuwi >D). since the re~lected pressure is of
short duration and the charts "su~m an infinite load duration there is
Abvious2.y wsor error iii this ap~plicationl. Novever, the errors are a the con-
servative side and would normally not ezzeed 25 percent.
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5A.3.2 Two-wy Slabs. Figure 5A-2.1 gives a factor, a, by wich
the flexural resistance of a one-wy slab is multiplied to obtain the
resistance of a tvo-iW slab. this factor depends vpon the ratio of the tvo
side d4men Ions of the slab (0) and the positive and neative steel per-
centages In both directions.

The shear resistance of a two-wvay slab may be taken as (2/3)(1 + a)
times that for a one-way slab spanning the short direction vhen a is greater
than 1/2 and the same as a one-wy slab when C is less than 1/2.

As an example determine the blast resistance of a simply-supported,
15 a 20 foot tvo-iw slab having the folloving nom properties (use 0 1.3).

Given:

f - 3000 psi, fc a 3750 psi, fdy = 52,000 psic fdc
vc " 1.5%, Ve - 0, short direction

c a 1.0%, "e " 0, long direction
d a l0 in.

Flexure:

Fig. 5A-2.l, a. -g.. 0.75

(PIC- 4PsE 1.0 + 0
'06C+ 'PI 1.5 +0 , 0.67

Read, 2.0

Fig. 5A-.1

((P + T)fdy - ( 1. 5 + 0) 52,000 (short direction)

a 78,000 ;si
d _.0 . o-o5
E 15 x 12

eao, p' - 11 psi (for one-K 31a)

• PM 0 11 A ,a!O 0 22 Pei

hig. 5A-1. 3j 0.05,5, fe' - 3000 Psi
sd, p ,,a 50 psi (tfb 00s-W slab)

•L (1 A, (I 0.7 - 1-173 (1

.. PS 50 x 1.17 a .
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Diagonal Tension:

No web reinforcement, Fig. 5A-1.5, hy = 1.0;
Pig. Xf C' , I- l

Fig. 5A-1.6, X f - I %95; ,95; 0.055

Read, pm= - 4 psi (for one-W slab)

.1. Pm = .4x 1.17 a 5.2 psi

Thus diagonal tension controls and the blast resittance is only
5.2 psi.

5A.3.3 i/C Beams Suortin Slab&. The resistance of R/C beams is
given by Figs. 5A-3.1 through 5A-3.9. These charts arc similar to those for
slabs. Note that pm is the pebk ;ressure (psi) on the sla being supported.
Figures 5A-3.5 and 5A-3.9 provide factors by vhiL.h the rercistance of betms
on the long side of non-square two-way slabs may be determized. The beams on
the short side of such slabs are considered to be the same as beams of the
same span under square slabs.

5A.3.4 Steel Beems. The flexural recistance of steel beaus is
given in Figs. 5A-.1 through 5A-4.4 in terus of the section modvlus of the
cross section and the span. The shearing resistance is given in Figs. 5A-4.5
and 5A-4.6 in terms of the depth-span ratio and the web thickness. For bes
supporting non-square two-wva slabs Fig. 5A-3.5 and 5A-3.9 are used as for
concrete beams.

5A.3.5 Flat Slabs. The flexural resistance of flat dlabe as
Given by Figs. 5A-5.1 and 5A-5.2 depends "pon the factors X "d X' given by
Fig. 5A-5.3 and K gven bY Fig. 5A-5.4. In these charts the parameter T is
an effective total of the :eel percentagas in the two directions and is
determined by the equation given on the charts.

The shear resistance of flat slabs ic given by Fig. 5A-5.5 using
the parameters K, and K given by Fig. 5A-5.6 srJ tne flexural resistance
given by the preteding harts. Thus it is necesskry to determine the flexural
resistence before computing the shear resistance. It is also nece-ry to
consider tvo possibly zritical sections, one arouw thc co .=x capital and
the other around the drop panel.

As sa example the blast resistance of a square flat sish %*Stam

is computed below:

Span l - L2 a 20 ft.
Width of drop panel w P1 a P;. 7 ft.

Width of colwmn capital " c1 - C2 a .
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Effective depth of slab - d = 16 in.
Effective depth of drop panel - d - 32 ins.

Steel percentages (both directions)

Bottom of slab at mid-span, 'bl = b2 - .0

Top of slab at midapan, 9t, - 9t2 a 1.25

Top of drop panel
(computed on the basis of d.) tl -t2 1.5

fdy 0 52,000 psi
f .a 4000psi, .c a 5000 psi

No web reinforcement

Use 9 - 3.0 in flexure and 9 n 1.3 in shear

Flexural Resistance:

Fig. 5A-5.3, p/L - 0. 35, dp/d 2.0

Read, X - 0.65, ' - 1.40

Fig. 5A-5.4, c/L . 0.2, L,/L 2 - 1.0
Read, K - 1.3

Fig. 5A-5.2

9- T + 92 + X(qt + q) + x'("t + 2)

- 1.0 + 1.0 + 0.65(l.25 + 1.25) + 1.10(1.5 + 1.5) - 7.83

fdy T - 40-1,000

.W 2C z12

Read, PWX - 110 psi

Puf

8lt resistance:

Fig. 5A-5.6, oIL - 0.2, '2,/!h - 3, p/L (1.35
Real$ 1 a 2. 4

N2a 1.25

P19. 5A-5.5, r.,' P - 3000 x 69 - 207,00D

abw rom dL4&P P40011 £1 T i6 - 0.053
- , 0 z 12 a 1. = o

Read, pay " IL
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Shear around colu.mn capital -k 056

' Mxl 20 x2 0.05

Read,~ 'n 3 ps i

Thus the blast resistance is 35 Psi-

5A.3.,1 Aboveground Rectangular Buildings. Figures 5A-6.! an sd
5A-6. 2 provide he resistance of rigid building frmes in terrms of the
parameter Z14/bh where Ex is- the sum or both end-moment capacities of all
Co.LMns (or connections) in the frame. The abscissa of the plot is the s1iae-
on pressure p but the reflected pressure on the front fpe.!, and the drag
foreze on the tailding have been taken into account. The paraz-etel- y + h/n
accounts for the effect of duration of the reflected pressulre. The natural
period T mqy be computed (see APPENDIX 5B) or may be taken az " ). sec. 'hich
is probjby a lover (and hence conservtive.) limit for Rucb frrmes. It should
be noted that rigid frames will not c.ar*the blast load on a rtQLding if
sheur walls which are normally stiffer are also prese4,,.

As an example consider a building vith four 20-foot bays. and 15 feet
high with frames spaced at 25 feet. All five columns are to be identical
=An rigidly connected top and bottom. Allowing a ductility ratio of 3.0 it
is desired to determine the required column strength for a peak aide-on
pressure of 20 psi. Lacking additional information %n may be takezu an 0.1 see.
and Y..+ .3h 80 +(3 x 15) 1250 tt./sec. Reading Fig. 5A-6.2 it is found that

T 0.1
EM/bb Is 24' psi. 7hus LM must be 2~4 x (25 x 12) x (15 x 12)L/000 . 233,300
kip-In. Since t'-re are 10 rigidly connected column ends the required'bending
strength of eact. colunn is 23,330 kip-ing. The columns may then be designed
according to APEMX 5B or Figs. 5A-10.1 through 5A-lU.3. The vertical
column load should be superimposed on this bending moment but in most cases
neglecting this load mould not cause serious error. In fact for concrete
column A is uiiuallj couice:r'at ivP to ignore the vertical load.

For buildings in which the lateral resistaxnce is provided by shear
vm3ls the required horimontl crozz-occtionul1 anrel, of ohe lplth in. eiven by
Pigs. SA-6.3 and 5A-6.4i. These charts are based upon. the assumption that
shear wells are relatively stiff end hence the na .ursl period of the building
is uhurt compared to the duration of the load.~ It is -Jlso ssst-sed that the
ultimate resistance of the wall is equal to the crick~ng strength. This
requires approxizately one percent st l n each direction.

5.A3.7 MI AM For purposes of analysis ares are d1ii,.4
Into three cat.lpries: fully-buried, psar..l l.i-buriotd cz'ti %b-vc,-,.uut1. tor
= arch tW be considered fully-buried the averege depth of cover '%Be) must

be at least 0.25 t~nes the span (B) and, in addition, the depth of cover
at the wow (ZE) notbe atlet.125D. It cover is providied byan
emkot abo4 the anerva ground level, the surface should be horizontal
eav the much and the slope of %he fill outside the foundation Must not be
steeper than 1. on ii. A partially-buried arch ix defined a on. for which
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is between zero and 0.062B. If aW portion of the arch projects aboveground
or if it is covered by an embankment not meeting the requirements given
above, it should be considered completely aboveground. More refined methods
for handling this case are given in Ref. 5D-6.

A linear interpolation of required thickness may be used between
the limit of the partially-buried case (H - 0.062B) and the fully-buried
came (see example). The required thickness or fully-buried circuluir arches
may be determined by Figs. 5A-7.1 through 5A-7.3. The required ratio of
total thickness to radius is given as the sun of that required for cead load
and that for blast load. The weight of soil was taken as 120 lb. per cu. ft.
Note that the abscissa, pr' is the peak vertical pressure at the average arch
depth vhich is the surface pressure attenuated with depth.

The required thickness of partially-buried arches is given by
Figs. 5A-7.4 or 5A-7.5. The effect of he transit of tJ shock front on the
flexural stresses has been included. Mie effect of dead load mty be approxi-
mately included by simply increasing pso by the average weight of arch and
cover.

The required thickness of aboveground arches is given by Figs. 5A-7.6
or 5A-7.7. Flexural stresses due to transit of the shock front and drag pres-
sures have been included. Interpolation for values of the rise-span ratio
(h/B) is necessary. Approximate correction factors are given to account for
variations in material strength and steel percentage.

In addition to t e strength requirement given by the charts, the
buckling stability of the arch must be considered. This criterion is s-.isfied

f s less than (1 - ) . This expression should be ,sed for

aboveground structures but buckling need not be considered in the fully-buried
case. For partially '-iried arcl4s this value may be increased by 50 percent.
L the area thickness Given by the charts does not satisfy the buckling
criterion this thickness must be increased.

If H is greater than one-half the span B, the arching effect of
the soil to cat7y the blast load may be considered. In such cases it is
recaended that the value of pm be the peak surface blast pressure redwed

by -B " aa uhere a is the shearing strength of the soil due only to

friction. ovever, p should never be taken as less than 0.25 tiL s tht -Vak
surface pressura. Tlhs proceduru may also be 4sed for dowec and atel 1rches.

As an example consider blast resist e for 11 a 1.3 of a buried
reinforced concrete barrel arch having the folloving characteristics:
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GI~en:

Arch radius = r = 40 ft.

Half internal angle = = 60 . "3
Total arch thickness a D - 2 ft.

Depth of arch to steel a d - 21 in.

Depth of earth cover at crovn = Hc = 6 rt.
Steel o feetw_ - - 1.0

Total steel percentage a VT - 2.0

fd' c 5000 Psi, 52000 psi

Fully-Buried Criterion:

Span - B - 2r sin A 69.2 ft.

Rise - r(l - cos 0) 20 ft.

%V a average depth of cover

-[B(rlse+ + 1B(r cos )- Jr2 1

S(2 +6)..(20) 54 62 1 11.8 ft.

or,H 0.170 H . 0.087Bmy C

Since R., is less than 0.25B and Hc in less than 0.325B

but greater than 0.062B, the arch ln not fully buried and
the resistance muit be determined by interpolation betveen
the parti1ly-l aried and full-buried caes.

?u.ly-Duried Case:

Fig. 5A-7.1, (3.85 f + 0.009 fdy 'PT) - 5190
Ha +D =13.8

Red . 0.O02' R +D
&v

Fig. 5A-T.72

)). • p ( )
r Y. r r EDa1

Plead, pa a~ 14 1apea (at this sh&lov depth

ms aPo
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Partially-Buried Case:

Fig. 5A-?. 4, Wdy " 52,000

Bead, -A - 0.0003
so 40o x 12 x 0.0003

Interpolation:

so 1 ( 0.166-.062

Note that for 0 = x/3, H must equal 0.166B in order to
make H equal to 0.25Bcas required for full burial.

av
Buckling Criterion:

Critical p =~(1 2prilylre case)
so 2 A2 &~rft2

Buckling is not critical since 250 > 128. If this value
had been less than 123 psi the interl.lation above should
be repeated substituting this value f.r 128 psi.

2us the bleat resistance (mhich in this case is side-on overprossure) for
this arch is 133 psi.

Am a further exam-le consider an arch having the sine properties

as that above except that it is coplet!.ly abovegound.

Using Fig. 5A-7.6:

I. r( - coo ) 0.29

&- 0.029
116l: P so/C- , Interpolating

soea

Ca 1.02, interpolating

• " so (30)(1-02).31 psi.

, Arch Rlesist e

5A-l14



5A.3.8 nlC Domes. The required thickness of fully-buried domes
may be taken as one-half that of an arch with the sane loading and radius
(Figs. 5A-7.1, 5A-7.2 and 5A.-7.3). The reqired thickness of partially-buried
domes is given by Figs. 5A-8. I ard 5A, 8.2 and that for aboveeround domes by
Figs. 5A-8.3 and 5A-8.4. The cover requirements for foll and partial burial
and the interpolation between thebi cases Is the some as given in S=TION 5A.3.7
for arches. The buckling requirement for &mes is that p must not exceed
0.-8D/r 2 for aboveground domes and three-halves of thLs 02lue for partially-
buried domee. Buckling need not be considered in the fally-burled case.

5A.3.9 Steel Arches. The required cross-sectional area of fully-
buried steel archeo is provided by Figs. 5A-9.1 and 5A-.9.2 in the same manner
as the required thickness of R/C arches. The required area for partially-
buried arches may be determined by Figs. 5A-9.3 and 5A-9.4 and for aboveground
arches by Figs. 5A-9.5 and 5A-9.6. 3h the latter cases the steel yield
strength has been taken as 42,000 psi. he required ar-a mae' be assumed to
vary Inversely with yield strength.

The definitions of the aboveground, partially-buried and fully-
buried cases and the method of interpolation are the same s given above for

lR/C arches. Hewever, buckling requirements have been included In the charts
for steel arches and no separate calculations are necessary.

As an example of aboveground steel arch design, consider a structure
consisting of 36 WF 300 arch ribs (or equivalent built-up sections) with a
non-composite cover; a radius of 40 feet and a rise-span ratio of 0.3. It is
desired to find the required spacing of ribs for p a 50 psi and 9 - 1.3.
Making use of the properties of the Tee-section cu from 36 W7 300 " .ction
as given in steel handbooks) the dimension dz is the distance fror. the bottom
to the center of gravity of the Tee or 14.23 In. Thus r/d in Wox 12/14.23 -
34 and, for Fig. 5A-9..5, Air pso is found to be 0.000162 (interpolating
between 30 and 1CO psi). The required area per inch of width is therefore
0.000162 x 50 x 40 x 12 = 3-. ins. Since the area of a 36 WF 300 section Is
88 sq. In., the required spacing is 88/3.9 or 23 ins.

5A.3.10 Columns. The ultimate dynamic strengths of axially-loaded
reinforced concrete and steel columns may be determ~sed by Figs. 5A-10.1 and
5A-10.3. The latter gives the strength of steel colmns in terms of the
flange width and eight per foot. It is applicable to all standard 11? sections
without appreciable error. If the column supports L roof subjected to blast
loading the column load should be taken as twice the peak blast pressure times
the tributary area or the maximnuo resiutance of the supported eleucntr,
vhichever is smaller.

Fig. 5A-10.2 may be used to determine the strength of reinforced
concrete "beam-columns or members subjecteVd to combined bending and direct
compres ion. In the chart the ordinate is the ratio of axial load to ultimate
compressive strength as given OY Fig. 5A-l0.1. The abscissa is the ratio
of moment to ultimate bending strength as given in APPENDIX 5B. The strength
-f steel beam-columns mew be determined using the criterion of APPENDIX 59.

5A-15



5A.3.11 lootl IThe strength of square column footings may be
found by use of Fip. 5A-f.l and 5A-ll.2. These may be used to determine
the reqpdred thickness or steel percentage for a given soil bearing pressure
after the plan size has been determined from the soil characteristics. Such
footings should be designed for the maxiaus dynmic column load. The alloy-
able dynamic soll r-essure to be used in determining the required width of
footing is given L AFTUMMX 5B.

The strength of vail footings (or footings under arches or domes)
may be determined either by Fig. 5A-11.3 or Fig. 5A-11.4 depending upon which
j.-ovides the smaller reading. As in the case of column footings these charts
give the bearing strength based upon the footing itself and not on the soil
characteristics. The allovable soil strength is given in APP]DflX 5B. In
the case of buried arches or domes, the arching effect of the soil above the
structure usually may be taken into account when computing footing loads even
though this s not done in designing the structure itself.

I i I i I ' !5A-I'
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APPENDIX 5B

DrEAmICPflOflWTES OF MATZRIALS AND STRUCTURAL ELENENT8

53.1 Steel

53.2 Steel Beams

5B.3 Steel Colimn

53.I Concrete

3.5 W/C Beams and One-way 5lab-.-

5B.6 lI/C Tee-beams

5B.7 Two-way Slabs

53.8 Flat Slabs

5Z.9 W/CfDeep eams (d/L >0.4)

53.10 B/C Shear Walls

5B3.1 R/c Columns

53.12 Building Frames (Steel or B/C)(One-Story)

5B.13 BR/C Arches

5B.14i Steel Arches

53.15 W/C r'omes

53.16 Composite Beams

5B.17 Ybundation, Materials

53.18 Column Pbotings

53.19 Wall Ybotines



AiPZNDIX 5B. DMIWC PROPBRTIES OF MA78RIALS AND STRW1JPAL ELDEENS

53. 1 S=

2he stresses given in this and thd following sections s '-hose
recommended for dynamic dcaign. They include appropriate increac. .or the
effect or rate of straining and should "~used to compute the ultimate dynamic
strength of structural elements.

Structural Carbon Steel (ASTM AT)

f dy= dynamic yield point in tcncion or compression

M 4L-,000 psi

v y dynamic yield poinL In shear - 25,0CC) psi

Welds:

f d 412,000 psi

v a 29,.000 psidy

Rivets (As~ 4 A143.):

f -y a 40,000 psi

vdy =0,000 Psi

fb = 60,000 psi (bearing - singl~e shear)
by 80,000 psi (double shear)

Bolts (AB1T4 A30T):

f' dy 32,000 psi

Vdy N19,-000 psi
f: = 40,000 psi
by

Reinforcina Steel

Intermediate grade, f dy 52.,000 %)01

Struct-iral gradei, r 1,00 1 1
dy f,0 e

Other Steels

High Strength Rtivets (ASM A195):

f dy- 60,000 psi

Vdy '40,000 psl
f 80,1000 Psi

5B-1



High Strength Dolts (AB1TA A325):

f dy- 50.,00 psi
dy

f n60,000 psi
by

High Strength Allo~ys:

It is recommnended that the dynamic yield strength, fd,, be
taken as 1.25 timee the minimum spec ified static
yield strength but no more than 90% of the ultimate
strength. The shear yield strength may be taken as 60% of
the tensile yield strength.

5B. 2 STE!EL iiWAMS

Flexural Strength of Beam Sections:

M f~ dy 1.1 f~ dy (for I-sections)

vhere Z - plastic modulus

S - section modulus

M - ultimate moment capacity
P

Shear Strength of Beam Sections:

V =vd AV
where A1, = area of web

V - ultimate shear capacity
p

DBcklinM of Beams:

If plastic deformation is to occwt (IA > 1) plastic buckling
must be prevented and the following requirements must be
satisfied:

Minim=u Thicknesses:

b < 17 here b n flangewidth
f tf n flans. thic.ncs

a- < 70 (without a a web depth
tw longitudinal t veb thickness

stiffeners) tw
b b - stiffener width
<81/ t5  0 stiffener thickness

5B-



ter <( JaJ ry

there, Le a umbraced length on one side of' plastic hinge

34 - moment at end of avoy from hingn
r. - lateral radius of grration of compress ion

flange

Rlesistance:

1haura Low! MAlexz Shear

Sipl.) iupported Bf n 8/L Ra 2V~
orlILnged, Vya

Fixed one end and - - +-- R -2V -

hinged one erd, Rf-7 a p L

Fxdboth ends.. 1f +n ~ 5 m

Concentrated Load at midspan:

Simply supported,. Rf - I4P/L Rs = 2V

Fx on-end an d It 4%+2*R 2V -

iged one enj, R L L a p L

Fixed both ends, BM+ Ri2vp

Where,, R -total resistance (lb. or kipo)

L pan
X4 ultimate bending strength at midepan
p

IA. - ultimatr ncgative 'bending strength at
P support

V w ultimate shear strength
p

UU~rxleadConcentrated load

50 0



Fixed one and and k a km 0 IL3 -3L

Fixed both ends, k a 3=1 * k 921M

0k.

Where Z = modulus of elasticity

I w moment of inertia

Note: Yield deflection - xe - R/k

27hese values are effective" stiffnessea atich uoveXt
the tri-lnear resistance function into an equivalent
bi-linear function with the sane energy absorption
capacity at yield.

Natural Period (Seconds):

Uniformly distributed mass:

Siply supported, T - 0.640

Fixed one end and T - 0. 4L 2 Oj
hinged one end,

Fixed both ends, T a 0.2BL24/

where v - supported veisht (including beam)
per unit length

Concentrated mass at midspan:

Simply supported, T - 0.91

Fied one end and T - 0.61 ^-L
h±aged one end, 3

Fixed both ends, T a 0.A

where V0 - total veiht concentrated at uidspan



5B. SEL COMME

Axially-Loaded Column:

Strengh:

f - 145,000 - 200 %-1 , not to exceed f

vhere, fr maximum allovable stress Intensity

L -slenderness ratio
r

. % - classical length reduction factor
(a - 1 for pinned ends)

Note: No ductility should be anticipat .A In coltins
unlessaL/r < 15.

bf a<
Minim Thicknesses: ; < 17 a 4

tf t

Stiffness: k u - here A - cross-section area
|L

Beum-Colmms:

Strength: f

SfcrA - 1

there K and P1 are ultimate values of moment and thrust

acting In combination

5B. 4 CONCETE

fdc - 1.25 f; wh6re f' - standard 28-dy compressive strength

fdc dynamic compredsive strength

ud w 0.15 fV " allovable dyniic bond stress on deforml bars (','j=)

fat - 7.5 4'J- dynamic tensile strength

do-



5B. 5 REINFORCED CONCRETE BEANS AND ONE-WAY SLABS

Flexural Strength of Cross Sections:

"- : 0.009 Pbd fd

p 100 rdy [1-17fe

where b = width of section

d = depth of section to steel

= steel percentage in tension face

Shear Strength of Cross Section:

Pure Sheer:

V p= 0.22 bdf' , if unreinfurced

= (0.22 bdf')% , if reinforced

3.0 fdy cj 1.0

= percent of steel (inclined at 450) crossing a
surface inc ined at 450 .

Diagonal Tension:

The strength in diagonal tensiorn depends upon the
type of element and loading. See below.

Flexm al Reststance:

Uniform load:

Siply supported., Rf - 8Ia/L

rf -- O.0729fdy(d)

Fixed one end and f L

hinged one end,
rf .o.0' 72¢, + IL) -)
Yf 0.2 dyL

Fixed both ends, Rf " L +L 2

-0.072((P + V)f

521-6



Concentrated Load at Midspan:

Simply supported, Rf - I4tJVL

21

Fixed one end and u ! 4
hinged one end:LI L

Fixed both ends, L LP

Rf L L.~(+9)-r

Where, (P O = negative steel percentage at support
r.- resistance per unit area of top
J. surface - Rf/bL

Pure Shear Resistance:

Note: Critical section need be taken no closer to suppu-M
than 0.5d, or 0.lL, whichever is smaller.

Concentra ted
Load eit

Uniform, Load
d0.2d<0.

2V
Simply-supported.. R 2. 5V p Re H d 2V
or fixed both pL
endsL

Fixed one end R =2 .5(vr- &2 as=(- (~~ 2~2VD ~

and hinged oneL1 t p
endL

Diagonal Tension rAecstancc:

100Rl 1: e-avgp1 l12 d 2( + IN
2 Pa' 17 r.

vhere (P9 - percent positive steel at midepan
9ea . average of' negative steel per-

e-avgcentages at ends

IP, percent web reinforcemnt
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Note: For 1-av > 10 use -1 1.0>1., se 1.

Stiffness:
Uniform Load Concentrated oad

at Midsw

s e , - 5L, L

Fixed one end and 
k - 0 a 

-

hinged one end, 'P L3
073eI '  1923eI

Fixed both ends, 
k = 0 k a 1c

For concrete, Ec  1000 fe
I- bk +- (I - k') 2

3 + 100 ( ')

E* 30.000n w - a f,
c C

Values of k"
V. a3000 f' =5000

9 = 0.5 0.27 0.22
1.0 0.36 0.29
1.5 o.42 o.534

R rbL
Note: Yield deflection - x e  k k rb

Natural Period (Seconds):

Uniformly distributed mass:

Simply supported, T =
42, 500 d1/i

Fixed one end and T - I?

hinged we endp 63.800 d
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Fixed both ends, TL 85,000 d

vhere L and d are in inches.

Note: If there is supported mass in addition to the
beam or slab itself these periods should be

increased by y/I7R where M' is the total mass
and M that of the beam or slab alone.

Concentrated mass at midspan:

Simply supip".ted, T w 0.91-/WCLf

WL

Fixed one end and T - 0.61 C
hinged one end, licIg

Fi.xed both ends,, T - 0.115

where I is computed for the transformed cmss section.

5B.6 R/c M-M M

Rleistance: The resistance may be taken as the arne as a rectangular
beam having a width eT.wl to that of the stem of the tee-beam.

Stiffness and Natural Period: The equations given for steel beams
may be used with I taken as the moment of inertia of the transformed
tee -section.

5B.7 T0-WAY SUBS

Fexual Resistance:

rf- 0.108 (d +C1) (+) 2

OBC. 'PE) dyL LE (PSC~ + 3- 209

where, SC a percentage of bottom steei in short direction

1sE - percentage of top steel in short direction
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vhere, LC - percentage of bottom steel In long directio

*TR u percentage of top steel in long direction

a bhorter span

Lt - long er span

Og - BL

Shear Resistance:

The resistance of a two-way slab in pure shear or diagonel
tension may be taken as 2(1+a)/3 times that for a one-way
slab spanning the short direction when a is great.- than 1/2
and the same as a one-a, z .. b when a is less uan I,

Stiffness:

Simple Supports Fixed Supports

a1.0 k = 252 k a 810 ES.3 3
Li1 I% % L

a0.9 ' 230 " .742 "

.0.8 = 212 " =705

.0.7 = 201 " .692 "

.0.6 = 197 " -724 "

=0.5 - 201 = .806 "

where I -- moment of inertia per unit width

Note: Yield deflection = x = -
e k

Interpolate for 1, 2, or 3 sides fixed

Natuxal Period (Secoulal):

T 5 simple supi rts

where w - total weight per unit slab area

k a stiffness per unit slab area

T = 4. 54w' fixed supports
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5B.8 MMT SLABS

Flexural Resistance:

rf K fd., L

wheeK a + LiEr-L4f)3[
L = short span

LL = long span

a L M I L; -.olu=l utItyLal dimension
a , s+x % + X' *,I, + 91'

'PbL +'R. + X('PtL +~ +xtS YtL t

9bL and 9bS u avexage percentage of bottom steel inlong and short directions

(PtL and (PtS a average percentage of top steel between
drop panels in long and short directions

! L and (t, " average percentage of top steel in drop
panels in long and short directions

x 1 - pL/LL

d 2

pL "width of drop panel in long direction

dp dulth w swel in dxvp panel

d * dep h to ateel in slab

where r. a shear rksistance, psi

A a area of panel outside column capital or
drop panel
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there b -periaeter o.f co).x-ni capital or drop panel
r

To r a

d - depth to steel in drop panel or slab

Stiffness (Interior panels):

c/L - 0.05 k - 208 EcI/L4

0.10 230 "

0.15 - 252

0.20 - 276

0.25 w 302 "

vhere I a moment of inertia per unit width (Trans. Sect.)

Note: L - average span

Yield deflection m-r

Natura Period (Seconds):

T - 5.0rk

vhere v a otal veight per unat alub areu

k w stiffness per unit slab area

5M,9 lc M EW (dT. > 0. 4)

*jy be computed by the samae procedureo given for Ukler R/C beos.

Stiffnes ii:

Simple supports, X U

Mend one andadk
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Fixed both ende, k 1L3  L

384%1I 3ECA

Where A a gross web area

Natural Period:

T 5W

where W - total veight in span

k - stiffness as defined above

5B.o10 E/C SUa WALS

At cracking~- Ref mI.4PI

w. -L dc

Ultimate

3.16 + 2.2P

Whee C w A ro 15 + 1.9 )

A =  area of colun steel on compreslon side

P a A v fdy

Aqv a area of vall soeel in each d-octlon

Prior to araak*ng:

*em I - m t of ±rtia of mauocked Sectio

After emckiM.:
2

ku a I .L.
ca Re 2



Natural Period (Seconds):

T a 2

where W a total weight as roof level plus 1/1
Veight of wells

k a uncracked stiffness

.I f/C COIC-4n

Aially Loaded Colvans:

8trength:

a~ ~ (08 dc+I d) bt

vhere , a total steel percentage

b,t a cross-section dimensions

fo > 1, P I P (1. 6 - 0.04 !!

wherc L a unbraced length

The strength of members subjected to combined bending and
direct stress may be determined by use of Fig. 5A-10.2
(see APTIX 5A)

55.12 M DmOo nMS (siUL oft /c) (ou-s IM)

Iteral hesistance:

Where, Ut u , sum of the bending etrengthe of tht
, olumn sections or the connect.ons itt A sl
coalun ends In the frow

h " story height
Lateral Stifess:

Colums fixed both ends, k - (1)

Coltns fixiedoam id k ~
and hinged am end, h

V_ _e iowniie of al.. i i i itsi of inertia
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Natural Period (Seconds):

T a x I

vhere W - total veight of deck, frame, etc., at roof
level plum 1/3 of veght of valls

k - stiffness as defined above.

5B.13 P/C AWs

Resistance:

Compression mode

r (0.85 qc + )

Where t - arch thickness

r a arch radius

rc- resistance in psi

VT total steel percentage

Fne al mode

r. 0.072 I~ d
f()2

:re d w depth to tension steel

= one-half the central wrb anzle

- steel percentage in one face

backlng

2 Zt

rb is 12(r$

Uere b o t af \.1ora pre.-'.vi at iul" buckift
Occurs.b

hlt" 1aa (Seocmda):

Oompresuion node

T- Are .- arch radiu In feet

5-15
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Flexurai mode

T - - (r)2 • * vhere r and d are in inches
42,500 d /

=- (i2/p + 1.5 hen cover at crov -o

* a should be taken as unity when cover at crown is
greater than 0.1 times the span. Use linear inter-
polation betveen these tvo points.

Mese periods should be increased by V-rM' vhen there is mass
in addition to the arci itelf.

5B.14 Sw. ARCEEB

Resistance:

Compression mode

a f A

r

Where A = cross-section area

r - arch radius

Flexural mode

(Or )2

Where A w one-half centr a.. arch angle

Buckling

Where I - moment of inertia

Note: a is resistance per unit arc length
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Natural Period (Seconds):

Compression mode:

T - 21 r

Where A = cross-sectioD area

v = weight per unit arc length

r - radius

Flc ural mode

T - 0.64 (Or)2 w ,

Where * is aa defined in 3ECTION 5.13

5B.15 R/C DMMS

Resistance:

Compression mode

r (0.85 - f+ f 1
c de*10 dyr

Where t a dome thickness

r - dome radius

TT - total steel perceatage in one direction

Flexural mode

f de 10 dy'

Buckling

rb " (r) 2

Naua L~Iod (Seconds):

Comprassion and Flexura Node

T -E-- 50 ere . is radius in feet
250
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r-B.16 CO!PQSITE EAM~

Flexural Streagth:

AfB
EAB~~ Byj Zbdc A y2p n - fI-B

Where Aa area of steel beam

d - depth of steel beam

t a slab thickness

b - effective slab width

Notes: Total. slab compre&'nive strength must not be
lea: "'an 'V

Required shear strength of concrete slab (on
vertical section adjacent +o beam) - 2%B f. 4.tL.

Required total strength of shear connectors
in half span w A Bfdy.

Resistance:

R a (simple span - uniform load)

Stiffniess.

k --- (simple span - uniform load)
50

Where E. 3 0 x 106 ps

I -transformed (to cteel) moment of inertia
of composite section

Nat Ia perod:

Use sw~e exprestion az for steel beams.

5B3 17 1OUWMNIO PMdSRMB

Dyavc bearing pressures for the design of footings iay be taken
asfollows:

Ibr EM16 the crushing strength

ftr SKSM" lgha, the bearing pressure *ich applied
stattcal.2 wld produace a one-Inch settlement.
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For cohesive soil, three-quarters of the failure oa.

If deta:L.ed soil information is lacking the allowable bearing pressure my be
conservatively taken as tvice the conventional allowable statie pressure plus
the side-on overzressure (p so). In no case need the total footing area be
greater than the roof area.

5B.18 COLU FOOTIJUS

Resistance;

Flexure
-M f d42

r . -k - (square footings)
lf1OQ(L-a) 2

Where rf - resistance per unit bear Lng area

d - depth to tension steel

L - width of footig

a - vidth of column or base plate

9 bottom steel percentage each way

Shear

L2  (a + ) 2  r 0.07f
's 35a dc fiJ r

Where r s = shear resistance

5B.19 WALL FOOTINGS.

Resistance:

Flexure

rf - 0.0179 9fd()2

Where rf - resistance per unit bearing area

9 a percentage of bottom steel

1, - footing projection outside --ll

Shear

Where r. - shear resistance per unit bearing area

9 a percentage of tbp steel
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APP DIX 5C. SW WAT.r MA2RIAL MELATING TO EARTH SOCK
AND SHOCK MOUNTING

5C. 1 INTROIXTION

In this appendix are presented a number of items pertaining to
eart shock and shock mounting which supplemnnt the material given in
section 5.4. For a diauumlou of air-LducCd . -e-f-c--the reader In referred
to Section 5.4. The material presented here includes additional considerations
involving layered media, modifications Zor transeismic and subseismic condi-
tions, direct-transmitted ground shock, combined random and systematic pulses,
and comments on design of interior structures and equipment supports to resist
ground shock motions.

Most of these topics are under sr-.ive study, but -.Jae latest informa-
tion and recommendations concerning these topics Ls present4 as an aid ia
analyzing nd- designing for shock loading situations.

5C.2 NOTATION

The following notation is used in the expressions that follow.

a = maximum acceleration, in gravities

c = seismic velocity of medium, in ft. per sec.

d a maximum elastic component cf transient displacemeunt in in.

E = Young's modulus of elasticity, in psi. For plane waves
9 is given by

S(1 + .)(1 - 20 PC2  (5C-)

here P is the mass density of the soil, P is Poisson's ratio,
ana c Is the seismic velocity as defined above. For valies
of P o 0.25 or less, the relationship is approximately
E a Pc , and for soil with a density of about 115 lb. per cu.
ft., an approximate value of E is

2

2 U Z4,CiJC psi ElOOO 2fs,oo ps. [ooofps'

f a frequency of system, in cpa

Pao - peek overpressure in shock wave, in psi

Pi a incident stress at interface, in psi

Pr" - reflected stress at interface, in psi

Pt a transmitted stress at interface, in psi

R a r-nge from ground zero, in ft.

+, 5C-1
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t effective duration of shock, in seconds, corresponding to a
triangular pressure-time representation having the some
positive phase impulse as the actual shock. For the deriva-
tion of this expression see Reference (i), SECTION 5C.8. The
overpressure duration, ti, may be expresoed as follows:

t 0.40 sec. I [C 1j (5C-2)

(for pso > 30 psi)

t = effective vrlocity pulse rise time, in sec., or t
r for a homogeneous medium r 2c

T = positive phase of st: a cr velocity puise, in -ec., for
0 direct-transmitted gro-ad shock as defined in lig. 5C-2.

T = rise time to maximum strain or velocity, in sec., for direct-

r ~transmitted ground shock as defizaed in Fig. 5'-2.

u = relative displacement of spring as defined in Fig. 5C-7

v = maximum velocity, in ft. per sec.

U = shock velocity, in ft. per sec.

W = yield of weapon, in lb. of TIlT

W = yield of weapon, in kilotons or megatons, as noted

y = vertical depth below surface to point considered, in f.

Q = attenuation factor for velocity or stress

C = strain, in./in.

# -E cn/EnCm , where subscripts refer to adjacent l&yers.

5C.3 AIR-INDUCED FREE FIELD EFFECTS--LAYERED MELIA

The layered media situation, which is complicated, was mentioned
only briefly in SECTION 5.4. At present, for lack of a better method, it is
convenient to use an approach that involves the step-wise passage of a stress
wave downward through tLe medium. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5C-l
for a two-layered system where the transit times corresponding to panzate of
the stress wave doim through the coil are as indicated in the 1" _me. in
general the basic concepts governing the computation of aisplacement, velocity
and acceleration are the same as those described for a uniform melium. The
displacements at any particular time may be computed by dividing the average
pressure in an interval by the modulus of elasticity to get the strain, and
miltiplying by the length of the interval to get the displacement; the total
uisplacement occurring over the length of the pulse is the sum of the displace-
ments computed from great depth (point of zero stress) up to the point
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considered. IL is recomendcd that in thic computation one assme no reduc-
tion in peak stress, no change in rise time, and a constant duration t I .

The velocity is computed by means of the relations applying to
homogeneous material (SECTION 5.4) having a value of c equal to that at the
depth considered. The acceleration is computed by using the velocity at the
point considered and a rise time equal to one-quarter the total transit time
from the surface. It is recommended that the same ratios of horizontal to
vertical effects be taken as for the homogeneous case, namely 1/3 for the
horizontal displacement) 2/3 for vcl.o0cty, and accelerations equal.

Complications arise at the interface of two media because of stress
transmission and reflection. In soil and rock media the inrterfa-:e may not
be sharply defined and the reflected and transmitted stress probably does not
follow the laws governing purely elustic media. If It I s known that the
interface is fairly sharp, an eutinAte of the reflected aid rea. mttcd
stresses can be made from the folluwing relationshils.

r + i

2
Pt Pi

where 4 is the ratio of the impedances of the two media.

Reflected and transmitted pressures are illustrated by dotted lines
in Fig. 5C-1. It should be noted that the stresses at the interface must be
equal., and that from considerations of continuity the displacements must be
equal. With care and Judgment, it generally is possible to arrive at reason-
able estimates of acceleration, velocity and displacements in layered media.

5C. 4 TRANSEISZC AND su ImIaC

Generally it is advisable to compute 01 effectus, (velocities and
accelerations are of particular interest here,) as if superseismic conditLons
existed for a homogeneous case, or

U>c

For the pressure levels under consideration U may be compi.ted from
the relationship

U -1130 fpsJ~ + 6pa where P0 is atmos. press.

or approximately U 200 fps fr pi for > psi
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Denote the quantity computed in this way by Q. Then, modify Q to obtain the
desired quantity Q by multiplying by the factor 13 as indicated below.

Condition Value of 0 - Q/

c < U 1.0
U<c <l.5U c/U

1.5U < c < 2U 1.5
U

2U<c<f l+-

It is noted that this multiplies the computed velocity and accelera-
tion value by a factol having a maximum value of 1.5 at a seismic velocity
such that the air shock velocity is nearly equal to the Rayleigh wave velocity.Di~j~lacements do not appear to be affected by the t'an~tions under considera-
tion, and for lack of better information at prenent it is recmnmended that
deflections n-t be modified by the noted coefficient&.

The question naturally arises as to which value of c to use in a
layered system. It is tentatively recommended that each layer be considered
separately with its appropriate value of c, but if lower layers give a higher
value of acceleration .or velocity, use the larger value at all higher levels,
or as a base for obtaining values at higher levels.

5. 5 DIRECT-TRANSMITMfD GROUNDSHOCK--SURFACE BURST

The energy transmitted directly to the earth from a surface or near
surface burst can be propagated effectively through sound material for long
distances. Experimental data of this nature are available only for buried
HE shots, and in a few cases for very small nuclear weapons EReferences 5C(2),
5C(3) and 5C(4)]. Studies of these data and of some of the preliminary
theoretical work in progress have led to the relationships presented. The
estimates of acceleration, velocity and displacement given herein may be
conservative, but probably are not unduly so.

For a completely buried shot, the first portion of the strain or
velocity record at a distance R from the point of burst has the form shown
in Fig. 5C-2. The corresponding acceleration and dis .±acement wave forms
also are shown in the figure. The relative magnitudes of the ti;es shown in
Fig. 5C-2 are taken from data given in Chapter VII of lief. 5C (2).

Without serious error the relation between peak strai.. - and .Le
peak particle velocity v is given by

c PO

Assuming that the steepest part of the velocity-time curve has a slope tice
the average slope during the rise phase leads to the following relationship
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between peak acceleration and peak velocity

An estimate of the maximum displacement d may be obtained by
computing the area under the positive phase of the velocity curve of
Fig. 5C-2. If the area shown is about the samne as that represented by a
parabola, then

, 03

If data for strain, acceleration or displacement are available,.
approximate relations for the oths~ quantities knay 'wLe cbtafrtd. In general.
the seismic velocity enters Into the relationships. For fuilly buried
detonations experiznent'L1 data Indicate that in general the strains are in-
dependent of c, the velocities depend on c, and the accelerations, stresses
and energy on c2 . Hoverer, acme available data for very small charges
indicate other relationships possibly may exist.

With respect to energy partition, available data Indicate a net
effectiveness in term of yield of surface nuclear compared with buried IM
of approximately 0.01 and this figure is used herein in relating the effects
of the two conditions.

Me relationships developed below are restricted to Sran~e for
surface bursts and more spec ifically to ranges where the overpressure at Lhe
surface is between 100 and 600 psi.

Data are available for acceleration from RAIMER in volcanic terf
with e seismic velocity of oOOO fps (Ref. 5ii)'In- the. raqp .of. intere.'t,
scaled in terms of megaton weapons, and seismic velocity, the urcceleration
may be expressed as foflovia

a-0.36g A-J 5 W J 1100 *fps52fC 7

From Eq. (OC-4), (Oc-6) and (50-7) the following nay be obtained:

v.M0.95 fps R -- I-

d a 10. 8 in. [kwf 1in All,5 (Oc-9)

For slant ranges It Is recommended that these be considered as
horizontal components. Thle vertical coaponents of displacement and strain
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may be taken one-half as great, but the velocity and acceleration should be
taken the same. It is emphasized that the derived relationships are for
surface Lursts in a homogeneous medium, are intended to be used only :n the
range corresponding to overpressures of 100 to 600 psi, and are derived
solely for granite material. overer, in lieu of other data, these relations
may be used for other materials and conditions. It is recommended that in
genere.L the seismic velocity for granite deposits be taken not greater than
12,000 fps; fissuring end other factors tend to give a ZrosA seismic velocity
for the deposit as a whole which is t.uually much less than laboratory tests
give for small samples.

5C.,6 Dn;2CT-TBANSGrhID GIOM~ 8MLCK--LAYRRD SSE

For estimating the velocities and accelerations only, not displace-
mnts, in a tvo-layered system, the method i3lutrte! in Fig. 5C-3 based on
ray-paths may be used as a best approxination at present. Tac principle used
is based on an effective value of c, designated by 7, f:r which the transit
time by a direit wave from the source to the target is the some as for the
fastest trasit time of i shock wave in the complex layered system.

Reference to Fig. 5C-3 will show the following relationships to
exist.

sin9 c 2

and

-g - )wc9+RY ~
cI  c2

Thus

-- - + (5c-1o)
c c2

It wil be noted that if

2R o

and If

c1 m 2  c 0 C

As an exale, if H 1 100 ft., y * 60 ft., R * 2000 ft.,
Ci 2000 ps and C2 a 8000 rps, then one finds from Eq. (5C-10) that

F 63O *p.
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5C. 7 COMBINED RANDOM AND SYSTEMATIC FJWLES

Ordinarily the input for ground mot-.on consists of two parts, a
L.stematic portion on top of which is superiminosed a series Cf random
oscillations. The magnitude of the peaks of the random components may be
either small or large compared to the systematic portion. The random part
may exist over the entire range of the systenatic Portion, only part of the
range, or even prior to the systematic,portion. Schematically the parts may
be related as in Fig. 5C-4 where the actual input at any time is the cur of
the two input curves.

For a random series of pulses, the relative velocity peak of.tne
spectrum compared with the maximum input velocity can be high, but is un-
likely to be much higher than about 3 to 5 unless an almost resonant
condition is obtained with several pulses of alternate positive and negative
sign of exactly the some shape and duration. Skich a resonant condition for
velocity is extremely unlikely frviz Ilpst loading, and haz n.- L been observed
even in earthquake phenomena. Even if for some re#&zcn partijql resonance i3
achieved, damping will reduce the peaks considerably.

In general the combined effect of the two input motions, systematic
and random, depends on their individual effects. In Fig. 5C-5 are shown
sketches of the response curves corresponding to each of the parts of Fig.
5C-4. The response spectrum correspondin- to the systematic component (a)
is a relatively sharp-peaked, nearly-triangnlar curve and generally with the
peak at a relatively low frequency, while the response spectrum corresponding
to input (b), the random component, is flatter and broader. M-e combination
of the two spectra will be roughly of the same general shape as (b) but with
a longer base. There may be a higher peak as well.

It can be shown rigorously that the combined spectrun will in all
cases be either equal to or less than the sum of the spectra corresponding
to the individual inputs. I. general, although it has not been rigorously
proven, it appears reasonable that the combined spectrum can be expected to
be equal approximately to the square root of the sums of the squares of the
individual apectra, point by point. In most practical cases of the type under
consideration, because of the fact that the frequencies for which the upectrum
values are important differ by a considerable amount, the sums of the spectra
or the square root of the sums of the squares are nearly the same as the
maximum individual modal value.

Until such time as better Information becomes available it is
recommended that the bounds for design shock spectra, as discussed in
SECTION 5.4.1, be taken in accordance with the values presentee in Trbl-3 5-.
Normally, for air-induced shock in homogeneous media &x. aupeiseismic condi-
tions, the bounds corresponding to a simple pulse and high damp'ing would be
applicable; for layered media and superseismic conditions, and all trans-
seismic situations, the bounds corresponding to a complex oscillatory pulse
and high damping are applicable. For all cases involving direct-transmitted
shock it is recommended that the bounds correspondin- to a complex oscil-
latory pulse and high damping be used.
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5C. 8 CCMIUPT. ON E-SIGN TO RESIST GROUND SHOCK MOTIONS

(a) Introduction. The comments contained herein concern the
design of underground installations to resist the ground shock from high
overpressures in accordance with the estimates of input ground motion made
in APPENDIX 5C and SECTION 5.1.

Whether the structure be a ahallow box, arch, or a deep underground
structure, the input motions and the response spectra corresponding thereto,
fo- the free-field motions, are used in the same way, and no distinction is
made here between these structures. The primary consideration given here is
to the type of interior structure which consists of a two-to-four story
building frame supported independently of the roof covering, so that the base
motion to which the frame is subjected corresponds in many respects to earth-
quake base motions. However, many of the comments regarding design of equip-
ment are pertinent to the situatiou - .re equipment. is mounted directly on a
box structure without an independent interior frame.

(b) Coiments on Shock Momnting. Equipment in a structure
subjected to shock is forced to respond in a manner determined by the struc-
tural behavior. The shock motion of the foundation of the building is
assumed to be known, corresponding to some relatively simple motion (possibly
a single sine curve of displacement) on which is superimposed a random pat-
tern of relatively higher acceleration pulses with only a small amplitude of
motion. The net effects of the ground motion are most readily described in
terms of a response spectrum such as the one shown in Fig. 5C-6. The three
straight line bounds for the spectrun, shown as A,- B, and C, are determined
as follows:

A corresponds to the maximum ground displacement
(taken in the example as 5 in.);

B corresponds to 1.5 times the mc-ximum ground velocity
(taken as 33.3 in. per sec., hence the line is drawn
at 50 in. per sec.);

C corresponds to the maximum ground acceleration
(taken at 5.0g).

A single-degree-of-freedom elastic system • abjected at its base

to the input motions described, would suffer a maximum relative motion of

the supported mass to the base cc:rasponding to thp frequency of the system.

If the frequency were 1.0 cycle per sec. the relative maximum displacement
would be 5 in. (or the same as the base motion, in this case) an the

absolute maximum acceleration would be 0.50w. However, 1L1 the upported
system had a natural frequency of 3.0 cycles per sec., the maxian relative
displacement would be 2.6 in., and the maximum acceleration would be nearly
2.5g. If the mass could not withstand an acceleration greater ULun l.Og,
it would be necessary to soften the spring supports to the extent that the
f equency would be less than 1.5 cycles per second.
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Hovever, other alternatives are possible, including permitting
yielding of thq "spring* supporting the mass. A large structure, say a
multi-story frame, has several degrees of freedom and can oscillate or respond
to shock in several different modes. It is possible to relate the response of
such a structure to that of a single-degree-of-freedum utructure. ESee
SECION 5C.80))

Each piece c~f cquipment, in the structure is itself a dynamical
system, and interacts with the structure to form a highly complex system.
'When the designer modifies the structure to enable it to Vithstand the shock
motions, he affects the equipment in the structure also. It may be necessary
in the design of the structure to provide flexibility or energy absorption !n
order to permit survival of the equipment in the structure, particularly if
the equipment is highly shock sensitive.

The particular structure referred to herein is a three or four

story frome subjected to quite vinlent -,aionxs cf thz; bes.. Such a structic
can be "shock -mounted" as a whole by 3oft springR et the b~u e, or individual
floors can be isolated. As ar. alternative, each auensitive piece of equipment
can be separately isolated. However, it is likely that the structure itself,
with only simple precau~tions and provisions allowed for iii the structural
design, can provide a sufficient degree of attenuation of the shock motions
transmitted to the equi~ment that in most cases no further isolation is
required, except possibly for vertical motion.

(c) Effect of P lastic Behavior in a SInmle System. Consider
the simple system composed of a maLs3 m and a spring having a spring constant k
in the elastic range, as shown in Fig. 5C-7, Nhere the relation between force
in the spring and relative deflection or strain is an indicated In %9.. 5C-8.
fte base is subjected to a disturbance x. Wlben the structure behuyes
elastically, if the maximum input motion, velocity, and saccel-trraion have
magnitude@ corresponding to those used in drawing Fij. 5C-6, the maximum
responses of the system can be reed from the chart in Fig. 5C-6.

If, however, the spring becomes plastic at a value of relative dis-
placement u , then the~ viwO.Inn mrises as to the maximum responses gauerated
for the sam! input motions x. The studies that have been made indicate that
in general nearly the aM relative displacismants are retebed, an that the
sow displacement response spectrum can be used, as a reaaonsable approximation.
Bovever, ane cannot nov interpret the sam aetrum ines in terms of accelera-
tion, In the region wihere the displacement exceeds be elastic limit Plu#.
In that region, only for computing nrc!!eratic'n, one mst replace the part of
the response spectrum lying above the relative displacement va'. *1 0y a.
line parallel to line A, along the line u a u , where L, corresuo"* to t
elastic limit deflection as shown in Fig.-. Such go" te -A.~d yi
&Iir In Fig. 5c-6 corresponding to a value of yield displacement of 1 in.
From Fig. 5C-6, It sppears that a system having a frequency of ).O cycles
per sec. would have a relative displacement of 2.6 in., for both elastiz. and
elasto-plastic conditions, but would hav* an acceleration of nearly 2.5g for
elastic conditions, and nearly 1.0 g for elasto-plastic conditions.
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If now a very light piece of equipment is mounted on the mass M in
Fig. 5C-7, and if .the equipment mass is so small that it does not affect the
response of M, in general the equipment acts like a system subjected to a
revised base motion which is the motion of the mass M. However, now we need
the absolute motion of M, which we cannot obtain conveniently from Fig. 5C-6.
We can infer that the maximum base motion ean range from a minimum value of

- u, to a maximun value of m I UM, but this range is probably too large
to be 'useful.

, Nevertheless, a value of maximum acceleration can be obtained from
Fig. 5C-6, and this value provides an upper limit of acceleration for the
equipment. Under the worst possible conditions the response of mass M, which
is the base of the equipment, will be a simple harmonic motion of magnitude
corresponding to the maximum acceleration determined from the response spectrum
in Fig. 5C-6. If the equipment is subjected to such an input, its response is
a function of the ratio cf the eaulpmeDt frequu"cy ti tha frequency of the
motion of mass M.

The ratio of the equipment acceleration ae to the "structure"
acceleration as is given by the expression

aa

%~ - 1 (5C-11)
a5  1 - f2/f 2

a e

mbere fe - frequency of the equ'pment,

a frequency of the structure.

This relation is not valid when f is nearly equal to fs Hovev-r, it indi-
cates that the acceleration of the equipment will be less than twice that of
the structure (or of mass M) when the frequency of the equipenat is more than
1.4 times that of the struO Are, or les than about 3.8 times that of the
structure. In other vords, high acceleration in the equipment can be avoided
by not "tuning" the equipment to the same frequency as the structure.

For example, in the illustration used previously, for a structural
frequency of 5 cps and the response spectrum of 1ig. 5C-6, the equipment ac-
celeration will be less than 5g if the structure is elastic, or less than 2g
if * h' structure has a yield deflection of 1 In., F . ovlr d w:at thi equipment
keeps awey from a frequency range between 2.1. and 4. . cps. This frequency
range W be avoided hy appror 4 ate rx.ank mountiag cf the equiliment, or it
may have been loiplicitly avci4 Ivy "m very naturc of the equ'pment. tself.

In suwtary, a design spectrum I"or a coratan% sul e tf 1A, the ratio
of the tctal displacement to the elatic limit displacenent, ii. for maximum
deflection, the original spectrum, but, for acceleration, it is a polygon
dramw for values I/1A times the deflection values on a three sides. A struc-
tural design spectrum for s 5, is shown in Fig. 5C-6 by the lines A, B1,
and C'.
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(d) Use of Response Spectra for .ulti-Story Buildings--Hori-
zontal Motions. The use of the single-degrec or-ireedom response spectrum for
a multi-story building represents an approximation which requires study. Une
background of experience with earthquake resistant design indicates that the
approximation can be useful. Rigorous use of the spectrum concept is possible
only by consideration of the individual modes of dynamic response of the
multi-story structure. A method for the elastic analysis of the complex system
is briefly described in SECTION 5C.8(J).

As has been pointed out there are several reasons why the design
spectrum can be lover in value than the response spectrum from the input
motions. First of all, before failure of a building frdt; occurs there will
be plastic action developed, and the responses will be affected thereby because
of the energr absorption. There is still another influence about which too
little is yet known. This concerns the interaction of relatively heavy struc-
tures with the ground when the grouad motion cccis. Althou the interac4 on
is relatively slight, calculations hat have been made in a preliminary fashaon
indicate that there is a series of peaks and val'.,.ys in the response speccra
and the valleys actually correspond to the true response for Lhe actual
structure for which the input motions arc mcozurcd vherew, the peaks correspond
to responses of structures with slightly different physical properties.

In the light of the above discussion it is belie'ed reasonably con-
servative to use as a basis for the design a design spectrum plotted in the
same way as the response spectra in Fig. 5C-6, with envelopes determined on
the basis of the amount of plastic deformation that is permissible.

Insofar as a building frame itself is concerned, structur-l design
can be accomplished with a reasonable degree )f conservatism, by ling the
design recomendationas proposed for earthquake design [Ref. 5C(). in gnerQ1,
for building frames, these consist of tw parts: (1) a specification on the
base shear for which the design should be made; and (2), a pecification for
the desip force distributi.n over the height of the building frme.

The force distribution over the nt4 'ht of the building corresponds
to a linear distribution of acceleration ranging from zero at the base to a
mu.13u at the top of the building. The stccelerations corresponding to the
design force distribution ae shown in Fig. 5C-9-. In the figure, there is
given a derivation of the equations for force distribution given In Ref. 5C(5)
end 5C(6) in which this maiitude of the force at any , a 'l.ioz is given by the
relationship:

In whicb F s lateral force at anmy height h above the base, corresponding
to the mass of the building or weight of the building at that
helht.

V - total lateral design shear at the base.

W - the weight at the height h.

h - the height above the base of the building.
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For a uniform building, the local force at the top of the building
woul~d correspond to an acceleration of 60 percent g, if the averagu base
acceleration used in the design is 30 percent g.

From the design spectrum which has been modified to ac,.unt for
inelastic action one can read off the accelerations and there~fore the seismic
-oefficients to be applied to the total weight of the building to determine
its base shear. The base shear so obtskinpd i~s then used with -Uie procedure
outlined in Fig. 5(0-9, to determine the design shear distribution over the
height of the building. Th~se are considered along with the dyrnamic yield
stresses of the material, in arriving at the final design magnitudes.

In using the spectrum for a multi-story building, the period of the
building, or the frequency that corresponds to this period, for the lovest
modle is used. Although a more accurate analysis taking account of the mode!.
deformation of the building, in accorda~:- with the methoas dt~ser''- d in
SECTION 5C.80), can be made, such an analzjsis is not va. rrnted Ir. the light
of present knowledge, for the building frame design itself. IMbreo'.er, it
presents difficiaties ix' that such a design cannot be completed until the
parameters entering into it are known, and these are not known uctil1 the design
it; completed. Until methods are tivailable for a more accurate stutly of the
energy absorbing mechanisms, to lead to a rational basis for the reduction in
effect that is found in practice, a modal analysis procedure must be applied
with some caution in order to avoid excessively large mapxitudes of the design
forces. The procedircs described in Ref. 5"(7) my be used, but this toy be uzduly
lavolved for the problem at hand. The method recommended herein is probably
more accurate, if plastic deformation in the lover story develops, than any
other simple procedure.

From a slightly differcnt point of view the structure can bas con-
sidered as a series of masses and springs in linei, with the spring flexibilities
corresponding to the lateral flexP'ility of the columns between floors, and
the masses bj*ing the floor masses. It can be seen that the lover columns, below
the first floor, have a fuinction corresponding to an isolating spring, wa the
.iore rlexible they are, the better the shock iwlato. Ilse rusidaisental1 fre-
quency of the complex structure takes account of U.i v efective flexibility of
the first floor columns and gives a basis for use of t.'n simple spectrum of
Fig. 5C-6 to represent the cuapleA structural response.

ftr a uniforns shear beam, of whiichi the multi-story frame is an
approximation, the first few frcquerst-c: &, !.A the ration 1: ' :5:-,, etc. The
ratios are slightly different for a f'reme Lut not markedly so. Ilse ~t_'Cl
coefficients, adjusted for the participstioin factors fror the t~odvs. -c rotibly
1/2, 113, 1/6 -, Ad nearly zero for the !a"t fc). wdtt Li e- '%. - i' sum
is 1.0.

Hence it can be proved that the ismaw m~ relative displacemert (or
&axIn%= acceleration) of the first floor is about t.he owe. as that ii the
sPect'um of Fig. 5C-6, or less, correspondine to the fundamental froquency.
It Is the saw if all frequencies lie aloag line A in Fig. 5C-6, It is about
2/3 if they all ie along line Z# and about l112 If they all lie alons line C.
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The important fact is that for the first floor we can use the response
spectrum of Fig. 5C-6 to determine an upper limit of muaximumn horizontal ac-
celeration, in the elastic range.

For higher floors the azceleration and the displacement relative to
round are higher. The precise values depend on the framing andt the structural

parameters; the ratios for the top floor for a system with equal floor Masses
and equal column flexibilities throughout indicate the following results as an
app-:-imation:

All frequencits; Relative displacements or aczelerations
intersect spectrum compared with Fiin.-5C-6

on line First Floor Top story of 3 Topstory, of 14

A 1.0 i..6 1.7
B 0.7 1.5 .

C 0.5C. 1.2 1.3

In the absence of analytical data) a linear interpolation for inter-
mediate stories may be used, although it in recomended that before doing so
the first floor values be increased to 1.0 for all ranges.

For the design of the coll-ns in the upper stories the procedure
previously described and which is used for earthqueke design mould be employed.
This involves the base shear determination from Fig. 5C-6 ad a distribution
of lateral force over the height of the structure coresponding to #. linear
variation of acceleration, from a base value ' f zero to a top v&au of twice
the average.

Calculations made "or the effect of plastic actiou indicate the
follovkng results.,

(1) Plastic behavior does not appreciubly' affect the aeximu
displacements of ay story relativye to ground.

(2) It vin~ chenge accelerations In the sa vy am for a single-
degree-of-fredom system, 7herefore Fit. 5C-6 mny be usedI for
desiga 'An the elsato-plestic range.

The above, cmmett *Mly *..v cJer the pl astic behavior of tMi fran.
is due to yieldiz& L- the colaws or I.n the girders. It epposepe rarf ble to
cause yieldlang to occur in the girders rather tha In columns Li-wwor,
yield nwenta at the ends of the gi~rderq ="A '.. suff1tle.t. U suse the
appropriate lisit design load of the frame to be reached.

Thie remarks made above also apply primarily to a structure In AIch
the lover or bae columns are dasigned to be of about the son flexibility as
the columns in the first story. If the eoluns are hinWe at the fbotiAgp
wa if they ane about halt as long, at least, as the distances between the
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...;zr fi-=. ttis condition will be satisfied. It probably will be satisfied
even if the columns are not hinged, but then higher lateral accelerations can
be transmitted to the first floor, and this may not be satisfactory.

(e) Multi-Story Buildings--Vertical Direction. In the vertical
dircction the situation is more complex. The high frequency of the building
in the vertical direction, particularly in the vertical oscillation of the
columns, makes it possible for the forces to be transmitted almost directly
vertically throuih the building to the beams. The beams will thcn oscillate
as systems having a frequency corresponding to their frequency when partly
fixed at the ends or simply supported, depending upon thei:- connections, in
accordance with their own mass and that of the weight which they carry. The
design can be made then with the saere type of modification of the sectrum as
used for the horizontal direction, but without the provision for a distribu-
t ion of shear over the height, because at the various elevations the responses
will be roughly the same.

Because the blast shock in the vertical direction may be greater
than in the horizontal direction, there may be a necessity for investigating
more carefully the vertical effects on the building. However, some brief
study of this problem will indicate that ordinarily, unless the design accelera-
tions are quite large, this will be unnecessary.

For vertical loads, the ordinary design condition used will be
approximately valid at dynamic yielding for a load corresponding to

in which ,DL is the dead load magnitude measured in terms of force pr unit of
area, and LL is the live load magnitude measured in the same way. The factor
2.2 comes from the ratio between the dynamic yield stress of approximately
44,000 psi to the design strest of approximately 20,000 psi. For static yield
values the factor would be only 1.65. With a redistribution of moments corre-
sponding to limit loading conditions, the factor may be increased to as much
as 2.'"

For a vertical acceleration of Ng, the design must be made for a
downward load of N times the weight, plus the weight itself, or, in effect,
, load as follows:

(N + (. 1) (c-l4)

In which FL is the "fixedu live load or the live load actually tn ,xistrr":e
rather than the design live load. This mighi be tken as 4 eort of average
value, because the local values are not of as great importance in determining
the stresses as the average over-all value that actually is in place at the
time of the shock.

The larger of these two relationships, in Eq. (5C-13) and (5C-I4),
governs the design. If the fixed live loat, FL, is equal to the design live
load, LL, then in order for the dynamic effect to govern, the critical
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acceleration factor N must be greate- than 1.2. But in ;eneral, FL is less
than LL and N must be even larger. For FL = 0.5 LL, and LL - 2DL, which are
reasonable average values, then the static design corresponds to a magnitude
of 6.6 DL and the dynamic vertical design "irnid cnreiuund to (N + 1) 2 DL,
in which case, in order for the dynamic vertical debign to givern, the factor
N must be greater than 2.3. In general it will be seen that only in rare
circumstances or for extremely high accelerations, will it be necessary to
take into account the vertical dynamic effect if the design is made under t.he
usual static requirements for the dead load and live load effects.

If it is necessary to force the beams to go into the pla.tLic range
Lia order to achieve a sufficient degree of shock isolation for the equipment
mounted on them, It does not appear feasible by design to limit the super-
imposed vertical accelerations to values of much less than about 2 to 3 g.
Further reductions can be achieved only by spring mounting whole floors or
by separate attention to the equipment.

Within several feet (appro.:imat ly 2 times the depth of the beam)
from the supports at the columns, the vertical acr.ieratione are not appreci-
ably attenuated by h elastic or plastic flexibility of the beam.. Either
invulnerable equipment must be used near the columns, equipment placed in
thesc rcgions must be shock mounted separately, or the entire structure must
be shock mounted for vertical motion, to limit the accelerations near the
beam supports.

(f) Shock Mounting of Entire Structure. When the entire
structure is shock mounted, in essence the system is supported on a spring
interposed between the base and the first mass of the structure. For hori-
zontal motions, the column is already such a spring and probably no 11rther
springing is necessary. For vertical motions there may be some rea~son to
consider additional isolation. In either case, it is desirable that the
fundamental frequency of the shock mounted structure differ by at least a
factor of 1.4 or more (preferably 2), from the frequency of the structure
above the mounting, consider.d as ona fixedbase. For example, a vertical fre-
quency of the entire structure of 2 or 2.5 cycles per sec. will not cause
resonance with the beams if the latter have a requenry of 4 cps. However,
the isolation achieved may not be as great as permitting plastic action in
the beams.

As a very rough approximation, the effects can be accounted for by
use of Fig. 5C-6, for the new fundamer -.al frequency ;f the swuck mounted
structure, and a multiplication factor may be used to account for +e effect
on the uppermost mass. For top floor for lateral motion 2.0, a for beams
for vertical motion, 1.5 are suggested values. However, computationn .re
desirable for these in particular cases.

(g) Response of Light Equipment Mounted on Buil ding Frame
Members. The situation is different for equipment than for the building
frame. For the building frame, we can take into account the inelastic energy
absorption. For the equipment, it may not be possible to do this. Consequently
the actual spectrum values as given in Fig. 5C-6 may have to be used for the
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design of the equipment, unless yielding shock mounts or other expedients are
used to cut domn the design values. In general, for elastic shock mounts, the
influence is roughly given by a change in the frequency, and the results can
be obtained by a shifting to the lover corresponding frequency on the shock
spectrum curve.

For equipment mounted on the bottom floor, if the floor is supported
directly on the rock, or for equipment near points of support such as columns
(for vertical mc rion), the equipment vill be subjected to the same Intensities
of input motion as thte base, and the response spectrum should be used directly
for the equipment. Hovever, if the equipment is mounted on interior elements
vhich are themselves flexible or vhich may become plastic, the response
spectrum of the equipment may be modified because the equipment base is nov
subjected to a revised input motion.

Only preliminary studies are available for this problem. ihey
indicate that for frequencies outside the range + .,..l., *te rf+ructure or
structural element becomes plastic the part oZ the structure wnich acts as P
base for the equipment responds in the same manner as if the structure remained
elastic. Eowever, this P-T.iny, is nnw different from the original structural
base motion, and the response ape :tr= of the equipment is thereby affected.

Some data from surmazine shock response indicates thbt for equipment
mounted on bulkheads and patia.L bulkheads, the response spectrum may have
ordinates of the order of 1.5 to 2 times the ordinates for the parts of the
hull directly subjected to shock motion. This comes about because of the
chane in input motion.

At the present time it is not possible to develop a complet.'4
rational design procedure for the equipment without a complete analysis of
the system consisting of the structure and the equipment. It is :ecomeanded
therefore, that the following procedure be used until further dat# become
available:

(1) For equipment mounted in an elastic structure not completely
shork mounted, design the equipment, and Its individual shock
mounts if required, for the bealc ,hock spectrum for vertical
or horizontal motion.

(2) For equipment mounted in a structure no'. cosple*oely shock
mounted, but designed to become plastic in such a vay that
only a reduced force c= set throug the plastic -lement.
the acceleration transmitted to the equipment *lsrt.l" by
the plastic elmnt cannot exceed that correspond!"g to ibe
Fiastic strength of thu elaar.- of the c.'rt -0i ,4icA
becomes plastic. In other vords, the equipmnt can possibly
be designed for the Odesign spectrm inctend :f t-hc .- sponse
spectrm. Hoever, In order to avoid secondary effects, it
is reeomaded that the equimnt be deslged for twice the
=designe spect3rs but not for a value exceeding the response
spectrum.
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(3) For a completely snaock mounted structure, further complications
arise, and additional analysis may be required. Tentatively it
is recomnended that the equipment be designed for twice the
maximnnm acceleration which the entire structure sees, and for
the maximum v-loc ty and maximum displacement -n the ztuatural
response spectrum. However, if freouencies of the equipment
approach tho' of the entire shock mounted structure resonance
may occur. xTequencies between 1/2 and 2 times +hose of the
structure must be avoided, or provision made for them by con-
s lering a resonance phenomenon with a susTained harmonic input.
This has been discussed in SECTION 5C.8(c).

(h) Problems in determining Response of Ueavy Equipment. The
procedures described above for determining the response of light equipment are
not unreasonable, altough in some circumstances the response may be even
greater because of resonance. One should avoid particularly a frequency of
the equ4ment equal to the frequency of the meloer cr. v.!:ih it is moumted.
When the equipment is heavy, howevee, th'erp is a feedback m chanism in which
the response is less than it would be by the methass described above. This
problem is under study. No definitive analytical means are yet available for
handling the problem in a simple fashion. Coisequently, t.. is reco.iended
that the same procedures be used as for light equipment, Pulthough it is reeng-
ni ped that such procedures mmy be overconservative. in special cases, an
analysis can be made of the actual system.

(1.) ELuipment Vulnerability and Design Recommendations. The
determination of the vulnerability of equipent to shock is a very difficult
problem. It is not sufficient to state an acceleration limit, as the frequency
corres viling to this limit is also a factor. In general a vulnerability
spectru can be drawn. as a function of some measure of frequency of the input
notion. This will have peaks at the natural frequencies of the piece of
equipment. If these are close together, possibly a uniform acceleration
vulnerability may be postulated, although this probably drops down for low
frequency inputs.

In sn event, the vulnerability we ore concerned ith is that due
essentially to a single pulse for low frequency inputs, or to several pulses
for high frequency inputs, but certainly not ther iue to a steady state
oscillatory input. In any case, it appears that we need not be generally con-
cerned with inputs, having a frequency higher than about 15 to 20 ecp for
vertical notion, except "ea- the columns, and about '" cp , a-.n for the highest
mode of lateral motion, for horizontal motion. The former frequency can be
reduced if the beams are redu eu in si:tIon neaw thu ia en,, or sup-prted on
thc longitudinal girders.

If the structural desi tes not anhieve trIe nCLbry degree of
attenuation of acceleration, then the equipnt may oe shock *aunted, or the
desig modified. It : upuelly cheaper and simpler to shock mcunt the equip-
ment except in very .,ecial cases. It appears entirely feasible to limit the
shock acceleratio-is experienced by equipment to about 2.5 g for vertical
otion, wAa posalbly about 1.5 g for horizontal notion, by appropriate measures
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in the structural design. Any further reductions can be achieved only by
unusual methods, and require more detailed study and analysis. It is recom-
mended that further reductions, if needed, be obtained by individually shock
mounting vulnerable pieces of equipment. It is not clear at this time whether
any piece of equipment is Ln fact sensitive to less than 1.5 g for the actual
type of motion to which it will be su' iected. It is possible that higher
frequency steady sinusoidal motions may cause damage to equipment at lover
accelerations, but this is not pertinent to the problem.

In order tu reduce z omewhat the accelerations near the columns,
relatively thin energy absorbing pads may be used. These will not achieve a
major shock isolation effect, but they will be of help in keeping high fra
quencies from being transmitted through the columns.

(j) Outline of General Theoretical Approach for Multi-Degree-
of-Freedom Linear Systems. In general, the analysis for a multi-degree-of-
freedom system subjected to blast -%ock can be-maue analytice-ly with a
procedure which involves a number of steps as follo'is.

(1) For the complex system, find the modes and frequencies. For
each mode find the stress at the point considered or the quan-
tity at the point which is desired.

(2) If the system is one which is subjected only to base motion,
find the excitation coefficient for each mode. This is defined
as the expansion of a unit deflection of all the massesp in
the direction of the base motion, into a series uf modal de-
flection shapes. The excitaLion coefficient is the coefficieft
of the particular modal shape in this expansion. For other
kinds of input motion, the excitation coefficients have to be
defined in a different fashion. This is not discossed here.

(3) Now determine the response spectrum for the quantity desired
for a single-degree-of-freedom system.

(4.) The modal response is then determined as the product of the
stress or particular response in each mode, times the excita-
tion coefficient for that mode, times the response spectrum
value for the frequency of the mode.

(5) The maximum response of the system for the particular response
quantity that i4 -s*L.i- is less than the sum of the modal
maxima.

(6) For a system with several dc rees of frV.-'!om, " actual
maximum response will not ordinarily exceed greatly the square
root of the sums of the squares of the modal responses. Even
in a two-degree-of-freedom system the excess wiLL be less than
thirty percent. Consequently, the root mean square value can
be used as a design basis rather than the sum of the modal
maxima, particularly where the number of modes is three or
greater.
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TAMI 5C-1

ISSIGN SHOCK SPECTRK MU6

Velocity Bound

Displacement Acceleration
Bound D A Bound

Type of Input - Simple Pulse Corr, le 1Oflatory rulso

Amount of Dsmping - low hi low high

D/d 1 1 2 to5

V/v 1.7 1.5 3 to 5 1.5

A/a 1 to 2 1 5 +x5 2

Note: d, v, and a are the displacement, velocity, and acceleration,
respectively, comuted for free-field conditions.
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MM1UD 5D. ISI ANALYSES FMR SPECIAL CAME

5D. 1 mmL PROC=WJS FOR DNAKC ANALYSIS

The procedure for dynamic analysis described herein is a simplified
and rapid procedure for determinirg the relationships betveen the peak dynamic
force applied to a struct.;r or structural element, the resistance of the
element, the effective duration of the force, the period of vibration of the
element, and the ratio of the maximum deflection of th., element to the yield
deflection. it is believed that the procedure described herein, althoughi it
may involve inaccuracies of the order of 20 to 25 percent in some csass, it
sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes because the psrmeters
entering Into the problem are not accurately determinable. Even a much mre
exact analysis by procedures which involve v, iiratical inaccuracy coul6 not
ordinarily reduce the uncertainty b'eilcv a value perhaps ev-en greater than
25 percent because of the lack of definite knoviodga In advance concerniang the
blast pressure for a given distance from a given energy of explosive, the
duration of the blast wave, the structural parameters, alid because of the
general complexity of the problem.

lor unusual cases, an analysis may be .me using nuerical methods
adopting the procedures described in Rlefs. 5D-1 and 5D-2. These methods are
generally tedious and time-consuming.

7he method of analysis described herein requires a description -f
the loadine-t me curve on the structure, a knoledge of the struac'aral
resistance, the shape of the resistance-detlection cumv for tMt structure
and especially a characterization of It by a ductility pare'.Ar giving the
permissible mximum deflection in relationship to the yield-point deflection
of the structure, a&M a measurv of the period of vibration in the "elastic
range of the structure. Zhess individual items are described in the fol-
lowing paragraph&s &an finally the gmneral dynamical relationships between
the". qumu~t1i #xe given and a chart is presented by whaich one can make
ra'dd determinations of the peak loading required to produce a given dynamic
deflection.

The nthods described have been presented In previous pu~blications,
Dae- 5D-1 and 5D-3. They are summried here f~.t convenience, with som
elaboration of the more complex pei,,s of the procedure. Other general
methods are described in Refs. 5D-4, 5D-5, and 5D-6.

5D2 LOADING

Leadings o* aboveground wad belovpound structures differ very
markedly in character. On an abovegrowA wall making an angle of 40 degrees
or la. with the shock front of the blast wave, the peak force acting on
the structure is equal to the reflected overpressure wic is somthing
between 2 al 8 time the peek side-o&. overpreassure. Mie relation betwen
these tw Is given by the following equation.



p 2 6p5 *
iao 7P0 + Pa0  (5D-1)

In this equation p r is the peak reflected overpressure,

Po in the peak side-on overpressure,

P 0  is the ambient atmospheric pressure.

The reflected overpressure decays rapidly to a value corresponding to the
side-on overpressure plus sow proportion of the so-called drag pressure or
dynamic pressure, in a time called the Oclearingm time - A discussion of drag
Pr dynamic pressures In presented in connection with 3q. 1%5D-5). The clearing
tin is a function of the distance from the stagnation point to the nearest
edge. The stagnat ion point generally is that point Pu-tbest from all edges
of the surface under consideration. In i+erm of this shwrte;,t distance, 8,.
the cleiring tim te is given by the relation:

where U = velocity of shock front. After the cAaring tim the pressure decays
with the decay in side-on overpressure and dynamic pressure to zero in an
effective duration t - h effective duration of the sidis-on peure is loe
than the positive pka~e length of the blast overpressure but the exact value
does not matter greatly except in unusual cases. For overpressure below
about 30 psi the duration my be taken as three-quarters the positive phase
length. The effective duration of the drag pressure is roug~1y balf as long
(ae Sq. (5D-6)1. For higbar overpaoeures t. my be considered to be given
by the following equation for the duration of an equivaloat triungular impulse;

t 0.40 Sec. ( 100 pi)0(W*)1/3 (W)

where W equals yieldL of bm in mgtons.

no net force on the front wall of tLe structure is gIven in
?I&. 5D-1. It can be approximted by three trianpai-.r prvessie-tim curves.
The emil %Wper part can somtime be omidereed as a separate Impulse added
to a looger duration triangle. Thic 14. twu if the clearing tiss Is
relatively abort in coqoaison with the perioa of vibratioa of tke e at
Notbods ane given in this appendix for dealing with the mo g"rwaL ,;a"
wbere the clearing tim In not ahont in ctvarisos vitb Vr p, . fed or the
structure.

The net translatienal force on the structure Is men comlex. On
mast consider a leading an the rear of the structort which starts at a tim
zorrespning to the treael time over the length of the structure, and which
Infcrese in a tim Interval of 58/U to a mp~ituW equal to the side-on
sorpressure alma. the drag coaffic Lont wa the rear face time the dynamic
presswae. a diagra or these preseuee is shown is Fig. 5D-2. no 4ifferetm
betees the preee cons terwvrd in Fig. W0- &Mi rerwa4d la ?ig. W02

5D-2



gives the net translational force on the structure. In many cases this can
be approximated by a single triangle having a peak magnitude equal to t.W-e
reflected pressure on the front face and a duration given by Eq. (5D-4):

t L+ 3S(5D-4)

In this equation L is the length of the building, and if L ,c less thar, S the
numerator In to ie taken as 4S. If L is greater than 3S the numerator is to
be taken as 6S. In the denominator, if the second term, 3S/td, Is greater
than U/3, the denominator is to be taken es 4U/3.

The roof slab may be considered to be exposed o the side-on over-
pressure only; or if desired a rise time for effective loading may be
considered.

lbr an open structure with on4 beamw, coliuns, trusses, or other
members vith only small areas opposing the blast, each of the members receives
a small impulAve loading as the blast engulfs it and each member is then
exposed to drag from the vind accompaiying the blast. because the blast is
transmitted through the building in a -inite time, Lhtu ,et translational force
increases until all or nearly all the building is engulizd. Hovever, the
4 ipulse from the diffraction around each member produces a spike on the iet
force diagram as the blast reaches that particular member, of a type similar
to the force diagrm on a rectangular building described above. Unless the
building is extremely brittle and fails vithout plastic deformation, it ka
reaaonabl, accurate to consider that the building in subjected only to drag,
neglecting the individual impulse spikes, and to assme -. et the .tole build-
Ing is ergulfed at one time and is subjected to a trangular foi-ce varying ftom
a maximum equal to the drag coefficient for the items in the building times
the dynamic pressure, a&.Ang on the net drag area, and varying to zero in a
time equal to the effecti-s duration of the drag force. The latter is approxi-
mately one -half the erfective duration of the side-on overpressure.

The peak drag or dynamic pressure may be computed by the folloving
equation:

22.5pe2
2. Po w -'-*D-5)

Howver, in cowea ox high thermal effect on the ground surfeze t. irax
precmare ma actually bt 3 or 4 time: as reat as is gl-'tu %, -gelation.

Te drag Qofficients to be used should take into account the
Ohielding of eimenta by others placed a short distance away. owver, if
the distance between parallel elemente is &ore than ten times thai. vidth
the shieldag is negligible. ncommded values of dreg coefficients to be
used we about 2 for strctua shapes, &Wut 1.5 for box-ahaped elements
of for flat plates, and about 0.8 for short cylinders, decreasing to 0.3 for



long cylinders. However, for high velocities or for overpressures greater
than 60 psi the drag coefficients for all sections probsa'ly should be taken
as 1.5.

The effective duration of the drag pressure is given by the follow-
ing equation:

0.18 se.. (.-- (1,D-6)

For undergro 'd structures data indicate that probably no significant
reflections occur when the pressure wave in the soil engulfs the structure.
However, the pressure loading on the structure differs from the free-field
stresses because of arching effects. The design loads for this class of
structures may be determined in a rdan:e with the procedure- given in
SECTION 5.3 concerning loadings on t,"'.el type struc-oures.

In general, the loading is rhen described as a prescure-time diagrrm
where the peak force on the structure is defined, and the variation of force
with time assumes a shape whbch can usually be approximated by several straight
lines forming P4 polygon usuaJy concave upward, as in Fig. D-1. In nmot cases,
only tw straight-line parts are necessary, with the provision that it is
desirable to maintain the actual value of the total peak overpressure and the
area under the curve should be preserved roughly to the point where the first
triangle ends, and the second triangle should include all of the remainder of
the i.mpulsive force transmitted.

5D.3 STRUCTRAL RESISTANCE

The relaien between load and defo.mation or between resistance and
deflection of a structure or structural element may take any of a number of
forms. It is convenient to define the structural r.sistance R in the same
terms and in the ;ame units as the external loading p. Then the relation
between R and the deflection x may be taken as Ln Fig. 5D-3 where there is an
initial elastic part and an inelastic part with rougidy a uniform resistance
after yielding. The curve shown can usually be a proximated by an elasto-
plastic curve conistisUg of an initial straight line iot necc.. arily the same
as the actual initial straight-line part, and a horizontal second part which
prealr:es the total area under tta gven curve and alzo the area at or near
the yield value for the approximatnVg curie. The elasto-plestic cur.e is
characterized by th ee parameters; namely, th!2 yield resistan'e ,.. tl jiel"
displacemnt x, and the maximum displacexta.; xm which '.. cqua*. o. the quan'tity

,where & il the ductility factor for the structure. It uhox.d be noted
that the yield deflection is not the actual value %t which yielding begins,
but a sort of effective or equivalent value, if the true loWA deflection
relationship is not an elasto-plastic one.

Values of yield resistances for various structural types are aum-
arized in APPZDDX 5B.

5D-i.
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The ductility factor for various structures ranges from slightly
greater than one for br1ttle structures to values of the order of 20 to 30 for
very ductile structures. In some cases it can be even higher. However, unileas
the load duration is extremely short, as. it would be in the case of high ex-
plosive bombs, it makes very little differeuce what the ductility factor is so
long as it is greater than something in the range of about 3 to 5. in any case,
if one car make an estimate of the ductility hich one wishes to mobilize, he
can use the actual figures in the relationships in the charts given in this
section.

It is recommended that a value of 14 - 1.3 be taken for relatively
brittle structures because there is practically no structure which does not
have some inelastic deformation even up to the point of so-called yielding.
For moderately brittle structv'.s A can be V.akcn i the range from about P
to 3, for the majority of ductile structures #bout 4 to E, and for quite
ductile structures ;I can be taken in the range from 10 to 20. In general for
reinforced concrete structures or for steel structures, the ductility factor
for members in bending is less for deep members than for shallow members, and
in reinforced concrete in particular it is less for heavily reinforced members
than for lightly reinforced members. The ductility factor for compression
members should be taken in the brittle range, nanely about 1.3.

5D. 5 PERIOD OF VMRATION

We are concerned with the vibration of a structure in t mode most
nearly like that which corresponds to the shape in which it fails. For unifork
loading corresponding to blast loading this is generally about the same as the
fundamental mode of vibration of a complex structure. In those instances where
it is not, one cafi make en estimate of the period of vibration in the mode
corresponding to the configuration as it approaches failure, by using methods
similar to Rayleigh's method.

A simple procedure which one can adopt to determine the first rode
is to assume the deflected shape of the structure as it looks when approaching
failure, take inertia forces proportional to the nasses at the various points
of deflection of the structure multiplied by the square of the circular fre-
quency of vibration and by the deflection In the assumed mode shape, and apply
these inertia forces to the tru!t;re assuming it to have no mass. The de-
flection of the structure is then computed, and the def loe'ted shrc will in
general be different from the shape assuned. The value of the .ircular
frequency which makes the assumed shape most near2y ecu.l I.. -Ue derived Qhgpe
is that which should be used in computing the natural period of vibration.
One obtains from this procedure the square of the circular frequency, frm
which the circular frequency can be derived, and the period is obtained from
the circular frequency w by the relationship

T - 21W (5D-7)

5D-5



in which T Is the period of vibration. The same procedure mq be used to
fine the next hieer modes., if the earlier mode components are subtracted
out. A more approach for aulti-degree-of-freedom systems is given
in UCITIO 5c.8(J).

In general the calculation for the natural period viii correspond to
the initial straigbt-line part of the actual load deflection curve for the
structure. In order to be accurate we should use the' period corresponding to
the stiffness of the equivalent elasto-plastic structure as defined by the
approximating initial straight-line part in Fig. 5D-3. The effective period
to be used in further calculations is obtained from the period for the initial
elastic stage by dividing the latter by the square root of the ratio of the
slope of the equivalent elastic resistance to the slope of the initial elastic
resistance. In other -aords, the equivalent elastic resistance has a slope
which is smaller than that for the initial elastic resistance, or the structure
has a smaller effective modulus h)c in the initial elastic ?tate. When we
divide the initial elastic period by the square root of a ratio less than one
we obtain a larger number which indicates that the effective period for the
effective elasto-plastic resistance curve is longer than the period correspond-

ing to the initial slope of the resistance curve.

Estimates of the equivalent period of vibration for a umber of
different types of structures are given in DTRIIX 5B as a function of the
dimensions and masses of the structural elements.

5D.6 MU AL DYNANIC RZLATIONS

With the simplifications outlined in the preceding sections, the
structure is essentially reduced to an equivaenZ. simple one-degree-of-freedom
system. Solutions for such systems have been obtainel for a umber of types
of loading for various kinde of resis tare curves* A aomple chart vhich gives.
the relationfhips among the various parameters is shovn in Fig. 5D-5. This
gives the relations among the folloving four quantitles:

Xy or ductility factor, which is - ;wvn on the scale on the left-
hand side of he figure.

td/T or the ratio of the duration of a tri Ang1alr .'.ad pulse to the
effective period of the structure, shown as the abscissa.

p%/q equals the ratio of the peak dynamic force applied to the
structure to the effective yield point resistance of the strucl-'re or strdu-
tural element. Lines of equal values for this ratio &r: kiAovs. by the lines
which slope generally diagonally up and to the right of the figure.

tm/T or the ratio of the time at which maxima deflection is reached
to the natural effective period of vibration. These are shown by the dotted
lines sloping generally down and to the right on the figure.

In general, for design purposes the value of the ductility factor
and the relative duration can be estiate0d, and the value of the ratio of tVe

5D-6



peak dynamic force to the yield point resistance is determlned fro the chart.
Then if the peak dynamic force is given, the yield-point resistance can be
determined or if the yield-point resistance is given the peak dynamic force
can be determined. In either came, the duration or the period of vibration
may not be known until the other quantities are determined. but by a recalcu-
lation and a re-use of the chart, one can finally come up with the necessary
result.

It may be of interest to determine the time at which yielding begins.
This is given by

ty/T-O.234 2 (5D-8)

In this equation t is the time at which yielding starts. Equation (5D-8) is
valid if the effective duration of tbe appl. pr'ssure is greater than t Y

For more complex loading curves, it iz still po.sible to use the
chart in Fig. 5D-5 with a reasonably accurate degree of approximation by the
following procedure.

Let us assume we have a loading curve of the form given in Fig. 5D-4
where, for convenience, only three separate triangular elements are considered
in the loading curve. Mbre or fewer can be treated in exactly the same way.
For each elementary triangle we have a partial loading p1 , P2 , or p3" We can
designate the general expression as pn" For each triangle we also save the
duration, with a corresponding subscript, t1 , t 2 , or t, or for the general
cahe t n . It is assumed that the value of tZe effective period of vibration of
the structure, T, and the ductility factor, A, are kno'en. It 41 required to
determine the required yield resistance qy. We proceed as fcllovs:

For any component of loading, having a duration tn, use the chart
to determine for the givea period of vibration and the ductility factor
desired the ratio of pn to q."Let this quantity be denoted by the Aymbol Fn .

For the loading diapam in Fg. -5D-4., we will have determined values of 11.

F2, and F . These will be determined for the same ductility factor and same
period ofPvIbration. of course. We nov apply the general approximate
relationship:

_ 1(

In the case of three component loadings Liis reduces

l 73
If we multiply both sides of the latter equation by y we obtain the result:

+(5D-10)
~ 1  F2 +

5D-7



In the general cast n given by

LP-n/F nJ (5D-u)

As an illustration of the procedure lot us consider a situation wbere
we have a loading diagram in which we have only two components, where p1 is
80 psi and pis 20 psi. Let us taketas 010 sec. and t as 1.00 sec.. an
the period vibration T as 0.20 sec. Let us assume a ductility factor of -.
hen since the first duration is only half the period of vibration, we find

from the chart in Fig. 5D-5 a value of F of 1.75; and for F a value of 0.90,
since the ratio of this duration to the jeriod of vibration is 5.0. Men by
use of Eq. (5D-11) we find the following result:

8 + 2 J 5.8 + 22.2 w 68 ra .

The required yield-point resistance is 68 psi. It rill be noted that if the
entire initial overpressure of 100 psi had been applied over a period of tine
of 0.10 sec., the yield-point resistance heeded would have been 57 psi Instead
of 68 psi. On the other hand, if the entire 100 psi had an effective duration
of 1 sec., the yield-point resistance needed would have been 111 psi. Thi is
considerably greater than the value of 68 psi required for the actual loading.

If we had been designing the structure, unless we vere able to make
a f irly good guess initial2l., we would have had to recompute the period of
vibration corresponding to the new design value of the yield point. We vould
then repeat the calculations until ve find something that checks our arsned
period of vibration.

5D.7 IMBOUD

When any structure is loaded, and it reaches a maxim deflection, it
has energy stored in it and tends to deflect backward, or in the opposite
direction. This tendency exists even in the case when there is still some
forward loading action on the structure at the time it reaches its axiznu
deflection. In general, the rebound is elastic although in the case of a re-
inforced concrete structure. if the rebound is very larje and ,-fficient rebound
steel is not provided. there may be an inelastic part of the rebound curve. It
is conservative to design on the besiv *r aa elastic rebound situation. If this
is done, one can determine the req'nired rebound resistance, in termt of Me
design yield-point resistance for the forward direction. A chart wiv.ng the
ratio of the rebcund resistance r, in relaticnihip to the yield .-sistance o. 9
is given in Fig. 5D-6. It should be noted that for short duration load'np-
relative to the period of vibration of the structure, the ratio of rebound
resistance to yield resistance is -1.0 vhich means that there is a full 100 per-
cent rebound. For long duration loadingsi the ratio drops.

Consider for example the situation where the ratio of loading to
period is 5.0 and the ductility factor Is 3.0. From the curve, by interpolating
between the lines. one finds a required rebound resistance of -0.3 tines the

5D-8



yield resistance. This means that in this case a rebound reaction of 35 percent
of the yield value is necessary and reinforcement in a conms~te member of the
order of 35 percent of the positive reinforcement would be required for rebound.

The rebound values given in the chart In Fig. 5D-6 may be somewhat
conservative because of the neglect of loss of energy due to daping and also
because of the fact that the curves are computed for the maxium= reboutid re-
action assuming the most unfavorable duration in those Instances where a slight
variation in duration would make a difference in the required rebound force.
The assumption of no damping is perhaps the most serious one. The oaximum
rebound occurs very late in the loading curve or after the loading has been
applied, in the free vibration period following it. Consequently, there nmy be
many oscillations with consequent loss in vibratoty energy, before the maximum
rebound is developed. However, in the absence of more definitive information,
it is recomnded that provision be made for the rebound forces shown in
Fig. 5D-6. Of course, the dead load anid superimposed nnasses acting on a struc-
ture can reduce the required reool.id rmmistance since thewis forces my act only
in the forward direction. Rebound resistance mort be provided in the maber
itself as well as in hold-down lugs or other appurteances at the reactions.
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AFPUDH 51. BlISDING CRIAM FOR GAMA RADIATION 71MI PAU=7.

51. 1 INMKDWION

Although the 1primary emphasis in this Review Guide has been given to the
resistauce of the immediate effects of blast and radiationi, there is ntvertheles
a very real hazard to personnel from the gamma radiation caused by fallout.
Fallout can occur over wide areas and can last for several days. A locality
which escapes the imediate effects of blast and radiati~jn may yet receivc a

thai rain of fallout particles. It is conceivable, tuexefore, that in the
p.li.-paration oc review of Protective Construction planning one may wish to
evaluate a structure in its effectiveness for fallout shielding.

Several procedures ior ue'eltex evaluawU'Ai arc ava-1 able: CER E-U(-aZO;
TP-PL-8; and the one discussed hereir, takeai fron Ref. 17, 'i~lch will be
referred to as the OCISI Manual. The OCDM Manual is selected for discusson
because it is the recent revision of the material prese'nted tn the original
Protective Construction Review Guide; and because it is a rolatively simple b--.
still sound approach.

%he reader my prefer one of the other manuals from experience, or he
may wish to compare results from more than one. There are significant dif-
fereacer among these sources concerning the energy of fallout and corresponding
shielding effectiveness of various construction materials. So attempt Is made
h~erein to resolve these differences nor to Judge the re' ative accuracy or cor-
rectness of any given procedure. In view of the major variables in-.olved in
the assumed fission yields, ground zero, and wind and time factos- in a fallout
shelter analysis, and considering the fact that a change in sheltering tech-
niques equivalent to only two inches of coacrete changes the attenuation by a
factor of approximately two, the quantitative differences in the results of the
variou:,% metheds listed above are not considered critical for tue purposes of
this documnt.

51.2 CEBUDIO( OF YALLW'

From 8=109O 2 one can predict the total '..lln~ut -ma dosae to be
expected for a situation with a specific *et of weapon and structure pamete.
From UC'ON )4 the dosage toler-nze.. xa pers,.nn-'1 ran be doterintA. Comparison
of the expected dosage sa the "ainia dosage %&'.ch can be +AeIrxAvA stives a
measure of the sheltering or shielding required.

In the case of completely buried, undergrozid facilities it la usuLly
sufficient to wse a curve such as Fig. 5-9, wbich gives shielding properties of
various materials to residual gai raiation. 'This curve will enable cw-e to
determine the necessary thickness of material to achieve the desired attenuation,
.)r conversely to find the attenuation vhich wil 1. be provided by a given physical
barrier.
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In the case of structures which are partly or completely aboveground,
or in the case of exposed entrancevays and apertures connected with buried
structures, the procedures for shelter evaluation are usuful.

52-3 OCMK MAN=A P!HC3W1

The procedure given in the CIm Manual in suited for evaluating
existing 0r proposed structures of more or loe conventional type. The pro-
cedure calculates; and compounds reduction factors which are a measure of the
ratio of the radiation at a shielded detector to that of the unishielded con-
tainated plane. Taking into account the effects of barrierai and geometry,
he procedure leads to a" over-all reduction factor applicable to a given

location in the interior of the structure.

A niaber of asswaaptions are mde. 7h11 f&": 't 19 zUasijed to be uni-
formly 6.istribated over exposed surfaces ezcui ding to their horl z ontal pro-
jections. No fallout is assumed to remain on vertical surface&. the enrgy
spectrum of the ginam radiation is taken as that from fission products at one
hour folloving the veep=n burst. The attenuation 1,roduce4 by a given barrier
is sissumed to be a function only of its mass thickness. For rowud floor arean
the detector position is assumed to be thre feet above ground lo±vel. at the
geometric center of the structure. For basement areas the detector position
is assumed to be five feet below the level of the pound floor at tha geo-
metrical canter of the structure. 7he radiations reaching the detector are
grouped into that caused by fallout on %he roof (Noof Contribution) wad that
caused by fLlout on 42e ground sur~sce (Ground Contribution). Correction
factors are provided t.o correct for several effects In a qualitative w.

because of apace limitations the 0015 procedure will be pxesented
without detailed explanation of all features wa reX insnts. For more thoreiui
information the reader toa referr'd to the OC154 Manual Itself.

53. 4 PMMATIION Of CRAFt1S AND TAU"Z~

The following tables "s ct~its are takea f.-va the 00156 Manual.

58.'4.1ioo ~J*A vJ%. Table 51.1 gives the woos thl-knesses of
rewao conutractiin materials V% pounds per square foot of surface area for
given thicknesses, It has bee nww-t t~.et. UP iei,)is given for various
types o'f floor, roof, and va. vans .rwu i..iJ U~. standard singineeric, t~eh',s ame
equivalen11t to the 111481 thIikneSs Or thk COU~atXAc tiC2.

51.I..2 Qwg. ftgr5l-l through 53-6 enable one to calcu~ates
reduction factors for most situations. Figure 53-1 gives the barrier Phialdin
effets as shovo. Figure 51-2 gives the reductiou factors for coftbtned shield-
Ing effe to be applied to the roof contribution. Figures 583 and 53-4 give
the sakmo ,un detectors and belovgrowd ietectors the redluction factors for
combimed shielding effects ta be applied to the pound contribution. Figure 53-5

~rcsfor heI41ht of detector and gives, currections to apply to the ground
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contribution reduction factor. These corrections permit evaluation of the
upper stories of buildings, the correction factor being .pp±.ied to the value
obtainr-d for ground level. Figure 59-6 gives reduction factors for apertures
in the vall at the ground level. The use of these charts is facilitated by the
tabular forms which are given in Para. 59.5.

51.4.3 Correction Factors. Table 5E-2, which is from the OCD

Manual, gives correction factors for the mutual shielding effects of adjacent
structures. Two other tables of corrections appearing in the OCDM Manual,
those for Apertures in Upper Stories and those for Skyshine Effects on Ground
3ontribution, ar-e not included here since they are not uksed in the condenz.d
analysis.

59.5 TALW FON FOR EVAUIATJNG SM.TFMS

The tabular forA to follow u.L :or a condensed saielding analy is.
They are adapted from the OC]) Manual. If the iuterior yalls are heavy, i.e.,
of the order of 60 pef., it is desirable to use the more complete tabular
analysis form appearing in the OCIM Manual.

a) Condensed Sielding Analysis for Abovemound Areas

) Wof Area, Ar ....................

2) Diitanco, .f to Dt::tr, Z . . . . . ..

3) Total Overhead Masa Thickness, XO . . . ..

4) Wll Mas Thickness, XvW...........

5) $ Apertures ... ....................

6) Ploof Contribution: 1), 2), ard 3)
Fig. 5-2 . ................... __

7)1 ) ,w 4), F1.ig 5-3 .................

8) l) " 0 a Pf, Fig. 52-3 ............. _...

9) 7 ) x (100%; - $ Aaper,.ur*) .. .. .. .. .
10) 8 x () .0% ...............

a0) 9)x 50) ..... ................. ___

12) Ground Omtritution, 11) x Table 59-2 . . .

13) Reduction Factor, 6) + 1k) .......... .. -

14) Protection Factor, reciprocal of 13) . . ._.
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b) Codeed alelftna Anal lis for ftovIow-d Area.

1) throut 5) me as tor aboveound we"...

6) ~eling Mu, uToknessX . . . . . . . .-

7) ftsement Wll fa Thickness., Xb. * * * ._ _

8) % Rpour . . . . . . . ... .. .0 * 0 __

9) Root Contribution, 3,), 2) and~5 and
Pig. 53-2. a 0 a • a • . • • 0 0 • • a • .

10) ) x (100% %Aprtures). . o . . . .

.) 1)m MAd , 10M Fig. - . .... 0 . . .

13) 11) x12) ,. * . 0* 0 a0000000

1 ) 1) nd 7) andig 5 . - ...... . _0 0_0_

15) 14) x 8) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

16) 13) + 15).. ... ............

17) Oround Contribution, 16) x Table 53-2 .. . ,

18) ReductionFactor, 9) + 17). •. •••_

19) Protection Factar, reciproceal of 18). • • _
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TABIS 53-1

MASS ES

Iten Noinal. Thickness Mass Tilckness
or Width of Unit Pounds Per Sauare Foot

Asbestos Board 3/36" 2
Asbestos, Corrugated --- 
Ubestos Shingles 5/32" 2

Asphalt Roofing (3 p3.y) - -- I
Asphalt Roofing (4 ply d gravel) --- 6
Asphalt Roofing (5 ply gravel) --- T
Asphalt Shingles "'" 2
Cla Prick per inch 8-10
Uay rTile Shingles --- 10-20
Clas Tile, Structural 8" 42

Cla Tile, Structural 12" 58
ClIy Tile, Partition 4w 18
Cly Tile, Partition 6 28
Clay Tile, Partition 8" 74

Clay TlMe, Partition 10" 40
Clay Tile, Facing 2" 15
Clay Tile, Facing 4" .25
Clay Tile, Facing 6" 38
Concrete

Light Weight per inch 6-8
EsydIte per inch 8
Cinder per inch 9
Slag per inch 10-11
Stone or Gravel
(Standardi Weight) per inch 19-12 .1/2
Reinforced per inch 12 1/2

ConCrete ollov Mlock,
Stone or Graml
(8tandard Weigt). 30

as 55
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Item Nominal 2hickness Msss 2hickness
or Width of Unit Pounds Per Sauare Foot

Concrete Hol.ov Block,
Cinder 22

6"

8"39

12" 61

Concrete Bollov Block,
Lightweight 20

6" 28

8" 38

12" 55

Fiber Board or Sheath4n 1/2" 1

Mass 1/" 3 1/2

ypsumn Block 2w 8-10

Gysum Blck w 10-12

Bypsun Board or Sheathing 1" 2

Plaster Applied Directly
or on lath 1/2 - 31V 5-6

Plaster, Solid per inch 8-10

Plywood Sheathing 3/80 1

slate 3/16" 7

soil., Cla per inch 6-8

Soil, loan per inch 7-9

Soll, Sand and Gravel per inch 8-10

Steel per inch 41

Steel, Corrugated Sheet 20 fa 2

steel Panels 18 0a 3
stod )hsonry -or Inch lv-14

Stucco //4" 6-9

Terr Cotta in r1

Wood Shmathing 1" 2 1/

Wood Shingles -- 21/2

Wood SIing per inch 143/2

:IN6
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TABJI 5E-2

MUTUAL SHIEUiING CORFCTION TO GROUND C0.TiJUION

Intervening Diet.

to Adjacent Structure Correction Factor

0 feet 0.00

10 0.08

20 0.10

50 0.20

100 0. o

200 0.1

500 0.80
1000 0.90
Infinite i.00

Note:

In the case of urban buildings (those in ireas of predominantlY
multistory coimercial buildings) the correction factors tabulated above
should be adjusted as follows:

Streets on all sides .......... Above values x 1.00

Streets on 3 sides............ Above values x 0.75

Street,- on 2 sides............ Above values x 0.50

Streets on . side ............. Above values x 0.25
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SECTION 6. IusTRaTIVE A

6.1 PRESENTATION

This manual is intended primarily as a guide for reviewers of
existing or planned hardened construction. in some instances the review pro-
cess will include (a) determination of levels of resistance (to blast and
other effects) inherent in the construction, (b) determination of vulnera-
Aility radii corresponding to resistance levels and to wapon sizes of
interest, (c) determination of survival probabilities corresponding to the
vulnerability radii and assumed C.E.P. values, (d) determination of costs of
construction, (e) Judgment of the design from the standpoints of all pertinent
factors.

At certain stages of the review process it may be more convenient
for the reviewer to undertake an independent determination of requirements
(functional or physical) and to compare these with the corresponding features
of the installation under review. In such instances the reviewer is perform-
ing limited, or preliminary design. This manual is applicable to such
preliminary design as well as to the reverse process of analysis.

In this section portions of the review process, including certain
.xaiuples of preliminary design, are -illustrated.

6.2 ASSUMED SITUATION

The design of a long-range missile installation consisting of
several interdependent structures of essentially equal importance is to be
reviewed. In the discussiort and analyses that follow attention will be given,
primarily, to the control center for this installation. It will be assumed
that the control center is located at a conniderable distance from other
elements and that attacks on these elements will have a negligible effect on
the control center survival probability. This simplifying assumption might
not be Justified in a real case.

The proposed location is one for which no "Blast eAd Fallout
Probability" charts c au t!. The best available estimate of probablP Attack
indicates three missiles directed at Ve control center. The warhead is
estimated to be 8 JOT and the CEP is estimated to be 2 nautical Wiled. (It is
emphasized that these conditions of attack are taken for examp2 purposos
only; they may not represent probable condil.-iona In ar.- rrt l a.ituation.) No
estimate is available as to the effectiveness of active defensen in the area.

6.3. Pw~cztnm

6..1 Strategic Cateaory DeterminatIC ,n. From SECTION 1, Table 1-1,
it is determined that the proposed instal.lation will be in Strategic Category A.
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6.3.2 Target Analysis. For the determined Strategic Category what
are the desired survival probabilities? For the assumed attack conditions
what resistance (to blast, nuclear radiation, and thermal radiation) muot be
provided in order to achieve the desired survival probabilities?

From Para. 2.3.1 of SECTION 2 it is determined that the desired
survival probability consistent with Strategic Category A is in the range
80 - 95 perccnt. In accordance with the rpniuendation of Para. 2. 4.2b(5) of
SECTION 2 the enemy's probability of reaciin, th2 target area will be assumed
to be 50 percent; i.e., z = 0.50. Since the dcAired aurvival probability
range is difficult to achieve--particularly for the assumed multiple-shot
conditions--required resistances will be determined for the lower end of the
range only. Corresponding to a mul'iple-shot probability of 80 percent, the
required single shot probability is given by:

n 3-
ISz = = O.8C' = O.9'

The required built-in survival probability (i.e., corresIonding to Z 1.00)
is given by

S I-- 1 -= - 02.28 = 0.856= -l Z = .

From Fig. 2-4; for S = 0.86 and CEP = 2.0, a value of 5800 ft. is read for the
vulnerability radius, Rv . Entering Figs. 2-7, 2-8 and 2-12, with W = 3 MT
and Rv = 5800 ft., the corresponding values or side-on overpressure, initial
gamma radiation, and thermal radiation are found to be, respectively ?80 psi,
50,000 r, and 4000 cal/cm2 .

In a real case there might be occasion to seek a higher value of
survival probability. The required resistance levels would be found to increase
very rapidly with increased su_ iival probability, and the installation cost
would likewise increase rapidly.

6.3.3 Operational Concepts and Requirements. The total installation
might include the control center, power station, guidance and antenna
facilities, underground missile launch shelters and their supporting fuel and
equipment shelters, the necessary personnel tunnels, fuel, power, and communica-
tion conduits, entranceway structures, etc. Specific .cqulrements would be
obtained for eedh of these components. SECTION 3 and other sources would pro-
vide data for personnel, space and dimensional needs, ventilation, refri'gera-
tion and heating, electrical systens, shock mounting or isolation, t a and
number of doors P-nd other accessvays, and other factors. In an E* '.,,,I & e
the operational concepts and requirements are complex and warrant extensive
study, beyond the scope of this illustration. Specific requirements would be
obtained for each component of the installation.

With regard to the control center we will arbitrarily assume an
o;4rating personnel of 40 men. The normal spac requirement for these men
and the necessary equipment is found to be 8000 sq. ft.; on the basis of
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r'ara. 3.3..1 we will assume that this can be reduced to 50.00 sq. ft. Other
requirements for the control center are of importance, but only the gross
space requirement iv cited here

6.3.4 Damage Criteria. From SECTION k are obtained the vulnera-
bilities of personnel, structures and equipment to blast, radiation, and
shock. For example, from Table 4-1 we determine a value of lOOr as the maxi-
mum nuclear radiation which should be permitted to penetrate into the control
center.

6.3.5 Considerations in the Choice of Structural Type. In judgirn
the suitability of a proposed design, or in undertaking a preliminary design,
the reviewer is very much concerned that each structure be appropriate for
the resistance levels, site conditions, and operational requirements. If
inappropriate structural types are selected either the protective function
may not be achieved, or it may be e'hieved at e.Lccsc!.±e root.

Unless the intended function demands aboveground construction, or
unless the required resistance levels are quite low, construction belowground
will be necessary. The power and accuracy of modern nucleur weapons systems
do not offer any practical choice. For example, the side-on overpressures
determined in Para. 6.3.2 would generate reflected pressures as great as
1000 psi against an aboveground structure.

Thc proper type of stract-ire depends, of course, on soil conditions
and local topography at the site. Ga the other hrd, the site should be
chocen with regard to the tntnl Instsllation requirements. The best site
selection based on all factors might not provide ideal conditions fo a
particular component, such as the example control center.

The cost of underground construction is very sensitive to subsurface
conditions, particularly the .round-water level. Where a high ground-water
level cannot be avoided economy may dictate shallow construction with a siDgle
floor level. Under different circumstances the use of multi-level construction.,
minimizing plan areaj may be less costly.

While the most favorable structural type is not always apparent
there are certain considerations which provide guidance. In particular, the
choice between shell types and slab (or slab and be m) types is governed by a
number of factors. From the ctandpoint of efficien material use htlia are
superior because the major stress system can be assumed to be uniform through-
out the element thickne.nc. In contrast, slab and beam elements are munch less
efficient because their major stress states are not uniform throjg .hc the
element thicknesses. Slab and beam thicknesses become very i . t '"abina-
tions of loading and span Zor which shell thicknesses .:an be relatively small.
When the protected function demands large clear spans the shell type may be
dictated.

If large clear opans are not essentia9 a slab (or slab and beam)
arr-angement may be more econozical than a shell type. In the first place
lower forming costs may be obtained for :he plane surfaces of the former types.
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Of greater sigaificance may be the relative efficiency of space utilization
within the two types. For slab and beam construction interior clear height
does not aecrease from the interior to the perimeter zones; such height
variation is typical of shell types. Unless there are equipment components
which can be positioned in the zones of insufficient headroom# these zones
will represent wasted space. It may be noted that the shell form which is
structurally most efficient (the doubly-curved dome) presents the most
challenging problem of space utilization. To a lesser extent this conflict
between structual efficiency and space utilization occurs in slab and beam
construction. For equal spans and loading the beamless slab requires more
material than a slab and beam combination, but the former in~volves space
(overhead, between beams) which may be difficult to utilize.

It should be noted that shell structures for large spans and large
1oads may present very difficult fowdatio, problems. If rock is not avail-
able at reasonably shallow depth, ,.nt may oe greaiy Li crcased--by the need
to go deeper to obtain rock foundation. or by Ue need for ver massive
footings. For slab and beam construction the fowudation problem is less acute,
because the vertical load is transmitted by a large number of columns and
walls, and thereby distributed over the entire plan area rather than concen-
trated at the perimeter.

From the foregoing discussion it should be apparent that the choice
of structural type is strongly influenced by loading intensity, but that
there are other factur" Whih ay be equally significant. Ccareful sturly
should be given to the operations and equipment to be housed for these de-
termine minimum acceptable clear spans and the acceptable space confIgurations.
7inally, the availability of good foundation material may be an import:.at
factor in the choice of structural type.

6.3.6 Example--Structural Verification of Control Center Using
Two-Way, Slab Construction. Le+ us assume that a preliminary design h= been
submitted for cnsideration. The reviewer wishes to determine hov the
resistance of this design compares with the desired levels as determined in
Para. 2.3.1.

Description of Structure:

Sinle- story; under 4 ft. of earth cover; 60 ft. x 8b ft. in plan;
two-way slab roof system supported on columns spaced 2W ft. in one direction
and 21 ft. in the other direction. r.of elb 6 in. thick with reinforcement
not specified; beam stems 60 in. wide and total beam dei th 34 in., w.
reinforcement not specified; interior columns 48 in. sq. with reinrorceent
not specified; exterior columns 60 in. x 48 in..; floor scr'A% =A 'ans scae
as roof; exterior walls 24 in. thick with reinforcement, not specified; clear
height, from floor to roof beam, 12 ft.; f' a 5000 pal for all elements.

C

The reviewer's task is to determine *.ether the proposed element
L .cknesses are appropriate for the resistance levels required; this involves
also a determination of reinforcement quantities required. Since the rein-
.urcing steel grade is not specified, intezmediate grade steel (the most
common grade) will be assumed.
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Earth Cover--Adeauacy of Radiation Protection:

Checking first for radiation attenuation, we not, that the equiva,-
lent soil thickness represented by earth cover and roof slab In &.0 i+
140 x 3.0 - 8.3 ft. - 100 in. of soil. From Fig. 5-8 vs read 0.0001 for the
dose transmission factor. Applying this factor +o the initial radiation
determined in Para. 6*3.2, we obtain (50,.000 r)(O.000l) a 5 r, which isls
than the critical value of 100 r found in Par&. 6.3.4i. Thus, earth cover is
adequate.

Roof Slab Panels:

Assme 9 - .0 ; fO-5000 ; f w.6250 ; f~ d 52,000O

Dimensions (clear spen) - 15.0 ft. x 16.0 ft.
Loading - 180(blast pr";86Ure) + 6(dead load) - 186 psi

Pure Shear Streng&&:

loL 15 x12

From Fig. 5A-1.3, p' - 300 since end steel percentapgs are
taken to be equal..

p- p,.(2/3)(1+aI) - 300(2/3)(1.94I) - 388 Psi > 186 0.1.

It ia concluded that the proposed e*a h +hcknoea In a~t1 f'tflZ7r (wctua1
quite conservative) in pure shear.

flexural Strength: since the panel is practically square asume
equal reinforcement in both lirections. Then from Fig. 5A-2-1:

VL +'is - 1.0 and 0 - 2.82
'SC + 98

Mhis means that the flexural capacity of the slab in 2.82 times as lwarge as
the capacity of a one-vay slab of the same d/L. Le' us asou,.e that th: !/L
found to be adequate for pure shear vifl likevise be adequate for flexur.,
and determine the req~ifred flexu~ral reinforcemenI4.

Reqire on-va caaciy -186 6 sReqird newa caacty 2 6Mps

From Fig. 5A-1. 2 for d/L - 0. 18,.

83S + qU)r 7- 000

Therefore 18 + 9 MM a 0.7100



Thus, 0.36% steel, each face, each vay, vill suffice. This
is a very moderate steel percentage, and it is concluded that the slab
flexural strength Is adequate.

Diagonal Te ion Strength: Again it vill be assumed that the d/L
is adequate, and we vili determine the amount of reinforcement required. The
required one-way strength is:

pm

Pu (.4 1.29

From Fig. 5A-1.8, Xf " 0.70

From Fig. 5A-1.7, for yPcf; - (0.70)(0.36)(5000) - 1260

we obtain v -0.22L
..22

Thus, % - a 1

And, from Fig. 5A-1.5 for X - 1.22, we obtain:

-O 25,000 Psi

qu 52,.000

By increasing the midspan flexural reinforcement percentage, T, the required
diagonal tension reinforcement percentage, ( . could be decrealed--even to
zero. Since the toal midspa. flexural steel percentage is 4T( (i.e., two
ways, tvo faces) thMe would not be advantageous. The valug o fc9.v determined
above is satisfactory.

It can be concluded that the proposed rof slab proportions are
about right for the desired resistance level, and that the necessary rein-
forcement percentages are reasoneble.

Boof Beams:

The beams hawe clear spans of 17.0 ft. and 16.0 ft. respectively.
Since they have Identical width and depth, and the spans are Ov..st O.ie,
only the long-span beams need be checked.

Pure Shear Strength: Considerp first, an assumed condition for
which beams of 16.0 ft. cler span support a one-vay slab on a bem @pacin& c.
to c., of 20.0 ft. The shear capacity of such beams,* expressed as load
intensity per square inch of slab, can be converted to the corresponding
capacity for the actual long-span beams.
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A*se d - 84 - 4 a 8o in.
Then ! = 80

L 12 x 16.0 0 0..17

From Fig. 5A-3.6 for d/L - 0.4.17 and f' . 500 we obtain,,
since end flexural steel percentages are equal:

p-p (20/5) - 71'0; tu s 7 sma m

Fro Fig. 5A-3.9 for a n 0.9., v9 obtair, , - 1.90
Therefore the capacity of the actual long-span bern, expressed

in loading intensity on the slab, is:

ma - q P' - 1-9(178) - 338 psi > 186 O.L

We conclude that the beams are *aaiafactory (actually coLaerva-
tire) with respect to pure shear.

flexural Strength: Since the width and depth >f iz bern were fbund
to be satisfactory, the flexural check will be a determinatior of the required
reinforcement.

Prom Fig. 5A-3.5 for 9 - 0.91 and .b - 5/20 - 0.25, ve read

7'. l.P8

The required capacity for a bee of 16.0 ft. spen eporting a one-wa slab
with 20.0 ft. beam spacing is:

186
1.2- 'U.5 Psi

and p' h- - 15(20/5) - 5W psi
aa b

From Fig. 5A-3.2 for 4/L a 0.1.17 and pal 580, we obtain

S+ 9e6.4 - 55,500 psi

5550 - 1.07%

Thus .P a 9 0.54. This percentage of flexural reinforcemnt
(0.54% at ends and aicmidejan) Is satisfactory.

Diagonal Tension Strength: Again It wil be assumed that the
d/L is adequate, and the required amount of reinforcement Vil be determined.

From Fig. 5A-3.9 for a = 0.9, we obtain 4 a 1.9

The required capacity of a beam of 16.0)-ft. span supporting a one-way slab on
20.0-ft. beam spacing would be:
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a n.26 . 98 psi

and
pal. 98(20/) - 392 psima

From Fig. 5A-l.8, X - 0.70

Thereflore q-i0fe'. (0.701(o.54)(5o) w 1890, and

from Fig. 5A-3.8 for Ps h - 3924, ve obtain;
ma

d 0.34.
L "

Thus X L mo.82 < 1.o

Since X Is less than 1.0, nq diagonal tension reinforcemert is theoretically
requirel. Nevertheless, It is recomendedtithat a minlm~um percentage, qp .0.2%
be used.

It can be concluded that the proposed roof beam are about right
for the desired resistance level, and that the necessary reLuforcement per-
centages are reawuo-able.

Interior Columns:

The check of these members involves a determination of the required
reinforcement percentage.

From Para. 5.-31.lO, the column capacity should be equal to
twice the blast loading on cne tributary roof area, or to the strength of the
roof elements, whichever is smaller. The ductility ratio, 1L, wan taken as
3.0 for the roof elements; this means that the strengths vere made equal to
the load intensity multiplied by:

W w--(3.0) =1.2 <2.0

Thus the column strengths must be made equal to:

l.2((2lxlA^)(Mdx2)(0.l86)J 13,500 kips

fro Para. 5B.31,, U4C eol.nua capacity 4. .glve., Vy:
e. (oe r + T f ) --

P 14-(0. 8 5 fL +0

a (5312 + 520 49)(148X 8 )
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SS W J " 2 ] Of .

2he required reinforcement percentage is satisfactor7. Wr Increasing
the steel content the column dimens ions could be reduced somewhat. To achieve
ow~ substantial reduction In column size, however.- It would be necessary to
substitute a steel colwrn for rsinforce4 concrete.

It should be noted that even the 3.8 in. x 3.8 in. column proposed
would require a small capital enlargement to the 60-In. width of the supported
beams.

Exterior Wlls:

In accordance with recommendations in Para.- 5-3-3., and assuming
unsaturated cohegive soil of mediwA4 co'nsistercey: the lateral soil pressuro"
will be taken equal to half the ve-otlical pressure; I.e., 90) psi. In view of'
the shallow depths considered, the attenuation of1 blast pressure with depth,
as well as the static lateral pressure, can be neglected.

7he roof slab and beuns vere designed as continuo~us. Thereflore,0 at
the connection between the side walls and roof, the fomen~t resistance required
for the roof elements must be supplied in the corresponding wall elements.

The side walls and columns must be adeate to resist the direct
compressive loads equal to the rem~tions from the roof plus the mments which
result from continuity of the roof system and the laterally applied load.

In view of the assiupotions that floor syston and roof systomm are
alike the wall panels can be considered as restrained on all rour edges. Pbr
the assmed exterior colun dimensions, the wall panels on the long sides of
the structure have horizontal clear spans of 16.0 ft. Vertical clear spans
also are 16.0 ft., Square Omzels.

Pure Shear Strenath:

Assume d - 24. In. - Ii in. -20 in.

d - -0.103.

a 1.0

Fom Fig. 5A-1.3, p' 160 psi for equal end -Inforcevze&.

pm M %1(2/3)(1+ a)- (160)(2/3)(2.0) - 21,S psi > 90

We conclude that the. 24-1n. thickness of the wall slabs is more than adequate
with respect to pure shear strength. It would be premature to conclude that
the thicknesis excessive until flexure and diagonal tension have been
investigated. It should be noted that the preceding computation Ignres the
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effect of non-uniforalty of flexuaral steel percentages in the two directions
an the nui~m edge shears and wy, therefore, be somewhat unooservative.
Ioveve, it also neglects the effect of the direct vertical compression which

should serve to increase the shear strength or the wall above that which was
used here. In any case, the resistance as computed (213 psi) is so much
larMer than the load (90 psi) that safety is assured.

Flezural Strength: Hoviont capacity of roof slab is given by:

X _ 0.00pf 2 - 0-0(-6(2 0)3) _ 183,5oo in._lb./in.

Neglecting the effect of dizect compression in the v- U1, the vertical

steel at top and bottom edges of the .&aU panel required to. devolop the end

.omnt in the roof slab is:

e (0.009)(52,ooo)(20) 2 .

Near tba aidlength of upper and lover panel edges, there is no doubt

that this is very (perhaps, unnecezsoarily) conservative. This is shown as

follows:

In direct c. uression, the ultimate strength of the wall is
given by:

9 T

Taking 9 as approximately 1.5 (0.98$ on owe vide rc.M an
estimate 0.50% on the other):

Pu I(0.o)(6250) + (1.5)(520)) (24 x 1)

-5OW + 780)(24) - 1"a.,650 lbs./in.

Ner the .idieogth of u&pper sa lover poael edge*:

P 'a ((86)(l0' x 120/0)] -; 1(2/3)(1 + a))

where a - 14/15 - 0.94 (for rout' pael):

Tbus: P,.75 01
U

From 7±.5A-10.2, for 9 a 0.98p f', w 5=0, ia P/I% 0.12,

x . 1 .7

and the momsnt apacity of the wall consistent with 0.98$ end stoel is about
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70% geater than is needed. Hovever, the intensity of the direct compression
is reduced as the edge of the panel is approached and the corresponding excess
moment capacity is reduced. Me average direct compression in the wall panel
is approximately half of the "simple span" roof slab shear, or:

Pavg -[(186)(lo' xl2"/')] = 11,150 lbs./in.

For this

P avg 1110 0.077
PU 144,650

and -1.4;

U
therefore the avtr.,+e excess resistance is s.out 40%.

On the basis of the above discussion, it is reazonable to reduce the top and

bottom vall steel percentages from 0.98% to a-ut 0.70%. Checking this:

Pu 1 (o.85)(625o) + (0.70 + 0.50)(520)' (24 x 1)

(5329 + 62";)(24) - (5945)(24) - 142,500 lbs./in.

Pv 11i,50 0__%_a F. -0 . 0- •07 f€• 50,ad .7

From ig. 5A-O10.2, for T u 0.70,P u 5000, and L 0.078

N

-0. 009 Tf dy 2

- 009(C0.70)(52,000)(20))) 131~,000 in. WSI/A.

Men N - 1.4(131,000) a 183,500 in. ki)s/in., vieb Is equal
to the moment resistance required by the roof slab.

Merefore use 0.70$ ifertcal steel In the outer fae z top
end bottom edges of vall pan,,1r. oainal steel of about 0." viii tao be
required In the inside face, at top and bottom e-Aes of the Pa "I.

In order to aZtaize the two-,vq action of the panel aseme
9C +9 - +98. Then fromFig. 5A-2. 1 0isfowitobe3.0. one-

wvQ capaity in each direction mist then be equal to 90/3 - 30 Psi.

From Fig. 5A-1.2 for p, a 30.3 wa d/L a 0.104, ve obtain:
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(4) + (0 ).rd - 46,500
and (9+ ) 6 .0

C 52.,00I

Obviously vith 0.70% required at top and bottom, the (CP + q ) for vertical

steel will exceed 0.90% since (P. = 0.90 - 0.70 = 0.20% is less than the nominal
amount permitted when steel is required. Designating the vertical span as the"short" span, let urs assume:

9SZ - 0.70

"SC = ( L" 0. 50

Then

'Piz + ' 0- 0.833
P + 93 2. 20

From Fig. 5A-2.I, 0 - 2.75

The one-wy capacity in the vertical direction then must be 0 - 33 psi
2.75

From Fig. A-I.;e, for P., a 3.0 and d/L - 0.104p wa vbLaLp

('c + -'sS)%• a 51,000

Thus required (q +  q(s) = o-0.98 < 1.2 o.L.SS52,000)O

We conclude that the indicated percentages of flexural reinforcement are
satis factory.

Diagonal Tension Strength:

From Fig. 5A-1.8, Xf . 0.70

Then from the preceding section, 9c a 0.5

Xfc . (o.7o)(o05)(5000) - 1750

For a a 1.0, the eqiivalent shear capacity for One vA&c bi.'J

action is:
PM a 90 - 67.5 psi

(+a) (2.0)

Prom Fig. 5A-1.7, fol p1; 67.5 and )f 9f' • 1750, we obtain:

v L
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From Fig. 5A-1.5, for Xv - 1.35, we obtaln:

(Pf -yw42,000

52,000 - .1

We conclude that the proposed thickness for the exterior vail is adequate,

and the required reinforcement percentages are not excessive.

Exterior Columns:

Proposed width and depth are 60 In. and 48 in, respectivel.y.

Pure Shear Strength:

Assue d - 48 - 4 -4i 4 in.

d 44 _ 03
L 2 x 12

From Fig. 5A-%3.6, pm 1050, since (P at each end mey be
taken an equal. a

Thus p3 - 1050(u/b) - 1050(5/21) - 250 Psi > 90 0.7.

We conclude that the columns are conservative with respect to p'ire shear
strngh.

neM te~b Since the top ana bottom moment n.apcities
must each equal 'the end moment capacity of the roof bem&) ve first determine
the reinforcement percentages for the top and bottom exterior steel.

A vall column can be assumed to receive wo a direct compression load
a force equal to t he end reaction of the roof beam vbich frames into Jt. For
the case being treated, this is:

P 1 [(20 x 12)(10 x 12)) (186)
2

2)68o,o00 lbs.

Asuing a total steel percentage La the col.un 3f 1.5%:

*u E((.85)(6250) + (1.5)(520)) (60 x 48)
" (5320 + 780)(28W0)

-(6100)(2880) - 17, W(,000 ibo.
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adP 2.68* 0.152

Mien, frM Fig. 5A-10.2 for fr - 5000 and assuming 0 - 1.5%:

x 9 .6

Thus, ve may (assuming our assumptIone thus far to have been
reasonable) proportion the flexural steel in the column for a moment equal to
L.6 times the end moment capacity of the roof beam. Thus:

For roof beam: d - 80.0 In.; P - 0.5%

For Wall column: d - 44.0 in.

For equal moment capacitiLe:

802(P. (for column) ( () (0.54) - 1.78%

For required column moment:

q-" (1/l.6)(l.78) - 1.11%

which is less than the 1.5% assumed.

Revising tre computations:

assuming - From Fig. 5A-l0.2, for r; - 500. P/Pu - 0.157, and

M21.8

To obtain required column moment:

(- (1/1-8)(1-78) - 0.99% 91.0% as assumed.

Accept this as being reasonable end reinforcement percentage. It also agrees
vith the original assumption of a total steel percent je (for computation
of P ) of 1.5% since a nominal amount of about 0.5% vill be required on the
compession face (inside) at the ends of the column.

To obtain the steel required a. the center of the . .,

refer to Fig. 5A-3.4 vhere for d/L 0.31

andpmb I 9(1+) 42

(Pc +. qe)fd - 49,000 Ps'
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Thus: 9 4~9,000 u0.94%

and Te a 0.94&q -c=0.94 -. 0 C .6%

Therefore theoretically, no interior steel is required at the
colum center, but a nominal amount (> 0.06%) is needed on the outside of the
column. To insure ductility, require 0.5% nn bath faces or the colum.

Diagonal Tension Strength:

From Fig. 5A-1.8, X f 0.70

Then \f 0f' - (0-70)(0-5)(5000) -1750

k 90(21/5) - 378 Psi

From Fig. 5A-3.8 for Ye; 1750 and P 3 ; 3 78, we obt'iin:

V
L -0.23

sad

Therefore, since X\ < 1.0, no web steel is required.

ie conclude that the exterior column dimensions are sati-Isactory,
and the reinforcement percentae@ are reasonable.

Since floor nlab And floor beuma were stated to be similar to roof
slab and bern. , and because the (upward) floor system loading in only
sligtly greater than the roof loading, no revisw of the floor systea is
required.

Othe Cons erations:

In an actual design, careful attention ralv '" g~ven to a uuab'r
of structural factors ilaich ae beyond the scope of this Illustrative treat-
amt. It MI~t be aftvantaesouo to I itate I~e ioof bea"s and wixterior columns
outside the ro-if and wall sla1., for example. Such an arrangme!.0 %uli
permit a few feet reduction in to'el ronttruction depth. "-?- ^"tL. planes
throuh the beem stems (and vertical planes thruuga tlia colwaO stems) iOUld
be subjected to tensle* stress wad might require additional reinforee'wect.
It mq be noted that this condition exists in the floor beems as proposed.

ease of the large 4/L values of the floor beass, their distor-
tines will be quite small, woen though a A 'value of 3.0 wan arsumsd.
levertMeles the effect of such distorioa on equIpsent, and Indeed, the
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whole problem of isolating personnel and equipoent from shock effects wuld
require careful study.

Finally., extreme care would be required to avoid the introduction
of local structural veaknesses at abrupt section changes required for Joints,
mountings, holes for tunnels and conduits, entrances, etc.

6.3.7 Preliminary Desin of Aternate. Flat Slab Roof for Control
Center. Fbr the tvo-vay slab design reviewed above the depth of floor and
roof beams had to be relatively large. If it is neressary or desirable to
minimize the construcLion depth the reviever oight 4sh to explore the pos-
sibility of using flat slabs for floor and roof. As vas noted in Para. 6.3.5,
flat slabs require more material than slab crid beam construction, but they
are more efficient from the standpoint of space utilization.

Let us assume a flat slab roo: ef 54.0 in. total dept, without
drop panels, and with column capitals approximately 6.0 ft. square. If the
interior clear height is maintained at 12.0 ft., the total structure height
would be 21.0 ft.; this is 5.0 ft. less than the total height of the pre-
viously studied slab. and beam type structure. Because of the greater roof
slab thickness no earth cover would be xr'Lii d for radiation attenuation,
and the cover could be the minimm deemed necsssary for concealment. Bence,
the required depth of construction can be reduced substantially if the flat
slab schcmc io feasible. The criterion will be the n itude of the reinforce-
ment percentages required.

The assumption that drop panels vill not be used may require rome
explanation. Assuming tRat tbe interior .lear height must be maintained
over the entire area outside the capitals, and that we hope to li mit the
maximum slab thickness to 54.0 in., a drop panel would Imply thicknesses lIws
than 54.0 in. outside the drop panel zones. Si:-!e the total flexural capa-
city thereby would be reduced, "op panel construction vill not be assumed.

Since two layers of reinforcement probably will be needed in each
direction, assume:

d - 51.0 - o40 50.0 in.

L1 " 12x2 "

c~0O L2

From Fig. 5A-5.6, vc., 1.118

%,- 0.1.56-1-
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From the expressions on fig. 5A-5.5 for d./LL 1 - 0.135 and
p -186, we obtain f p - 3830 x 10-

Ths the required flexural capacity is:

30 x ' 76 Psi

Pmf =  5000

From Fig. 5A-5.4, for CI/L1 = C2/L2 - 0.3 and L2 /I. 0.95,
we obtain K -0.95

pm K - (766) 0.95 - 728 psi

From the expression on Fig. 5A-5.2 for p., Ku' 726 and d/L = 0.2,

we obtain f 49 = 303,000

Thus required 9 - 5.83%

From Fig. 5A-5.3 for dp/d - 1.0 and pJ - 0, we obtain

X- 1.0

Now assume that the reinforcement percentages are everywhere
equal; i.e., Tb.. 'p% 2 Pt2=T

Mhen 9 90 + + .0o(Y+ 9) - 49

and To TP/14 - 5.83./. 1.,% o.K.

We conclude that flat slab c.nstruction with a total slab thickness of 54.0 In.
is feasible. The required reinforcement percentages are large, but the
implied steel could be supplied by two layers of steel in eacb direction.

6.3.8 Preliminary Designs of Alternate Reinforced Concrete Barrel
Arch Roofs for Control Center. To achieve the advantages of large clear spans
it A# necessary to use a shell type roof, As was noted In Pars. 6.3.5, this
type may require high-capacity soil1 or rock, at reasonable depth because of
concentrated reactions to be resisted at the springfug line. Fbr the purposes
of this illustration let us assume that foundation conditions are suitable.
Let us further assume that 5000 sq. ft.- of space. unimpeded by columns, and
with a mininm= height of 6.0 ft. are desired.

ALjor Dimensions:

An infinite =.ber of cobinations of central anglej, radlus, and
Parrel length would satisfy the above-stated space requirements. As radius
s reduced the shell thickness decreases, but the MaxiMM height of structure

(at cron) increases for a given transverse span. ObviouslY the acceptable
planform is sinificant; i.e., will a working spade 50.0 ft. x 100.0 ft.
satisfy, or must the mnaller clear span be at least 65.0 ft.? Fbr purposes of
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this exmnple let us esrze that a minimnum working space dimension of 62.5 ft.
is desired; the length of the barrel then must be 80.0 ft. to supply the
required 5000 sq. ft. of working area.

Try a minimum central angle of 120 degrees between springing points.
If r is the radius to the shell mid-plane and the thickness, D, is estimated
to be about 2.0 ft., the rise of the intrados curve will be:

(r - 1)(i - coB 60o) = O.-(r - 1)

Mhen r can be determined from the requirement of a 62.5-ft. transverse dimen-
sion with 6.0 ft. headroom.

[0.5(r-1) - 6.o[2(r-1) - 05(r-l) + 6.0 12

From which r = 42 ft.

The total depth of the extrados curve (at crown) will be approximately
21.5 ft., and the transverse span of te extradod curve (at springing) will be
about 76 ft. If a smaller central angle were chosen the maximn height would
increase and the transverse span would decrese. For this example the above
values of radius and central angle are assumed to be satisfactory.

Earth Cover:

For purposes of radiation attenuation a depth of cover at the
crown, RC of 3.0 ft. will suffice. To achieve the advantages of str.ctural
behavior associated with *full burialf (see Para. 5A-3.7) H must Ie at least
0.1.25 times the transverse span, B. c

B - 2(l.7'2) = 72.8 ft.

0.125 B - 9.1 ft.

In addttion, to be considered *fully buried" the average cover, H , must be
at least 0.25 B. For the arch here considered the latter. requireilt governs;
that Is, an average cover of 0.25 B requires a crown cover He - 12.4 ft.,
;hict is greater then 0.125B.

Required %-ch thickness and reinforcement will be determined for
each of two cases; i.e., He a 3.0 ft. ew He  12.4 ft.

.?artial Burial" Case (H€ - 3.0 ft.)

From Fig. 5A-7.5, we can read several ocmbinations of &cc pt-
able Tf d and d/r 2/p g. However the steep slope of the curves indicates

that the arch thickness is not sensitive to changes in perentage reinforcement.
Sisumin 9f dy equal to 20,000, and Interpolatin for f1 - 6250, we find:
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- - - 0.000225
r pso

Thus d a (ii2crn)(180)(0.OOO225) - 20AI in.

4P=2,0 0.38% O.K.52,000

We must check the arch capacity vith respect to buckling. From Para. 5A-3.7,
%Ae critical load as governed by buckli 'a:

PCRt 1.5(l - 92 T I

Ve conclude that a total shell thickness of 24.0 in. vith 0.38% reinforcement

in each face vill be sufficient.

"Full Burial" Case (He a 12.1 :ft.):

a, - 0 .25 B - 0.25(72.8) u 18.2 ft.

Estimating the total shell thickness, D, at 1.8 ft., ve obtain:

I + D - 18.2 + 1.8 - 20.0 ft.

hAsming a reintorcment, pereentage V T a 0.75% (i.e., 0.37%
in each face) the umt strength of the shell section is:

o.0B5f+ 0.009ftdT - 0.85(625) + o.+0 (,00o)(0.73)

= 5310 + 35"1 - 5660 Pei

Frm Fig. 5A-7.l 1w obtain (2)r 0av+ 0.003

Fm Fig. c.A-.3 for p. a 180, v - .. 039

Thu.s * 0.003 4 * ) rJ0

A required D .042(1IKl2 - 21 In.

We conclw's that a total shell thickness of 21.0 in., vith 0.37% reintoremnt

in each aoe vill suffice. It is of interest to note that the -.qulre- thick-

mn Is essentially the same for the fully-bwied" ca as for the "partlsly-
buriede cas.

the ends of the barrel shell .truchure can be ciused off either by

a slab or by a double-curwd shell. If i4., -- ,- is chosien it vill be foud
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to requ're a shell thickness approximately one-half as large as that of the
barrel shell. If the doubly-curved shell is used for end closure the length
of the barrel shell portion can, of course, be reduced somevhat.
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